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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS OF THE SMART
COMMUNITIES SITING COALITION
The Smart Communities Siting Coalition (“Smart Communities”) is comprised of
individual localities, local government associations, and local agencies responsible for roadway
safety which collectively represent more than 1,800 communities and nearly 30 million residents
in 10 states. Smart Communities understand the importance of deployment of advanced wireline
and wireless communications technologies and are actively engaged in significant efforts to
encourage broadband deployment, particularly to underserved areas. Smart Communities believe
that no additional federal regulations are required, and that the Commission need not, should not
and cannot grant the relief sought by Mobilitie. Smart Communities respectfully submit:
1.

The shared interests of all levels of government in advanced wireless and wireline

broadband infrastructure do not justify additional regulations. The Notice is focused on a
particular type of wireless infrastructure, being deployed by personal wireless service providers,
or companies that build facilities for those providers. Mobilitie and others argue this
infrastructure is needed for 5G and Internet of Things (IoT), but there is no way of knowing, at
this point, whether the infrastructure proposed by these particular service and facilities providers
will prove to be best means of advancing high-speed wireless or whether, for example, the IoT is
more likely to depend on different types of networks, or end user devices with different
capabilities. That fact alone ought to lead to regulatory caution, as rules that favoring incumbent
service or facilities providers can have significant consequences for innovation.
2.

As a basic principle, the Commission should be reluctant to adopt any rules that have the

effect of requiring states or local governments to subsidize the business plans of these service
and facilities providers, or to assume risks that flow from their business plans. The ruling sought
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by Mobilitie – or further regulatory actions by the Commission aimed at local governments –
would have just that effect.
3.

The placement of small cells, particularly in the rights-of-way, presents significant

challenges and risks to communities including:
o

Increased safety risks,

o Negative impacts on adjoining property, local businesses, other utilities, and on
redevelopment projects,
o Increased costs to localities for maintenance, expansion and modernization of the
public right-of-way, and
o Limitations on access by pedestrians and persons with disabilities.
The purpose of sharing these challenges is not to say that wireless infrastructure cannot be
accommodated, as Smart Communities have and will continue to accommodate such necessary
infrastructure, but to show that potential costs associated with the challenges and risks are real
and substantial (amounting potentially to billions of dollars), and cannot be ignored. Because of
the complexities associated with small cell siting, particularly in public rights-of-way, and the
potential costs if local authority is further confined, the Commission should not be setting special
time frames for either batch or small cell applications, or complicating siting review with
additional federal regulations, should be encouraging cooperative approaches to deployment.
4.

There is no need for action. Deployment of wireless facilities is proceeding apace and

where there are problems with the speed of deployment, they will not be solved by additional
federal regulation of local processes. Notably, the primary cause of delays in application
processing continues to be the failure of applicants to submit complete applications. For
example, as a routine matter, Mobilitie has submitted cookie cutter proposals for 100-120 foot
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towers in the public rights-of-way, without doing any meaningful field engineering, or making
any significant effort to comply with state, federal or local requirements – imposing significant
cost on communities
5.

The Commission could speed deployment through informal actions such as sharing

information on successful deployment approaches and by examining the role its own regulations
play is hindering deployments, including but not limited to:
o Reexamining the Section 6409 rules. At present, the Commission’s Section 6409
rules allow for installations in public rights-of-way to grow to sizes entirely
inappropriate for many areas, including residential areas and many redeveloped
historical, seaside and downtown areas. A rewrite of the Commission’s Section 6409
rules that authorizes local governments who allow small cell deployments to be able
to actually keep them small in size would expedite deployments.
o Ensuring that applicants understand that both initial and modified installations must
comply with guidelines for roadway safety, as implemented by state and local
authorities
o Clarifying that existing Shot Clock rules regarding incompleteness do not prevent a
locality from simply rejecting a defective application and/or imposing upon the
applicant a charge to recover the expenses incurred in addressing such omissions.
Today’s rules require detailed responses to incomplete applications actually which
slows the process and add costs for everyone (community, competitors and applicant)
when applicants do not make a good faith attempt to submit complete applications.
o Modernizing RF emissions standards to address the densification and proximity of
small cell deployments to the public. The failure of the FCC to modernize its RF
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standards creates public distrust in wireless systems, and makes it more difficult for
all parties to develop creative solutions for siting.
6.

As a matter of policy, however, the FCC should reject Mobilitie’s request that it regulate

either the regulatory fees associated with applications to place wireless facilities, or the rents it
must pay to use public property. A federal policy that allows Mobilitie or other wireless service
or facilities providers to obtain permits without paying the full costs of those permit, or to use
public property without paying fair market value will encourage inefficient, intrusive
deployments, deter innovation and could impose billions of dollars in costs on local communities
and their citizens. Any such policy will have marginal benefits, at best. It is unlikely to lead to
deployment in areas that are not served today.
7.

As a matter of law, the Commission cannot regulate or dictate rents charged for use of

public rights-of-way or other government property or limit recovery to marginal costs as
requested by Mobilitie. The Commission lacks a legal foundation for adopting any such rules:
o Mobilitie is seeking relief under Section 253 (barriers to entry) but Section 253 does
not apply and provides no avenue for relief where resolution of an issue would “limit
or affect” local authority over decisions regarding the placement, construction, and
modification of personal wireless service –as regulation of fees and rents would.
o Even if Section 253 did apply, the Commission has limited authority to regulate
charges for access to property or facilities that may be useful for placement of
communications facilities, no authority to regulate rates for access to public property,
and certainly no authority to limit charges to certain marginal costs, as proposed by
Mobilitie. Under Section 253, a court must uphold any charge that is competitively
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neutral, non-discriminatory and “fair and reasonable” and charging fair market value
for use of public property inherently passes those tests.
o

Mobilitie’s proposed “non-discrimination” test for Section 253 is wrong and not
supported by case law, Commission precedent or the Constitution.

8.

The Commission need not address debates in the Circuits or otherwise address the

meaning of the effective prohibition standard in Section 332(c)(7). Participants have adjusted to
the tests within their Circuits, and in many cases, reflected those standards in local laws. A new
framework would create uncertainty. Moreover, the “hindrance” standard that the Notice
proposed is inconsistent with pertinent case law.
9.

The Notice is not the appropriate vehicle for action. While the Commission has broad

authority to choose how to proceed, the Notice seems to envision precisely the sort of action that
the D.C. Circuit found requires notice and comment rulemaking.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
The Smart Communities Siting Coalition (“Smart Communities”) is comprised of local

governments, and associations that represent them, as well as local government agencies
responsible for highway safety. Collectively, the individual members and associations represent
approximately1,854 communities in 10 states, serving nearly 30 million residents.1
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Individual members:

Ann Arbor, MI; Atlanta, GA; Berlin, MD; Berwyn Heights, MD; Boston, MA; Capitol Heights, MD; Cary, NC;
Chesapeake Beach, MD; College Park, MD; Dallas, TX; DeSoto County, MS.; Frederick, MD; Gaithersburg, MD;
Greenbelt, MD; Havre de Grace, MD; LaPlata, MD; Laurel, MD; City of Los Angeles, CA; McAllen, TX; Monroe,
MI, Montgomery County, MD; Myrtle Beach, SC; New Carrollton, MD; Perryville, MD; Pocomoke City, MD;
Poolsville, MD; Portland, OR.; Rockville, MD; Takoma Park, MD; University Park, MD; and Westminster, MD.
Organizations Representing Local Governments and Road Agencies:
Texas Coalition of Cities for Utility Issues (TCCFUI) is a coalition of more than 50 Texas municipalities dedicated
to protecting and supporting the interests of the citizens and cities of Texas with regard to utility issues. The
Coalition is comprised of large municipalities and rural villages. The GVMC DAS Tower Consortium is a
collaboration of over 20 Western Michigan cities, villages and townships that worked collectively with local
telecommunication providers to establish a model permitting process and fee structure. The Conference of Eastern
Wayne is a formal council of governments established by intergovernmental agreement consisting of the six
municipalities on the eastern side of Wayne County outside of the City of Detroit. The municipalities represented
are: City of Grosse Pointe, City of Grosse Pointe Farms, City of Grosse Pointe Woods, Village of Grosse Pointe
Shores (a Michigan City), and the City of Harper Woods. The Michigan Coalition to Protect Public Rights-of-Way
(“PROTEC”) is an organization of Michigan cities that focuses on protection of their citizens’ governance and
control over public rights-of-way. The Michigan Townships Association (“MTA”) promotes the interests of 1,242
townships by fostering strong, vibrant communities; advocating legislation to meet 21st century challenges;
developing knowledgeable township officials and enthusiastic supporters of township government; and encouraging

Collectively, the Smart Communities have significant experience in addressing the
placement of wireline and wireless facilities, including wireless deployments that involve very
large structures and monopoles like the Mobilitie 120 foot towers, as well as relatively small
wireless structures. As importantly, many of the members have devoted significant resources to
undergrounding utilities or to other redevelopment projects whose job-creating success depends
on balancing the needs of local businesses, utilities, residents, consumers and tourists – all while
maintaining the safety and integrity of infrastructure communications and other private and
public infrastructure located in their public rights-of-way. The Smart Communities thus have a
good understanding of the challenges presented or that will be presented by new generation
wireless deployments, and welcome the opportunity to participate in this proceeding.
In addition to these comments, several members of Smart Communities, including
Montgomery County, Maryland and Cary, North Carolina are submitting separate comments to
provide additional information, and several are supporting comments filed by others, including,
in particular, the comments filed by the Texas Municipal League.

ethical practices of elected officials. The Public Corporation Law Section of the State Bar of Michigan is a
voluntary membership section of the State Bar of Michigan, comprised of approximately 610 attorneys who
generally represent the interests of government corporations, including cities, villages, townships and counties,
boards and commissions, and special authorities. The Public Corporation Law Section participates in cases that are
significant to governmental entities throughout the State of Michigan. The position expressed in this Brief is that of
the Public Corporation Law Section only. The State Bar of Michigan takes no position. The Michigan Municipal
League (“MML”) is a non-profit Michigan corporation whose purpose is the improvement of municipal government.
Its membership includes 524 Michigan local governments, of which 478 are members of the Michigan Municipal
League Legal Defense Fund. The purpose of the Legal Defense Fund is to represent MML member local
governments in litigation of statewide significance. The County Road Association (CRA) of Michigan works with
all 83 county road agencies on matters of common interest. County road agencies in Michigan are responsible for
ensuring safe, efficient transportation on 73 percent of the road miles in Michigan and are responsible for reviewing
the applications for placement of facilities along the roads to ensure, among other things, that proposed facilities do
not interfere with road functions, or create safety issues. The Kitch Firm represents Monroe, Michigan, DeSoto
County, Mississippi and the Michigan associations identified above. Best Best & Krieger represents the others in
the Smart Communities coalition.
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II.

SUMMARY
Smart Communities understand the importance of deployment of advanced wireline and

wireless communications technologies; many of them are engaged in significant efforts to
encourage broadband deployment, particularly to underserved areas. 2 Based on our experience,
Smart Communities believe that no additional federal regulations are required at this time, and
the Commission need not, should not and cannot grant the relief sought by Mobilitie.
As we explain below:
1.

The shared interests of all levels of government in advanced broadband do not

justify additional regulations. The Notice states that “local land-use authorities … are facing
substantial increases in the volume of siting applications for deployment of these facilities.”3
Some members of our coalition in fact are dealing with large numbers of small cell applications,
and some have received very few or none.4 Our experience shows that the small cell technology

2

Smart Communities celebrates that our efforts permit Chairman Pai in a February 28, 2017 keynote address to the
Mobile World Congress that “….98% of Americans now have access to three or more facilities-based [wireless]
providers. And the United States has led the world in the deployment of 4G LTE.” Those successes are local
governments’ as much as they are the industry’s. Address available at https://www.fcc.gov/document/chairmanpais-keynote-mobile-world-congress-barcelona
3

Notice at 1-2. The placement of these wireless facilities amount to the first significant above ground intrusion into
local rights of way in many decades and therefore demands a very careful and patient approach so that all issues and
stakeholders are adequately considered and protected. The last such intrusion involved the electric and wireline
industries. The potential multiplication of above ground facilities is a grave concern for all local communities and
their residents for reasons we explain below. Even the industry acknowledged this in a CTIA article dated May
2016, in which industry commentators strongly encouraged this wireless facility roll out using principally the
millions of existing electric utility poles. See article here: http://www.ctia.org/docs/default-source/defaultdocument-library/enabling-the-wireless-networks-of-tomorrow.pdf
4

For example, Boston has approved nearly 400 DAS/small cell installations in the rights of way with three neutral
hosts companies (Crown Castle, ExteNet and American Tower). In Boston, two-thirds of the installations have or
will take place on City-owned Streetlights or traffic lights and the remainder on jointly-owned Eversource-Verizon
poles. The majority of these installations have been in place for about eight years, but recent interest and
engagement by carriers, as well as additional neutral hosts, indicate that number could treble in the next 2 years and
again in following 4 years. Atlanta has approved 257 applications (174 for Crown Castle and 83 for Mobilitie), and
reports that Mobilitie has indicated a request for more than 200 sites within the city in the next months. The City of
Houston has approved over 350 locations and are anticipating as many as 800 more requests as Zayo, Crown Castle,
Verizon, and Mobilitie have each expressed a desire to build out entire networks, which could be as many as 200
locations for each company, or some 800 more sites. The Bureau listed the Montgomery County Maryland
experience in the Notice at 2. But it is not just the larger communities that are being challenged to meet demands for
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is not being deployed ubiquitously, and is not necessarily helping to close the digital divide, but
does have significant consequences for areas where citizens and the communities have spent
millions of dollars to attract new jobs and businesses, and to create safe infrastructure.
Moreover, in many cases “small cell” applications are being submitted for placement on public
property where a private deployment would obviously be available and would avoid significant
safety issues. The sole purpose of such installations appears to be to avoid costs that others in
the market bear, and shifting those costs onto the taxpayer via use of local community owned
public rights-of-way.
It bears emphasizing that the Notice is focused on a particular type of wireless
infrastructure, being deployed by personal wireless service providers, or companies that build
facilities for those providers (referred to throughout as “service providers” or “facilities
providers”).5 As a basic principle, the Commission should be reluctant to adopt any rules that
have the effect of requiring states or local governments to subsidize the business plans of these
service and facilities providers, or to assume risks that flow from their business plans. The ruling
sought by Mobilitie – or further regulatory actions by the Commission aimed at local
governments – would have just that effect. Mobilitie of course, suggests that its deployments are
critical to deployment of 5G infrastructure and the Internet of Things (IoT) – by which we
believe they mean the infrastructure is critical to widespread deployment of high-speed wireless
service infrastructure. However, as discussed below, there is no 5G standard in place today, and
there is no way of knowing, at this point, whether the infrastructure proposed by incumbent
service or facilities providers will prove to be best means of advancing high-speed wireless or
rights-of-way access. Ann Arbor, Michigan, in just the last two years has dealt with more than 60 (or more than 70)
applications for DAS facilities.
5

The former would be typified by Verizon Wireless, and the latter by Mobilitie, although we recognize that service
providers may also be facilities providers.
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whether, for example, the IoT is more likely to depend on different types of networks, or end
user devices with different capabilities. That fact ought to lead in the direction of regulatory
caution, as rules that effectively favor the incumbent service or facilities providers can have
significant consequences for innovation.
Smart Communities, in both these Comments and in the expert declarations6 attached to
this filing will outline some of the particular challenges and potential billions of dollars in
external costs that may be caused by placement of “small cell” infrastructure. These costs are
the result of, inter alia increased safety risks, negative impacts on adjoining property, local
businesses, other utilities, and on redevelopment projects; increased costs to localities for
maintenance, expansion and modernization of the right of way, and potential limitations on
access by pedestrians and persons with disabilities, among other things. The purpose of sharing
6

In an effort to assist the Bureau with its data driven mandate, Smart Communities has retained experts to provide
insights into the issues and challenges of siting wireless devices in the communities rights-of-way. These include:
•

Andrew Afflerbach of CTC Technology & Energy has prepared a Report and Declaration of Andrew
Afflerbach For the Smart Communities Siting Coalition (referred to herein as the CTC Declaration) –
CTC’s work has been cited by the Commission and its leaders have regularly appeared before the
Commission. The CTC Declaration reports on small cells and the challenges they present to communities.
Perhaps the most important message of the CTC Declaration is that the small in small cell refers to the area
served, not the size of the equipment. The CTC Declaration is attached as Exhibit 1.

•

Dr. Kevin Cahill, Ph.D of ECONorthwest has prepared a report entitled The Economics of Government
Right of Way Fees (referred to herein as the ECONorthwest Declaration) ECONorthwest is a nationally
recognized economics firm that has been cited in prior Commission proceedings. The ECONorthwest
Declaration contains an economic analysis of the effect of limiting the amounts that may be charged for use
of the public rights-of-way and concludes that the rulings sought by Mobilitie will not promote
economically efficient deployment of public rights-of-way and will discourage innovation. More
information about ECONorthwest may be found at http://www.econw.com/. The ECONorthwest
Declaration is attached as Exhibit 2.

•

David Burgoyne of Burgoyne Appraisal has prepared a Report and Declaration of David E Burgoyne for
the Smart Communities Siting Coalition, to highlight for the Commission the potential impacts of wireless
facilities on adjoining property values (referred to herein as the Burgoyne Declaration). That declaration
concludes many deployments of small cells could affect property values, with significant potential effects.
Mr. Burgoyne is a licensed appraiser in Ann Arbor, Michigan. More information about Burgoyne
Appraisal may be found at https://burgoyneappraisal.com/appraisal-litigation-support/. The Burgoyne
Declaration is attached as Exhibit 3.

•

Steve Puuri, P.E., of Puuri Engineering, LLC, has prepared a Report and Declaration of Steven M. Puuri
for the Smart Communities Siting Coalition (referred to herein as the Puuri Declaration) regarding the
impacts of placement of wireless structures in the public rights-of-way. Mr. Puuri been involved in
roadway design for 25 years. The Puuri Declaration is attached as Exhibit 4.
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these challenges is not to say that wireless infrastructure cannot be accommodated, as Smart
Communities have and will continue to accommodate such necessary infrastructure. Rather,
Smart Communities outline these challenges to share with the Commission the complexity and
competing demands presented by the sorts of applications that are now being filed by the
providers of the personal wireless services or facilities. Smart Communities desire to preserve
the opportunity to identify, leverage, and support other developing wireless technologies such as
IoT networking sensors that will enable our communities to offer solutions related to
transportation, energy, air pollution, public Wi-Fi, and other new generation services. But those
goals, central to the Notice, will not be served by additional regulations governing the uniquely
local siting process, or by regulating charges for use of public property and public rights-of-way.
As the declarations attached to these Comments suggest, while the cost to the public and to
communities from the sorts of rulings Mobilitie requests may be in the billions of dollars, the
benefits to deployment would be marginal or negative.
2.

In most cases, deployment is proceeding apace. Where there are problems in

deployment the problems will not be solved by additional federal regulation of local processes.
The problems in deployment are in many if not most cases caused by the companies seeking to
place the facilities. For example, as a routine matter, Mobilitie has submitted cookie cutter
proposals for 120 foot towers in the public rights-of-way to various local government
departments, without doing any meaningful field engineering, or making any significant effort to
comply with state, federal or local requirements. Applications of this sort take enormous time to
process.
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3.

If the Commission does wish to speed deployment it may be able to achieve that

goal through informal action (sharing information on successful deployment approaches) or by
doing the following:
a.

“Small Cells” vary dramatically in size and visibility. Some proposed

facilities could have significant, negative impacts on adjacent property values. There are
technologies readily available that can reduce the size of the facilities. But, compounding
siting issues are the Commission rules under 47 U.S. §1455(c) (colloquially, Section
6409), which allow for installations to grow to sizes entirely inappropriate for many
areas, including residential areas and many redeveloped historical, seaside and downtown
areas. If local governments can allow small cells and keep them small in size, localities
will be in a better position to develop safe harbors and development plans that can
provide a simpler path for deployment.
b.

Commission rules requiring detailed responses to incomplete applications

actually slow the process and add costs for everyone when applicants do not act in good
faith to submit complete applications. The Commission should make it clear that its rules
regarding incompleteness do not prevent a locality from simply rejecting an application
and/or imposing upon the applicant a charge to recover the expenses incurred in
addressing such omissions.
c.

Local governments often receive public comments on RF radiation. While

those comments do not affect siting decisions, they are of concern, because widespread
deployment and adoption depend on public acceptance of wireless technology. Because
the Commission has failed to modernize or even address RF risks in any sensible way, it
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has essentially created a barrier to deployment. The agency needs to do its job and
modernize those standards promptly.
4.

The Commission should not regulate or attempt to regulate charges imposed by

state or local governments or agencies.
The Notice actually mixes together different types of charges that may apply to a wireless
provider. An applicant who wishes to obtain a regulatory authorization will typically pay fees
that are cost-based and designed to recover costs associated with issuing the permit or
authorization, and costs associated with inspecting a facility for compliance and other legal
requirements.7 Mobilitie appears to ask the Commission to regulate the costs that can be charged
to it so that it, for example, is not forced to bear the full costs associated with repeated
applications, engineering, or land use reviews of its application. The Commission has no
authority to regulate these charges, much less require localities to effectively subsidize
Mobilitie’s applications; and even had it that authority, Mobilitie’s actions show why it would be
wrong to do so.
In addition to these regulatory charges, a wireless service or facilities provider who
wishes to use proprietary property, which may include the public rights-of-way, street lights,
public buildings or other structures will typically pay a fee that is intended as a rent.8 Those
rates are often set through negotiation and may take a variety of forms based upon the use
sought. Those rents are intended to recover the fair value of the property used. As the
ECONorthwest Declaration explains, a one size fits all federal standard that requires access at
less than fair market value would actually deter innovation, encourage inefficiency, and could

7

These compliance inspections must necessarily also include annual reviews given the proximity of these facilities
to busy and inherently dangerous roadway surfaces.
8

The rents may take the form of franchise or license fees, lease payments, occupancy fees, etc.
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shift billions of dollars in value to incumbents and from resident taxpayers. As importantly, the
Commission cannot dictate rents charged for proprietary property, or (consistent with the
Constitution) limit recovery to marginal costs as is apparently requested by Mobilitie.
III.

THE LOCAL PROCESS FOR REVIEW OF SMALL CELL APPLICATIONS
The Notice seeks information from local governmental authorities on the process for

reviewing and making decisions on siting applications for small wireless facilities (including
DAS and small cells), particularly the amount of time it takes to complete this process.
The Notice is in response to a Petition by Mobilitie, seeking regulations that favor
particular service providers and facilities providers, and their respective business plans. The
Commission has recognized, however, that the Commission’s rules should “neither explicitly nor
implicitly expresses a preference for one particular entry strategy….an attempt to indicate such a
preference… may have unintended and undesirable results….As to success or failure, we look to
the market, not to regulation, for the answer.”9
We therefore stress, at the outset, that Smart Communities are committed to developing
processes that encourage deployment of advanced wireline and wireless systems. Not only do
we understand that our citizens increasingly depend on access to broadband; the efficient
operation of our communities and the future economic health of our communities also depend on
taking advantage of the opportunities presented by new wireline and wireless technologies.
While different communities will take advantage of these technologies at different paces, local
governments and road agencies recognize the powerful opportunities the IoT and wireless
technologies present for delivering public services more efficiently, improving public health and

9

In the Matter of Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act of 1996;
Interconnection between Local Exchange Carriers and Commercial Mobile Radio Service Providers, 11 FCC Rcd
15499, 15508-15509 (FCC 1996)(“Interconnection Order”).

9

safety, and attracting new businesses. We are watching and adopting technologies that will
permit us to, among other things, reduce energy consumption while improving street light
efficiency; identify and respond to problems with sewer and water lines; and provide more
efficient public transit. The City of Los Angeles, for example, was the first city in the world to
deploy Philips/Ericsson SmartPole technologies, which turn street lights into hubs for existing
and future wireless technologies.10 Where we depart from Mobilitie and, perhaps, from the
Notice, is that we do not believe the IoT depends on the authorization of the towers Mobilitie and
others seek to deploy (the CTC Declaration, 11 along with our own experiences, explains why it
does not). Nor do we believe that regulating placement of wireless facilities or charging for use
of the public rights-of-way is inconsistent with effective and efficient deployment of wireless
technologies. As the expert reports explain, given the potential safety issues associated with
public right-of-way deployment; the potential negative impacts on property values; and, the
predictable negative economic effects that would flow from the rulings requested by Mobilitie,
local review and local charges actually encourage efficient deployment of advanced wireless
technologies.
A.

Processes For Review Of Small Cell Applications
1.

The structure of a “small cell.”

In its discussion of whether it should develop another shot clock aimed specifically at
“small cell” facility applications, the Commission asks how it could define small cell for that
purpose. In our view, this approach is misguided because, as we discuss below, communities
distinguish between facilities based on their impacts, not their technical classification. Indeed,

10

For more information see https://www.ericsson.com/networks/cases/networks-cases/philips-smartpole-withericsson (last accessed 3/7/2017).
11

CTC Declaration at p. 15.
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any technical definition would be stretched at best, since the term “small cell” has no clear
technical meaning. What is clear is that there are many existing and developing technologies
that allow wireless services to be provided in a way that is far less intrusive than many facilities
providers like Mobilitie are proposing to deploy.12

12

CTC Declaration at p. 9.
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The term “small cell” is typically used to describe an installation that serves a small area
– not to distinguish between facilities that are “small v. those that are large.”13 For purposes of
this Notice, it is important to recognize that what falls within the rubric of a “small cell” at any
given site can actually involve many different pieces of equipment, some of which could be quite
large and quite intrusive. Thus, as CTC explains, at any given location, a “small cell” may
involve a support structure (ranging in size from a Mobilitie tower to a more conventional utility
pole); an antenna; radio units; power supplies/electric meters/disconnects/cabling; and
potentially back-up power supplies. 14 Some of these facilities may be mounted on the tower or
pole; some may be placed in a vault, and some may be ground-mounted. A facility might look
like any of these:

AT&T “Small Cell,”
Oakland

13

CTC Declaration at p. 2.

14

CTC Declaration atp. 6.

Mobilitie “Small Cell”

ExteNet “small cell,” San
Francisco

12

The CTC report includes additional examples. As CTC explains, small cell sizes may
approach or exceed the size of many monopoles or macrocells. 15 Indeed, many small cells may
actually utilize the same equipment that is utilized on traditional macrocells, but the equipment
may serve a smaller physical area because of placement or powering.
The problems presented by various “small cell” installations can vary dramatically and
argue against adoption of a unique and shorter “shot clock” for these applications. The Mobilitie
120 foot “small cell” shown in the photograph above will require installation of a significant
foundation that could extend well below ground level and require analysis of the soil underneath
the facility and the support required to prevent the tower from falling. It could also, of course,
raise Section 106 Historic Preservation Act issues.16 The AT&T facility pictured on the previous
page may create significant aesthetic concerns if proposed in a residential area that would not be
presented if located in an industrial area. The placement of any new structure in the rights of
way, whether categorized as a small cell or not, can raise significant issues for roadway
engineering, safety, and coordination with other utilities. 17 The time required to address these
issues is not easily limited by adopting a definition of “small cell” unless small is literally
defined to exclude towers and new structures altogether, to only apply to modifications of
existing utility poles where there is no need for any excavation or strengthening, and where all
facilities associated with a structure are in fact “small” and not capable of expansion. A more
favorable shot clock for “small cells” will add complications without accurately identifying a
class of facilities for which review time may logically be shortened. It is worth emphasizing that

15

CTC Declaration at pp. 6-8.

16

Exhibit 5 is a small cell proposal for a historic district in Monroe, Michigan and the City’s response to a facility
40” in diameter with a 50” base plate, and rises 100’ above ground. The tower and structure are proposed to be
located very near a roadway, and with a foundation of unspecified size.
17

Puuri Declaration at p. 2.
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there have been very few cases that in fact turn on a failure of a community to act in a timely
way, particularly once the industry applicant acknowledges local governance rights over their
public rights-of-way, 18 and industry has never shown that a shorter time frame is required or
would significantly to cut deployment times, given, for e.g., the time required prior to beginning
construction (e.g., for make-ready work).
2.

Localities Distinguish Between Facilities Based on Characteristics, Not
on Their Technical Classification

The Commission seeks information as to whether and how communities are
distinguishing between small cells and macrocells in their siting review procedures. In some
respects that is the wrong question. Localities either originally wrote ordinances to provide
enough flexibility to distinguish among installations based on impact or are modifying or have
modified ordinances to distinguish between facilities that are small and less visible, and those
which are not. Land use ordinances typically identify factors (e.g., whether a proposed structure
is consistent with the design of a particular neighborhood; or whether a proposed structure is the
least intrusive required) that would necessarily take into account the size, appearance, and
physical characteristics of a proposed facility. It is certainly true that many local ordinances
were originally written for macrocells, and incorporate provisions that may be appropriate for a
fenced facility, but are not appropriate for a facility on a utility pole. But as a general matter,
land use ordinances provide sufficient flexibility to distinguish among types of facilities based on
their physical characteristics (as opposed to the technical classifications suggested by the
Notice).

18

Many Smart communities have experienced stiff opposition by industry to basic state constitutional rights and
obligations granted or imposed upon those local communities concerning the proper and safe management of their
public rights-of-way. Such opposition is a cause of delay.
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What is noteworthy is that processes and ordinances are often being revised in
consultation with industry. As the CTC Declaration explains, 19 many communities are working
with industry to develop new approaches to deployment that take wireless into account as part of
the development processes associated with new subdivisions, roadway widening, or as part of a
general planning processes that is designed to provide some certainty for both localities and for
providers as to what may be installed, and where. This process may take some up front time, and
is distinct from the procedures that apply once an application is received under Section 332(c)(7)
or Section 6409. This preliminary work may appear to result in a delay in deployment, as
communities gather all industry players together to attempt to develop a cooperative solution.
But the “upfront” time may translate into faster consideration of individual applications over the
longer term, as providers gain a better understanding of what is required of them, and submit
applications that are tailored to community requirements. This consultative process ought to be
encouraged, and certainly provides no basis for additional regulations.
Regardless of these developments, where a land use approval is required, the process –
whether for smaller or larger facilities – may require some form of public hearing and notice; as
well as a process for appeal of decisions.
3.

Permitting Costs and Costs Associated with the Application Process are
Typically Cost-Based

The review process typically begins with the submission of an application, which may
also require submission of application fees. It bears emphasizing that the Mobilitie Petition
lumps together application fees, and rental fees for use of public property, although the two are

19

CTC Declaration at pp. 23-25.
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legally distinct.20 We discuss Mobilitie’s request to limit rents infra. Here we discuss its
complaints about fees for application to place wireless facilities.
A regulatory fee is typically cost-based and charged in connection with an applicant’s
voluntary decision to engage in a particular activity: the decision to build a bar, for example, may
lead to the requirement to obtain certain licenses, require certain ongoing inspections, and may
require certain actions on business termination. Generally, a locality may charge a reasonable
regulatory fee to cover the cost of the regulation. 21
What Mobilitie calls application fees fall into this category and thus are cost-based. The
applicant bears these costs for the service. Typically, every application must be filed along with
a fee amount that is approved periodically by the appropriate municipal body to recover the
estimated costs associated with consideration of types of applications. The application fees are
not typically refundable if an entity abandons a project, or if it files an application at Point X and
then submits a renewed or revised application at Point Y.
20

Localities may charge rents, license fees, or occupancy fees, for access to publicly-owned property, including
public rights-of-way. Those rents include, for example, franchise fees for use of public rights-of-way by cable
systems, City of Dallas v. FCC, 118 F.3d 393 (5th Cir. 1997, but can also include rents for the use or occupancy of
rooftops, traffic lights or other structures owned by a municipality (or a municipally-owned utility). Rents may of
course include provisions that recover costs, but are not limited to cost recovery. See, e.g., See, e.g. City of St. Louis
v. Western Union Tel., 148 U.S. 92, 99 (1892), reh’g in City of St. Louis v. Western Union Tel., 149 U.S. 465
(1893).(establishing as a constitutional principle that the public may exact rents for use of public spaces); Alpert v.
Boise Water Corp., 795 P.2d 298, 306 (Id. 1990) (“the charge imposed was not a tax but was contract consideration
for the franchise granted.”); City of Plant City v. Mayo, 337 So.2d 966, 973 (Fla. 1976)(“we have absolutely no
difficulty in holding that the franchise fees payable by Tampa Electric are not ‘taxes.…[They] are bargained for in
exchange for specific property rights relinquished by the cities.”); Philadelphia v. Holmes Elec. Protective Co., 6
A.2d 884, 887 (Pa. 1939); Berea College Utilities v. City of Berea, 691 S.W.2d 235, 237 (Ky. Ct. App. 1985) (“But
the consideration exacted in the ordinance is neither a tax nor a license fee; it is in the nature of an annual rental to
be paid for the privilege of the use of space under the streets”); a franchise fee such as that involved is not a tax, but
is instead a charge bargained for in exchange for a specific property right, i.e., rental or compensation for use of
public streets.”)
21

Cost-based fees, it should be emphasized, do not need to be based on the incremental cost of regulating a
particular business, or reviewing a particular application. Inspecting a restaurant for compliance with food safety
laws requires that the locality have an inspector, that the inspector have the tools required to conduct the inspection,
and that the inspector have the “back room” support required to submit reports, track inspections and so on. All of
those are properly recoverable, although the particular method for recovery may vary from place to place. See, e.g.,
City of Tullahoma v. Bedford County, 938 S.W.2d 408 (Tenn. 1997); City of Paris v. Paris-Henry County Public
Unity District, 207 Tenn. 388, 340 S.W.2d 885 (Tenn. 1960) (discussing difference between fees imposed in
regulatory capacity and proprietary capacity).
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In addition, there will typically be fees associated with particular construction or building
permits that may be required for a project, and are routine but necessary for safety and similar
reasons. For example, if an electrical permit is required, there will be a fee for that permit. If a
foundation is being poured, or there will be excavation in a public right-of-way, there may be a
fee that applies to review the plans for installation as against existing facilities, and inspection
during construction and for restoration. There may be additional fees that apply if a facility must
be removed and then rebuilt. Where zoning or land use processes apply, there may be fees
associated with that.
In some cases, the application fee would be a flat fee, or estimated deposit that may be
partly refunded, or additional payments may be required based on actual costs. However, the fee
may also be assessed on other bases. For example, to speed project deployment, some localities
have set up concierge services where fees are based on the hours spent by a service team
dedicated to consideration of the applicant’s application(s). This process was used by some
California communities when AT&T deployed facilities to roll out its U-Verse product.
Mobilitie’s request to limit application fees to cost is thus misplaced. It is already paying
cost-based fees. If it is complaining that it must pay multiple fees, it needs to provide the
Commission more information: is it because it has been required to remove facilities it installed
without authorization, and must go through another application process? Is it because an
application was withdrawn or rejected? As the later discussion of Mobilitie’s behavior suggests,
it is incurring many fees because of its own actions. And of course, if Mobilitie is asking the
Commission to set a particular formula for recovery of costs, or allow it to pay only part of the
costs of reviewing an application, the request should be rejected. Allowing Mobilitie to escape
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its full costs responsibilities amounts to a subsidy to Mobilitie.22 Moreover, the request runs
afoul of the statute and constitution (which provide the Commission no authority to dictate how
fees are recovered). The Commission is in any case not in a position to manage or oversee the
manner in which localities account for or recover costs; any effort to do so would simply bog
down the permitting system, and require adoption of a system of accounts far more burdensome
than the system established for common carriers.
4.

Timing Depends on Completeness of Applications and What is Being
Proposed for Approval.
a.

Incomplete applications continue to be a major problem.

Once an application is received, it must then be reviewed before it can be approved. The
Notice asks commenters to address whether some parties’ applications are granted more
frequently or reviewed more expeditiously than others, and if so, why?23 As the CTC
Declaration explains, to the extent that there are “delays,” most delays in processing an
application are caused by incomplete applications. 24
Mobilitie unfortunately provides the paradigmatic example of an entity that causes its
own delays – and in the course of doing so, increases the costs of regulatory review. While
Mobilitie has actually deployed facilities in some of the Smart Communities, and is entering into
agreements to do so in others, its record in many communities is not pretty.
Mobilitie submitted applications before it had legal authority to operate, or
containing false claims regarding Mobilitie’s legal authority. In early 2016, several
subsidiaries of Mobilitie began submitting applications to place towers in the public rights-of-

22

ECONorthwest Declaration at p. 8.

23

Notice at 9.

24

CTC Declaration at p. 20.
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way in communities across the country. The applications were essentially cookie cutter
applications, and were submitted initially with letters claiming that the subsidiary was
certificated by the state public service commission and had the right to use the public rights-ofway. In many cases, however, the subsidiary was not even licensed to do business in the state,
and had not filed an application with the public service commission at all. An example involving
Centerville, Georgia is attached in Exhibit 6.25
In cases where it was licensed to operate, Mobilitie made false claims about its rights to
enter onto municipal property. For example, on December 20, 2016, the Michigan Public
Service Commission ruled and granted the applications requested in two cases, U-18067
(Mobilitie Management LLC’s application to provide basic local exchange services) and U18125 (Utility Network Authority MI, LLC,’s application to provide basic local exchange

25

The reader will notice that the pictures and designs are virtually identical to those contained in the Monroe
application and contain no reliable site-specific engineering. The proposal is for a 120’ tower on a narrow street; it
is not clear the structure could even be placed at the location proposed without blocking the sidewalk. In early 2016
in Georgia, applications were received from either Network Utility Technologies of Georgia, LLC or Interstate
Transport and Broadband, LLC. Neither of these companies had a CPUC certificate; Mobilitie did, but it did not
even file to transfer that certificate to its subsidiaries until after filing applications with localities. Other names under
which Mobilitie sought applications included names which appeared to be designed to convince localities that it was
a functionary of the state:
Alaska Utility Pole Authority
Arizona Utility Pole Authority
Arkansas Utility Pole Authority
Florida Utility Pole Authority
Illinois Utility Pole Authority
Indiana Utility Pole Authority
Minnesota Utility Pole Authority
Missouri Utility Pole Authority
North Dakota Utility Pole Authority
Ohio Utility Pole Authority
Oregon Utility Pole Authority
Pennsylvania Utility Pole Authority
Rhode Island Utility Pole Authority
Vermont Utility Pole Authority
West Virginia Utility Pole Authority
Wisconsin Utility Pole Authority
Wyoming Utility Pole Authority
Even where it had obtained authority, Mobilitie caused delay and confusion by falsely claiming it had obtained
rights to use rights of way in communities when it clearly had not.
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services), but had to remind the applicants that a license to provide basic local exchange service
does not constitute authority for providing other services, such as DAS networks, and does not
circumvent the requirement to obtain the necessary permits from municipalities to access their
public rights-of-way. 26 Nonetheless, applications submitted to localities claimed the MPSC
license authorized right of way entry.
In these situations, localities must spend time and effort notifying Mobilitie that it should
have authorizations to operate in a state, or it must obtain required consents. And in addition –
even though the application is not remotely valid, the locality must detail other problems in the
application, even where it is not clear the company will be in a position to pursue deployment.
Mobilitie submitted applications that omitted obviously required information, and that
involved almost no field engineering. As a result, localities had to devote resources to reviewing
proposals that had, among other things obvious safety issues, were inconsistent with the ADA
(blocking handicapped access), and involved placement of new 120 foot towers in historical
districts or in front of historical structures. The Centerville responses in Exhibit 6 provide a
good example of the problems with the sort of applications received from Mobilitie. As
suggested there, in many cases, Mobilitie applications reflect almost no real field engineering.
While facilities are proposed to be placed in the public right-of-way, the drawings submitted do
not show detailed foundation or pole depth specifications – facts obviously critical to public
right-of-way safety.
Moreover, in many cases facilities are proposed at locations that are plainly not viable
locations. In Laurel, Maryland, for example, Mobilitie proposed to install a 75-foot tower in the
Laurel Historic District, in front of the Citizen’s Bank, in a 6’9” brick sidewalk near a
26

The Orders are available at: http://efile.mpsc.state.mi.us/efile/docs/18067/0026.pdf and
http://efile.mpsc.state.mi.us/efile/docs/18125/0019.pdf, respectively.
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handicapped access ramp. The proposal required the tower to be embedded 11’ underground,
even though underground utilities including electrical utilities are at that location. The proposal
was submitted without any structural work or surveying to determine whether it could be safely
installed as proposed.

Laurel Historic District
The Laurel application is attached as Exhibit. 7. Laurel was required to spend staff time
and effort to review an application that should never have been submitted for the location
proposed.
Other communities have faced similar applications. As noted supra, in Monroe,
Michigan, Mobilitie proposed to place a 100-foot tower in the verge next to a sidewalk within
the Old Village Historic District (#82002854) in the National Register of Historic Places, and in
front of an historically significant structure. The proposed tower was in the sight lines of St.
John the Baptist Catholic Church, listed on the Michigan State Register of Historic Sites in 1998
and within one block of Memorial Place, commemorating the Kentucky soldiers that fought and
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died at the Battle of the River Raisin in January 1813. The application was, like the Laurel and
Centerville applications, woefully deficient.27
Application deficiencies are often followed by silence. Monroe notified Mobilitie of
the problems with the application, and the City has not heard back from the company. This has
also been the case with De Soto County, Mississippi, Frederick, Maryland and numerous other
local governments. Where there have been continued contacts, the siting process may involve
what is effectively an entirely different proposal. For example, in Cary North Carolina,
Mobilitie originally submitted five “applications” in 2016 for 120’ towers in the public right-ofway. Following correspondence addressing the incompleteness of the application, Mobilitie and
Town staff met in October of 2016 and again on in February of 2017. While formal applications
have not been filed, Mobilitie has indicated they now have plans for about twenty sites in the
town at elevations far less than 120 feet.
Mobilitie often does not accurately identify the location of its proposed facilities.
The applications submitted by Mobilitie typically include a set of plans that might (but often do
not) accurately identify the location of the proposed deployment. In many cases, the location
sought for the tower was not within the jurisdiction of the government entity receiving the
application. 28 I
The deficiencies in the applications suggest the company made almost no real effort
to comply with local requirements. In many cases, no application fee accompanied these
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The Monroe application and response letter are attached as Exhibit 5.
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Sugar Land, Texas received requests for eight sites, of which seven were located on state rights-of-way. Consent
to use the rights-of-way is required prior to approval from a state agency, the Texas Department of Transportation,
in addition to compliance with City requirements, requiring detailed coordination between both jurisdictions on
current and proposed road construction work in the area. Another example may be found in DeKalb County,
Georgia where more than half of the requested sites were in Georgia rights-of-way. Still DeKalb and Mobilitie are
close to reaching an Master License Agreement on different terms from the Georgia Municipal Association
Mobilitie agreement.
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applications, but there was always a request for a community contact. The same application
packet (or a virtually identical packet) was received across the country, regardless of local forms
or any requirement that the forms be filed electronically. In many cases, communities received
multiple applications, all of them incomplete.29
Worse, in some cases Mobilitie built its facility without going through required federal,
state or local requirements. Mobilitie installed a pole without going through this Commission’s
Section 106 process in a historic district in Denison, Texas, and then removed it (see Texas
Municipal League’s Comments for additional detail on Mobilitie in Denison, Texas and Section
106 issues). In Baltimore, Maryland, Mobilitie was required to remove a pole it placed in a
sidewalk ramp that made the sidewalk non-ADA compliant. The cost of remediating these
problems falls on local and state governments, and not just on Mobilitie, especially when
important laws like the ADA are involved. And those costs incurred by local communities must
be recoverable in full.
It is thus somewhat strange to see Mobilitie complain that its deployments are being
unreasonably delayed. Despite the problems identified above, local governments do continue to
work with Mobilitie – and notably, Mobilitie has not raised the concerns it raises here with any
of them. 30 But in any case, the key point is that behavior like Mobilitie’s adds significantly to
the cost, burden and time required to process small cell applications; localities are being asked to
29

In Montgomery County, MD, Mobilitie filed hundreds of applications in a single day; not one was complete. The
separate comments of Montgomery County provide the detailed timeline — it took eight months before even a
single complete test application was submitted. Los Angeles reports requests for 1,900 locations. In Boston,
Mobilitie identified 219 locations for DAS/Small Cell installations, 204 of these on City Poles and 15 on
Eversource/Verizon Poles. The City sent Mobilitie a DAS/Small Cell agreement and a Dark Fiber agreement on
Feb 3rd for execution.

30

See also Comments of Arlington, Texas (filed March 8, 2017) at 1-2. “[Arlington] is actively involved in
negotiations with Mobilitie for placement of their small cell facilities in City rights-of-way. These discussions are
progressing with a master license agreement likely entered in the near future that will serve as a template for other
providers going forward. It is interesting to note that the issues raised by Mobilitie in their Petition have not been
raised at the local level in our discussions.”
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do work Mobilitie itself should have performed. Given the record here, the Commission’s
reference to local government behaviors discussed in the 2009 Declaratory Ruling and 2014
Infrastructure Order are particularly inapt, and cannot justify additional regulations. 31
b.

Applications for the public rights-of-way present special problems.

Setting aside the problems created by incomplete applications, the evaluation of
applications for placement of “small cells” in the public rights-of-way is not simple, and does
require a stringent review. The issues raised by Mobilitie are public right-of-way issues – in fact,
press reports indicate its customer Sprint is abandoning existing macrocells in favor of “cheaper”
towers in the streets.32 But in contrast to applications for use of private land, the public right-ofway is a shared space, which must accommodate vehicle traffic, pedestrian traffic, and a large
variety of utilities. The Declaration of Steven Puuri explains some of the problems presented by
adding structures to public rights-of-way, and why it is critical that proposals for placement of
facilities be carefully reviewed. As discussed below, many of the areas that are most trafficked
and that are particular targets for small cell deployment are also areas where the city has spent
millions of dollars beautifying the area to particular design standards. While certainly not
impossible, it is often more difficult to disguise facilities, particularly where agreements on
design require the consent of the wireless providers, the community, and a private utility that
may have an interest in infrastructure. Moreover, the use proposed – installation of vertical
structures that could be (and historically have been) placed outside the the public right-of-way –
is not a necessary public right-of-way use (normally public rights-of-way are dedicated to linear
and transiting uses, and uses related to transportation). The placement of incongruent structures
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Smart Communities would ask that the Commission examine the role of each entity in causing delays and provide
a fresh look to these complaints in a post Shot Clock world.

32

http://www.rcrwireless.com/20160125/opinion/analyst-angle-sprints-network-plan-equals-suicide
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in the public rights-of-way creates different problems, and may create legal issues depending on
any limitations on uses of the public rights-of-way or associated utility easements.33 Thus,
applications for use of the public rights-of-way may require more stringent review than non
public right-of-way applications – which is to say, approval of small cells of the sort that are the
focus of the Notice may require as much or more time than approval of macrocells. 34 Those
problems may be particularly significant in areas where all other utilities are underground, where
the installation presents not only new safety but also aesthetic issues.
Receiving applications in batch for small cells does not necessarily speed the process
either. There may be some ways to manage batches of applications to speed certain aspects of
the review. For example, if the same design is used in the same zoning area, that design may be
approved for the entire area, subject to certain restrictions (e.g., a design generally appropriate
may not be appropriate in front of an historic landmark). But the degree to which batching is
helpful may depend on the structures proposed (new v. additions to existing facilities) and the
size and visibility of the installations; and on the coordination required with other utilities.

33

See D’Andrea v. AT&T, 289 Mich. App. 70 (2010) See also unpublished Opinion following post-trial appeal:
D’Andrea v. AT&T, 2014 Mich. App. Lexis 1570 (2014). As Mr. Burgoyne explains, intrusive small cell
installations may affect property values; even small reductions in property values could have significant economic
effects. Burgoyne Declaration at pp. 2, 8.
34

The placement of a node may have significant ripple effects that are recognized in the Programmatic Agreements,
are not typical of macrocells, and that are of appropriate concern in determining whether the placement should be
authorized. Each node on a DAS system may require 4-6 dedicated fibers that connect to a larger fiber bundle.
Placement of the fiber may require significant roadway trenching. The consideration and mitigation of those impacts
may be time-consuming, particularly if each entity asserts the right to build the particular network facilities it wants,
with the connectivity it desires, at the time it prefers, with no interest in collocation at any time…which is what
Mobilitie is effectively asking the Commission to order. In Myrtle Beach, trenching along the Ocean Boulevard
during summer could cause millions of dollars in losses to businesses and to hotels. To avoid the trenching problem,
the City installed conduit in consultation with utilities to limit or avoid the need for disruption. That should speed
deployment, but only does so if localities can require wireless service and facilities providers to use their assets, or
otherwise act to protect against disruption.
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c.

Local processes do not, however, result in gaps in service.

The Commission asks: are there greater coverage gaps in specific states or localities
where applications are processed more slowly or where more stringent showings are required?
If so, to what extent are these gaps attributable to such factors regarding the processing and
consideration of siting applications?
In Smart Communities view, there are not greater coverage gaps in specific states or
localities where applications are processed “more slowly.” (The framing has of the question
presumes applications are being processed “more slowly,” but we assume that the Commission is
really asking whether the land use review process itself results in gaps.) As the CTC report
points out, most of what industry seeks to characterize as “small cell” deployments are not
designed to serve areas that lack broadband service. Many of the deployments are occurring in
areas where residents have multiple options for high-speed access to the Internet, whether via
licensed or unlicensed frequencies. Many of the deployments (in Montgomery County for
example) are occurring in areas where hundreds of facilities have already been authorized. 35
The issue is usually the quality of the service, and in some cases, those concerns may have to do
with the delivery of services (like video services) that are not the focus of Section 332(c)(7).
Moreover, as discussed above, in most cases “delays” in processing are due to
inadequate engineering or other incomplete information or documentation by the applicant, and
that is particularly true with respect to Mobilitie. But undue delay is not created generally by
localities. This is perhaps well-reflected in the fact that, since the adoption of the Commission’s
shot clocks, there have been almost no cases where courts have found that localities have
unreasonably failed to act on a pending application for placement. In many – perhaps most cases
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Montgomery County Comments (filed March 8, 2017).
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– this is because localities and providers have agreed upon a time for final action, taking into
account the issues that were associated with particular applications.
Nor should the Commission be concerned by ordinance requirements which establish
safe harbors for deployment. The Commission notes that some ordinances require wireless
facilities to be placed a certain distance apart. That is true, but ordinances governing placement
of facilities typically allow requirements to be varied for cause, and of course are subject to
preemption where they actually or effectively prohibit the provision of wireless services. What
standards like the distance standard do is define an acceptable set of design parameters, which
then provide some certainty for a wireless provider who can design to those standards. Rather
than delaying approval, such standards ease the process.
5.

The Commission’s Own Rules, Which Require Localities To Go Through
A Detailed Notice Process Rather Than Simply Reject Incomplete
Applications As Is The Case For Other Permits Adds To The Cost.

The Commission’s own rules add to costs that otherwise apply, and as suggested above,
can add to the time required for review. The 2009 Declaratory Ruling’s “Shot Clocks” by
pushing wireless applications to the front of the line (by establishing federal requirements above
and beyond state law requirements) impose costs on localities that need to be recovered. By
requiring incompleteness notices that list defects in detail (rather than requiring the applicants to
do the work, as is the case with other permits, which are routinely denied or given back to the
applicant if incomplete) the Commission creates additional regulatory costs that need to be
recovered. Thus, the Commission’s elaborate rules requiring detailed incompleteness notices in
a short time frame have had the perverse effect of adding to the processing time and costs for
applications, and created an incentive for applicants to file incomplete applications. This
incentive may be amplified by the relationship between wireless service and facilities providers,
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which the Commission should investigate as part of this Notice, should it wish to proceed
further. If, for example, an infrastructure provider is paid on milestones (when an application is
filed for example) there will be an additional financial incentive to file without doing the work
required to prepare a complete application .
6.

Applicants who seek to use the public rights-of-way or other public
property may require additional approvals.

The Commission should recognize that the placement of facilities in the public rights-ofway or other public property may require additional or different approvals.
In addition to necessary land use approvals, an applicant who seeks to place facilities on
private land will require the landowner’s permission. The same is true for facilities in the public
rights-of-way or other public property. The permission of the landowner or trustee for the
property – which will either be the local government or the state – must be obtained. Hence, in
states where the right to use the public rights-of-way is subject to local consent (whether in the
form of a license or franchise) the applicant must have the authority to use the public rights-ofway. Similarly, if the applicant wishes to occupy other public property (parks, buildings,
easements, etc.) it will need to have authority to use that property. The location may then affect
whether additional land use requirements apply or not. There may be no additional land use
approval requirements for some locations or some types of installations (a city park, or a right of
way may not be subject to land use regulations in many communities). The choice to deploy on
property other than privately-owned land and buildings may thus trigger other requirements that
affect deployment.
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B.

Deployment Can Present Significant Challenges, and Those Challenges Suggest
Small Cell Deployment Should Be Approached Cautiously

As suggested above, as a factual matter, the deployment of small cells in the public
rights-of-way presents problems, including safety problems, that are significant, and may involve
significant externalities.
Thus, as Mr. Puuri points out, the placement of new structures in the public rights-of-way
creates an ongoing risk to public safety that cannot be avoided. The installation of wireless
facilities can also create long-term stresses on the road bed, interfere with drainage, and make it
more expensive to maintain and expand the roadway, or to improve other utilities. The cost to
local governments that result from the addition of new structures to the public rights-of-way may
be millions or billions of dollars annually. 36
Moreover, the placement of small cells – depending on their size and visibility – may
affect neighboring property values. As Mr. Burgouyne explains, the literature suggests that
placement of utility infrastructure aboveground does affect property values.37 That impact is
related to the size and visibility of the installed structures. As even a small reduction in value of
homes in a neighborhood may have multi-million dollar effects – it becomes very important to
minimize the impacts of proposed installations.

36

The costs associated with using the rights of way can be significant. Mr. Puuri’s Declaration includes simple
example of costs associated with making a roadbed and roadside safe for a single small cell installation where there
are almost no competing utilities; the road is a rural road, and the design of the facility will not affect the roadway
itself in any way; and no special construction is required for the facility. The costs listed are costs associated with
modifying the roadside, and do not include costs associated with reviewing plans and developing specifications for
the site; do not include costs associated with inspecting the installation during construction or periodically thereafter.
The estimates do not include joint and common costs associated with maintaining the road and the roadside areas so
that those are safe for all users, and it does not include special costs that may arise when the roadway or other
utilities need to be moved. It does not reflect costs associated with responding to emergencies involving the
structure. What it does suggest is that the cost limits proposed by Mobilitie are not in any respect realistic, and that
use of the rights of way involves significant costs that will be taxed to the public unless fully borne by service or
facilities providers. See also CTC Declaration at p. 16.
37

Burgoyne Declaration at p. 3.
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This is particularly so since, as the CTC Declaration points out, providers often do have
alternative placement options, and technology may permit provision of advanced services
without the negative impacts.38 Indeed, if localities can respond to the potential problems by
establishing placement requirements, that may reward innovators who can design networks that
minimize impacts. Rather than discouraging deployment, strong local standards may encourage
companies who have traditionally designed and built municipal infrastructure to develop
innovative designs for deployment of next generation wireless. 39
The stakes are enormous. Smart Communities call on the Commission to recognize that
actions with a singular focus on facilitating deployment without any consideration of the
community context could have enormous, and negative economic effects, affecting millions (if
not billions) of dollars in community investments made not just for aesthetic reasons, but for
financial and health and safety reasons.
To provide one example: Myrtle Beach is one of the nation’s most popular tourist
destinations, and the most popular destination in South Carolina, attracting more than 17 million
visitors per year to a city with a permanent population of roughly 30,000. That tourism –
primarily driven by the area’s beaches, golf courses and attractions – has been the engine for
tremendous growth in the City and the nearby entire Grand Strand, in both Horry County and
Georgetown County. Myrtle Beach’s unemployment rate is below the national average, while
the metropolitan area growth rate is the second fastest in the nation (2014-2015 Census
estimate).40

38

CTC Declaration at p. 16.

39

CTC Declaration at p. 22; ECONorthwest Declaration at p. 5.

40

See http://www.myrtlebeachonline.com/news/local/article67886402.html.
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Myrtle Beach accounted for nearly four percent (3.94 percent) of the state’s 2014 retail
sales. Tourism is South Carolina’s main industry, and the Grand Strand is the engine behind it.
Negative impacts on tourism in Myrtle Beach have a ripple effect across state government and
state coffers, since Horry County and Myrtle Beach are “donor” locations within the state,
providing state funds for other locations that do not have that tourism base. Conversely, positive
impacts on tourism generate jobs, sales tax, accommodation taxes, hospitality taxes and
economic stability both locally and statewide. The economic impact is astounding. In 2015,
tourism generated $20.2 billion in economic activity statewide, a 6.1 percent increase over 2014,
and the fourth straight year of growth. ’Tourism is South Carolina’s largest industry, supporting
one in 10 jobs and generating $1.5 billion in state and local tax revenues. 41
Maintaining and responding to that growth is a challenge. The City competes nationally
with Las Vegas and Orlando at convention center level; but as it attracts most of its nonconvention visitors from the East Coast, including the Midwest and Canada, it must compete
with other coastal destinations along the east coast shoreline. 42 To compete, the City has
developed a comprehensive and holistic approach to enhance its tourism economy that has
steadily grown since the 1950s. The public investment includes more than $80 million in the
Myrtle Beach Convention Center, the Convention Center Hotel and the Myrtle Beach Sports
Center. The City has planned, financed and worked hard to develop the 10 mile commercialized
Ocean Boulevard, its public beaches and Boardwalk, investing more than $100 million in public
improvements to streets, sidewalks, the boardwalk, underground utilities, deep-water ocean
outfalls, public parks, new streets and new recreational spaces. The City of Myrtle Beach
partnered with the local electric utility, Santee Cooper, to fund the removal of overhead utility
41

http://www.newsobserver.com/news/business/article134436159.html#storylink=cpy

42

http://www.myrtlebeachareachamber.com/research/docs/24theditionstatisticalabstract.pdf
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lines from major public streets and thoroughfares, spending more than $30 million on that effort
since 1999. The City has aggressively incorporated this holistic approach to growing its tourism
economy through long-range capital improvement plans and budgets. The City incorporates
aesthetic requirements into every development agreement, every Municipal Improvement
District, every Tax Increment Financing District and every approval process. How Myrtle Beach
looks is a key determinant of how well its economy will function and grow.
Moreover, and on a practical level, such a holistic approach is required for public safety.
The area is subject to hurricanes, so it seeks to avoid preventable damage and limit repair time
through strict building codes and adherence to FEMA’s and other agencies guidelines. An
obvious goal is to limit the number of structures that can create hazards to the public and to
property during high winds. Moving utilities underground was part of those efforts.
Most of the tourists who visit Myrtle Beach arrive by automobile, but they rightly expect
to walk and bicycle through the central beach areas and residential districts, which means that the
City has a significant interest in minimizing obstructions in the public rights-of-way. Looking
ahead, the City has identified as much as $2 billion of required road improvements,43 while
facing significant reductions in available state and federal funding – additional infrastructure that
may make improvements more difficult simply adds to those costs.
Indeed, understanding these future growth issues, the City met with all interested utilities
during the underground conversion discussion to ensure that the underground infrastructure
would include sufficient conduit and other structures to avoid future trenching, road blockages or
other retrofitting.

43

http://www.myrtlebeachonline.com/news/local/article67886402.html
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The City is now receiving requests that it allow installation of above-ground towers on its
beach public right-of-way. Installation in the public right-of-way is not needed to provide
service. The beachfront is lined with multi-story buildings and private parking lots (with lighting
structures) that could easily support placement of wireless facilities. In fact, off-road placement
on private property may lead to more coverage, as it would enable a provider to better serve the
hotels that line the beach. The main reason providers wish to use the public property appears to
be cost – the idea that it will be cheaper for them to place facilities in the public’s public rightsof-way, rather than to secure appropriate private property, even if the impact on surrounding
businesses, tourism and employment could have long-term negative consequences that are far
greater than the cost of negotiating to use private property.
Based on that City’s experiences, those costs could be significant. Nonetheless, the City
is currently working with providers of infrastructure and services to create a development guide
that would allow placement of some facilities in the public rights-of-way – the goal being to try
develop safe harbors to which all providers may design rather than dealing with applications on a
case-by-case basis. This may involve (1) use of street lights or other structures that can be used
to hide facilities; (2) limiting placement in the public right-of-way in sensitive areas to facilities
that meet stringent design requirements, and otherwise requiring facilities to be first placed in
locations where they are not going to create harms; and (3) limiting new facilities that are
permitted, and limiting the height and placement to avoid risks to vehicles, pedestrians, and
roadbeds.
Even this process is not simple. The use of street lights for placement of wireless
facilities is not as simple as one may imagine. Street lights themselves are evolving, and may
incorporate sensors and other infrastructure for government and public use. It is important that
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use by wireless providers not foreclose those other important uses. Moreover, the replacement of
one street light structure with another, heavier structure may create maintenance, replacement
and safety issues that did not exist before. And, as street lights are often installed and maintained
pursuant to complex tariffs that, among other things, effectively require separate metering for
each powered user.
Myrtle Beach’s experience, the experience of the other Smart Communities and the
expert declarations indicate:
First, placement of wireless facilities has significant initial and ongoing impacts on the
public rights-of-way. The impact may be focused on the antennas, but it is not limited to the
antennas; for example, 120-foot poles could block the public right-of-way, create permanent
obstructions for placement of other utilities by virtue of the foundations required to support that
structure, and create hazards that do not otherwise exist.
Second, the problems can and are being addressed, but addressing the problems may
require a coordination with other utilities and stakeholders that does require some time.
Additional rules will not speed the process.
Third, the Commission should recognize its own rules may be a barrier to creative
solutions to deal with redeveloped areas, historical areas and residential areas (particularly
underground areas). It ought to encourage approaches that allow for creation of safe harbors for
conforming providers to place facilities in the public rights-of-way, while limiting the ability for
those who place within the safe harbors to expand those facilities.
Before adopting any new rules, particularly rules of the sort proposed by Mobilitie, the
Commission needs to carefully consider the negative cost and impact of all those rules, and if the
data is not clear, study those impacts in detail. See also Part VI, infra.
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IV.

OVERALL, THE LOCAL PROCESS IS WORKING WELL
While there are challenges that need to be addressed, deployment is in fact proceeding at

a fairly rapid pace. While the Notice ostensibly seeks “updated information” to evaluate whether
“further action” in addition to that taken in the 2009 Declaratory Ruling44 and 2014
Infrastructure Order45 is warranted – the questions that are posed are heavily skewed to seeking
data to show local governments are hindering deployments.46 For instance, the Bureau unduly
limits its inquiry to “whether and to what extent the process of local land-use authorities’ review
is hindering, or is likely to hinder, the deployment of wireless infrastructure….”47 In this post
Shot Clock order era, perhaps the most telling empirical data for the timely actions of local
governments can be found in the lack of Shot Clock violations being alleged in courts around the
country. One reason for this is the existing rules give the applicant and the locality the flexibility
to address timing issues by agreement.
Despite the challenges and uncertainties, small cell deployments are being made in large
numbers. Verizon is deploying 400 small cells in San Francisco.48 Smart Communities members
have already met significant requests from numerous wireless providers and DAS companies for
access to public rights-of-way. Boston has approved nearly 400 DAS/small cell installations in
44

Petition for Declaratory Ruling to Clarify Provisions of Section 332(c)(7) to Ensure Timely Siting Review,
Declaratory Ruling, 24 FCC Rcd 13994 (2009).
45

Acceleration of Broadband Deployment by Improving Wireless Facilities Siting Policies, Report and Order, 29
FCC Rcd 12865 (2014).

46

The Notice at p. 9 asks:
•
•
•
•

Do the concerns that motivated the Commission to take action in 2009 and 2014 still exist?
Have they become less or more salient?
Which, if any, local government actions (or inaction) have the effect of hindering the introduction of new
services, obstructing efforts to improve existing services or make networks more robust, or deterring
prospective service providers from entering markets?
Commenters should provide specific information and detailed explanations and, to the extent possible,
should quantify any such effects. We will accord greater weight to systematic data than merely anecdotal
evidence.

47

Id.

48

http://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/verizon-to-deploy-400-small-cells-san-francisco
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the public rights-of-way with three neutral host companies.49 Atlanta has approved 257
applications50 and Houston has approved over 350 locations.51 Demand is not expected to slow
down. Houston, for example, believes that they will received requests for as many as 800
additional locations in the not so distant future.52 But it is not just the larger communities that
are being challenged to meet demands for public rights-of-way access. Ann Arbor, Michigan, in
just the last two years has dealt with more than 70 applications for small cell facilities. 53
This is a case, in other words, where the Commission should encourage additional
cooperation, and not create additional disincentives to solutions. As the CTC Declaration
explains, deployment is most efficient when localities work with service and facilities providers
to develop solutions for the problems presented by small cell deployment and particularly, small
cell deployment in the rights of way. 54 Additional rules will at best complicate existing powers
and at worst will discourage cooperative approaches.55

49

Boston has agreements with Crown Castle, ExteNet and American Tower that provide that two-thirds of the
installations will take place on City-owned Streetlights or traffic lights and the remainder on jointly-owned
Eversource-Verizon) poles. The majority of these installations have been in place for about eight years, but recent
interest and engagement by carriers, as well as additional neutral hosts, indicate that number could treble in the next
2 years and again in 4 years.
50

These approvals break down as 174 for Crown Castle and 83 for Mobilitie. Atlanta reports that Mobilitie has
indicated a request for more than 200 sites within the city.

51

Houston explains that in addition to the 350 locations already approved, they are anticipating as many as 800
more requests as Zayo, Crown Castle, Verizon, and Mobilitie each have expressed a desire to build out an entire
network, which could be as many as 200 locations for each company.

52

The City of Los Angeles reports that is has approved nearly 100 Mobilitie sites alone.

53

Between 2015 and 2016, ACD.net filed application for 29 locations with Ann Arbor, only to withdraw each of
those applications and submit 18 new applications in late 2016 and early 2017. One day, when an individual at
ACD.net tried resubmitting its applications with the required detailed drawings for each location and got a bounce
because of the email and attachment size, the individual at ACD.net resubmitted the same email and drawings two
more times, crashing the Ann Arbor engineer’s mailbox, and causing the engineer’s computer to be down for all
purposes for approximately six hours.

54

CTC Declaration at pp. 22-23.

55

As we have pointed out in this filing, and as CTC explains, the Commission’s 6409 rules are often a barrier to
solutions in sensitive areas like residential areas because they permit small installations to grow in a manner that will
be significant to residents. See also Burgoyne Declaration.
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V.

REGULATING THE PRICES CHARGED FOR ACCESS TO THE PUBLIC
RIGHTS-OF-WAY OR OTHER GOVERNMENT PROPERTY IS BAD POLICY
A.

Fees for Use of Government Property Should Be Priced At Fair Market Value
1.

As a basic economic principle, if local governments are forced to give
away property at less than fair market value, it will encourage inefficient
deployment.

While Mobilitie complains that it is subject to high and multiple fees, it is unclear exactly
what it is stating. 56 However, Mobilitie admits in its Petition that its desire to use of the public
rights-of-way “for backhaul and transport” is driven by a desire to take advantage of lower
transaction costs as compared to use of private property.57 That is consistent with press reports
stating Mobilitie wants to be in the public rights-of-way solely to save costs now being paid to
private landlords. 58 To this end, Mobilitie has filed countless applications for structures 60 to
120 feet tall which the company calls “utility poles” with no plans for stringing wires on them.
These facilities will not use the public rights-of-way for backhaul and transport but rather will
use point-to-point microwave antennas. These can only accurately be described as monopole
towers in the public rights-of-way. Unlike pipelines, electrical, and fiber facilities, there is no
logical reason these facilities have to be placed in the public rights-of-way. And it is solely that
Mobilitie hopes to gain financial benefits by coopting this public property and obtaining access
at marginal costs.
But as the ECONorthwest Declaration points out, the public rights-of-way and other
state and local property are scarce resources. Allowing Mobilitie to install and pay less than fair
market value simply encourages economically inefficient deployment and may discourage

56

Notice at 7, Mobilitie Petition at 14, 16 and 17

57

Petition at 7-8.

58

See, supra, fn. 32.
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innovation.59 Mobilitie installs at the cost of public safety and the value of nearby homes. Even
a small devaluation of homes would result in costs to society far greater than Mobilitie/Sprint is
bearing now. Long term harm to roadbeds, and hazards will predictably result in billions of
dollars of loss to the economy. 60 Ironically, Mobilitie quotes with approval from an article that
states a level playing field is where all firms “pay for the actual costs they cause”61 yet the
company’s business plan counts on not paying any such costs.
2.

As a basic economic principle, pricing to reflect the value and impacts
will lead to innovation, and reward companies that devote research to new
technology and means of deployment.

As a basic economic principle, pricing property at less than fair market value encourages
users to overuse that resource, and effectively requires others (whether taxpayers or neighboring
property owners) to subsidize that use. As ECONorthwest explains:
if a municipality is forced to sell access to its ROW at a belowmarket rate, then users will not fully consider the cost of accessing
the ROW and will over utilize it. One form in which this
overutilization could manifest itself is that existing ROW could
become overcrowded, and be unable to accommodate new,
innovative technologies. 62
Indeed, one would expect that if a locality can charge fair value for use of the public
rights-of-way, entrepreneurs will be incentivized to minimize unnecessary use – and will not
shift a facility from one location to another for the sole purpose of avoiding rent, as appears to be
a primary driver for Sprint. While (as CTC explains) public right-of-way costs are not likely to
be the determinative factor in making a decision to deploy in rural versus urban areas,
subsidizing use by wireless providers will not promote efficient deployment within communities
59

ECONorthwest Declaration at p. 13.

60

Burgoyne Declaration at pp. 8-10; Puuri Declaration Declaration at p. 3.

61

Mobilitie Petition at 30.

62

ECONorthwest Declaration at p. 5.
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that are deployment targets, and in the long term may delay development of innovative schemes
for deployment of the next generation of networks.63
3.

As a basic economic principle, underpricing property will not lead to
deployment in underserved areas; it will exacerbate existing marketplace
inequities.

As local governments explained in response to the Commission’s 2011 Right-of-Way
Notice of Inquiry, 64 many underserved areas (not surprisingly) seek to attract providers by
charging nothing for use of public property or public rights-of-way As they also pointed out,
consumers often have more choice, and better services, in areas which do charge for use of the
public rights-of-way. The same factors that make property valuable in those areas also make the
areas more profitable to serve. As a basic economic principle, firms will first deploy in the areas
that are most profitable. Further, the areas that are most profitable under a system with marketbased prices will, when public rights-of-way are underpriced, likely remain among the most
profitable areas (albeit more profitable due to lower costs). Underpricing public rights-of-way ,
therefore, is unlikely to lead to increased deployment in underserved areas. Montgomery County
sees that pattern in the applications it has received, which focus on some of the wealthier
residential areas in the County, and not on its more rural areas.
This is not a case where the Commission need step in because providers face
monopolistic pricing. Communities can and do compete with one another for businesses and
services, and have in fact vigorously competed for deployment of advanced infrastructure. 65
Nor is this a case where a subsidy would be consistent with the purposes of the Communications
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CTC Declaration at p. 14; ECONorthwest Declaration at p. 5.
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Acceleration of Broadband Deployment: Expanding the Reach and Reducing the Cost of Broadband Deployment
by Improving Policies Regarding Public Rights of Way and Wireless Facilities Siting, WT Docket Nos. 13-238, 1332; WC Docket No. 11-59 (Apr. 7, 2011).
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CTC Declaration at p. 19.
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Act specifically or generally; while the goal of the Communications Act is to promote
competition, it is focused on doing so through adherence to market principles, which include
requiring market participants to pay market rates for resources used. Those rates, as
ECONorthwest explains, are not limited to out-of-pocket cost, much less the subset of costs that
Mobilitie asks the Commission to adopt.66 Fair market value is the proper standard for pricing
access to public right-of-way and other public property.
VI.

GIVEN THE BILLIONS IN POTENTIAL HARMS, AND THE LIMITED
POTENTIAL BENEFIT, THERE IS EVERY REASON FOR THE COMMISSION
TO EXERCISE RESTRAINT, AND TO ALLOW SMART COMMUNITIES TO
MOVE FORWARD WITH CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
A.

Before It Adopts Any New Rules, the Commission Should Consider the Costs and
Not Assume the Benefits.

In this filing, Smart Communities have shown that there are significant costs associated
with adopting additional regulations restricting local siting authority, and that restricting police
power fees or regulating rents could have significant negative effects on communities and on
wireless deployment. By contrast, there is little evidence that wireless deployment will be
prohibited if new regulations are not adopted, and every reason, based on the deployments that
have already occurred, to expect it will move forward. At the very least, before adopting new
regulations, the Commission must carefully examine and quantify the negative impacts of
proposed deployments like the Mobilitie 120-foot towers in public rights-of-way, both on
communities and on innovators who may wish to enter the market.
B.

The Red Herrings: Ubiquitous Broadband and 5G Do Not Justify Additional
Regulation

As we have already explained, there is no reason to believe new rules will lead to
ubiquitous broadband deployment. According to CTC, small cell systems do not provide a
66

ECONorthwest Declaration at pp. 7-12.
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particularly useful vehicle for providing services where there is none now (with certain limited
exceptions small cells may overcome topographical barriers).67 Small cells are not necessarily
the most efficient or cost-effective means of providing service in many locations. They are
unlikely to be deployed in sparsely populated, rural areas despite Mobilitie’s unsupported claim
to the contrary.68 Even where small cells make sense, there are often ways to place facilities on
buildings or rooftops which avoid the hazards and harms associated with placement in the public
rights-of-way.
The Commission bases its notice in part on the conclusion that “…small wireless
facilities are the kinds of technologies the Commission envisions needing to enable 5G network
in those bands.”69
As an initial matter, this statement means less than at first appears. There is of course, no
existing 5G standard, and no true 5G equipment.70 And it is not obvious that the best way to take
advantage of the potential of 5G is via the sorts of large structures that some providers propose to
put in the public right-of-way. Indeed, as the CTC Declaration explains, there are alternative
ways to deploy 5G networks that may not require the sorts of structures proposed by Mobilitie,
or even the large small cell and DAS installations that have been installed by some companies.
There are different technologies, with quite different form factors that allow for facilities to be
disguised (C-RAN etc.) – and no doubt others that can or will be developed. 71
There are non-licensed technologies that are being used to provide wireless services that
can free up licensed frequencies, and may actually reduce costs associated with wireless services.
67

CTC Declaration at p. 16.

68

Petition at p. 6.
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Notice at p. 4.
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CTC Declaration at p. 15.
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CTC Declaration at p. 9.
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For example, cable operators routinely provide modems in home with two bands, one which
provides a private and one a public Wi-Fi capacity. 72 They install strand-mounted, low-powered
Wi-Fi devices. These “in-home” facilities, combined with service provided from larger
structures may provide more than adequate coverage.
Deployment of the “small cell” networks — or at least, the particular networks proposed
by Mobilitie and other incumbent service and facilities providers may not advance the
development of smart communities. As we pointed out,73 many of the Smart Communities are
already deploying facilities that support advanced wireless services. Autonomous vehicles (AV)
may need to communicate with one another; and may eventually rely on information from
infrastructure (traffic signal information and so on), but V2V and V2I create significant security
risks for vehicles; AV dependence on a network for information controlled by a private company
with no clear obligation to serve may make autonomous vehicles less reliable. In this respect, it
is notable that a Crown Castle representative has testified that it is a real estate company. The
Commission should be reluctant to allow a real estate company to capture a public resource
(particularly at a subsidized rate); that may actually deter development of innovative solutions.
C.

The Notice Fails To Establish A Predicate For Action Against Local
Governments.

While Smart Communities are heartened by the Bureau’s claim that it seeks to “develop a
factual record”74 on the deployment of small cell infrastructure, we expect that record to be based
on more solid evidence than that which was presented in Mobilitie’s Petition or the Notice.
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http://www.pcworld.com/article/2363389/to-xfinity-wifi-were-all-hotspots-but-you-dont-have-to-be.html
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Supra, p. 9.
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See Exhibit 8, Excerpt from Deposition of Mark Reudink, Complaint of Crown Castle NG Central LLC, SOAH
Docket No. 473-16-3891 PUC Docket No. 45470 (October 12, 2016); Notice at 2.
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The absence of specifics in the Mobilitie Petition is notable. Moreover, the Notice seeks
to suggest it is an uncontested fact that there are unacceptable delays in wireless siting and
concerns about costs but of the five documents on which the Notice relies to establish a predicate
for action, not a single of one cites any empirical data, and some are nothing more than advocacy
filings for the industry.
•

A Fierce Wireless article75 is referred to as proof of unacceptable delay: “According to
some firms, it frequently takes two years or more from small cell site acquisition to
completion.” 76 Regardless of whether the statement were true, the regulatory approval is
but a single component of this period, and the only component that has a shot clock to
ensure timely compliance.77

•

An industry advocacy piece authored by MD778 is cited for the claim “Many
municipalities reportedly review small cells the way they review macrocells.”79 A review
of the MD7 article supports no such claim. MD7 does explain “Some municipalities
have specific, well written guidelines which define small cells, approval timelines, and
preferred site locations. Others are altogether silent on small cells and may not even be
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Colin Gibbs, Small Cells: Still Plenty of Potential despite Big Challenges, (Sept. 1, 2016)
http://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/small-cells-still-plenty-potential-despite-big-challenges (“Fierce Wireless”)
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Notice at 7.
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It is interesting to note that the Bureau did not cite the Fierce Wireless article for this statement about a local
government solution: “We previously noted how the planning commission in San Francisco voted in favor of a code
amendment to deal with the proliferation of small cells better and insure their ability to force operators to clean-up
shoddy work by requiring permit renewals after 10 years. We suspect that trend to continue in other towns and cities
throughout America.” Nor did the Bureau cite the article for the recognition of industry player contributions to
delay. “Many markets face incremental challenges driven by the backlash from the aggressive tactics of
Mobilitie…And to be clear, Mobilitie shouldn’t shoulder all of the blame….As we continue to peel the onion, we
are finding examples where Crown Castle’s siting practices are aggravating local communities as well....” Fierce
Wireless
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Sean Maddox and Daniel Shaughnessy, Regulatory Challenges with Small Cells, (Jun. 23, 2016)
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familiar with the concept, which is no surprise given the new technology and the
difficulties in updating municipal codes.”
•

A Small Cell Forum80 is cited to assert that “applicants are required to contend with a
long and costly process.” Yet, there is no analysis as to cost or time for applications in
the United States. There is a very comprehensive study of costs and time for small cell
deployed in Europe81 but there is no comparable chart or explanation for the United
States.

•

Two industry assertions82 of “exorbitant fees” are provided; an ex parte letter, and the
Mobilitie petition. 83 But neither provides any empirical evidence of the claims made.

The Commission cannot rely upon claims made without empirical data. As these Comments
highlight, and as some of the industry experts acknowledge84 local governments of all shapes and
sizes are making efforts to address small cell deployments changes.
The Notice utterly fails to inquire as to whether and to what extent delays in the
permitting process are the result of the actions of the applicants, and without that investigation, it
is hard to justify additional regulations based on alleged local failures – particularly given the
potential societal costs of limiting local authority.
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Small Cell Forum, Small Cell Siting: Streamlining Administrative Processes and Procedures at 7 (Oct.

2016) http://scf.io/en/documents/190__Small_cell_siting_Streamlining_administrative_processes_and_procedures.php
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See Figure 8.1 on p. 17.
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See Notice at 7, fn 47 and 48.
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Mobilitie complains that some fees are set at 5% of gross revenues. As we explain infra, the 5% fee is a favored
model proposed by Crown Castle in many communities, and the Commission cannot assume a model prepared by
industry is “exorbitant.”

84

See Fierce Wireless and MD7 entries.
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D.

The Issues With Small Cell Deployments Actually Suggest The Commission
Needs to Loosen Some of the Restrictions In Existing Rules

Under Commission rules implementing Section 6409, with certain important exceptions,
if a locality approves placement of a wireless facility in the public rights-of-way that has no
concealment elements, that facility can grow at least ten feet in height; any number of six foot
appurtenances can be added to the structure; and if any ground cabinet is authorized at a wireless
facility, more can be added, even if (as is now being proposed) the wireless facilities are in
someone’s front yard. The Commission would have benefited from the advice of the Harvard
Business Review,85 or pitching great Bob Feller86: “More is not always better.” Many local
governments are struggling to evaluate the impacts of so-called small cell deployments within
the public rights-of-way that can grow unchallenged by such mass. The Commission needs to
recognize this, and also address the fact that its rules implementing Section 6409 undermine the
premise that deployment of small cell wireless infrastructure in public rights-of-way will be
unobtrusive and insignificant. As the Burgoyne Declaration explains, there is no reason to
believe that the impacts of the sort of large deployments allowed by Commission rules (and
shown in pictures, supra at pp. 9-10) are inconsequential. 87
Particularly for residential areas, and for areas where all other utilities are underground,
the Commission should recognize that a change from a truly small facility to one that is
substantially more massive is significant. If local governments can allow small cells and yet
keep them small, the initial approval process is simpler. One way for the Commission to address
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https://hbr.org/2006/06/more-isnt-always-better
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While not nearly as quoted as Yogi Berra, legendary Indian pitcher Bob Feller is credited with “The difference
between relief pitching when I did it, and today is simple, there is too much of it. It’s one of those cases where more
is not necessarily better.” (emphasis added) The Athlete’s Way: Training Your Mind and Body to Experience the
Joy of Exercise (Christopher Bergland, St. Martin’s Griffin Publishing, 06/10/2008, Page 290).
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Burgoyne Declaration at pp. 9-10.
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the matter is to recognize that in particular areas, any changes beyond a small percentage change
in any component is significant, as is the addition of ground cabinets. Given the examples we
now have of the size of some “small cells,” this is actually critical to ensuring the Commission’s
rules comport with the statute. But it also is important for the Commission to interpret Section
6409 in a way that makes it possible for localities to create and enforce safe harbors for dense
deployment of wireless facilities. As the CTC Declaration explains, many communities are
working to create development processes that allow for more straightforward deployment of
wireless facilities, but the viability of those processes depends on being able to enforce adopted
design standards for an area.88
Similarly, the Commission should allow more flexibility to respond to incomplete
applications, so that focus may be on applicants who are working seriously on deployment.
Finally, the Commission should make it clear that among conditions enforceable against
an applicant under its Section 6409 rules are not merely adopted safety codes, but also practices
and guidelines for road deployments. Absent that reassurance, the problems created by the sorts
of facilities being proposed for the public right-of-way become even more troubling.
E.

The Commission Should Not Be Setting Shorter Time Frames For Either Batch
Or Small Cell Applications

Without citing to any research or documentation, the Bureau asserts “[t]he presumptive
timeframes established in the 2009 Declaratory Ruling may be longer than necessary and
reasonable to review a small cell siting request.”89 With this prejudgment hanging in the air, the
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CTC Declaration at p. 23.
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Notice at 11 (emphasis added).
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Bureau next asks whether when “applications are filed dozens at a time, those presumptive
timeframes may not be long enough.”90
Smart Communities would offer that while we have some concerns that more time is
actually required, at least the Commission’s current time frames allow the parties, and ultimately
the courts to assess the reasonableness of the time taken under the circumstances. We doubt the
Commission can come up with a rational rule that harmonizes the time required to review 400
applications submitted in one day with submission of 2, nor should it attempt to.
Smart Communities believe that applications can be more easily considered in batches if
localities can create “safe harbors” that allow entities to design to specifications created by the
community, at least if the specifications are enforceable. But batch applications often exceed the
capacity of a locality to handle with existing staff, since in many cases, each site has to be
independently evaluated and considered , and because modifications to one part of the batch (if,
for example, installations are proposed in an historically protected area) may require changes to
other proposed sites.91
There are additional costs and additional time associated with consideration of batch
applications that can potentially be addressed through local permitting fee mechanisms that
permit speedier review, i.e. the applicant pays for the additional costs to the community
(additional staff, for example) required to review the application.92 But federal rules here will
not be very helpful, since the process is most easily worked out cooperatively at the local level
for particular projects.
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Notice at 11.
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CTC Declaration at p. 21.
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CTC Declaration at p. 21.The City of Los Angeles for instance affords applicants the opportunity to pay an
additional fee to receive expedited service.
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F.

The Commission Could Enhance Deployment By Its Own Actions
1.

The Commission Could Enhance Smart Communities’ Responses To
Applications By Updating Its RF Regulations And Educational
Information.

Smart Communities and other local governments routinely receive public comments
expressing RF radiation concerns about wireless applications. As small cell deployments
anticipate many more installations in public rights-of-way much closer to the public in many
more locations, Smart Communities anticipate increased public awareness and concern. Smart
Communities cannot act on that basis of RF concerns, but we also recognize that successful
deployment requires adoption; and the public is reluctant to accept deployments that it knows,
and the Commission knows, are tied to outdated standards. The Commission should therefore
modernize its radiofrequency, or “RF” standards and bring to a close a proceeding that has been
lingering for years. 93 The Commission’s inaction is inexplicable given the Commission’s
insistence that deployment should and must occur rapidly.
2.

The Commission Can Support the Myriad Other Initiatives Already
Underway to Address Common Issues with Small Cell Deployments

Smart Communities are disappointed that the Notice only “seeks comments on ways in
which the Commission could promote wireless infrastructure deployment by issuing a
declaratory ruling….”94 The singular focus of the Notice is troubling in another sense – there is
no reference to requests or suggestions for partnerships in developing model ordinances, model
master license agreements, model public right-of-way franchises, best practices for responding to
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Proposed Changes in Commission Rules Regarding Human Exposure to Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields,
Report and Order (Order) and a Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Further Notice) in ET Docket No. 03-137;
Reassessment of Federal Communications Commission Radiofrequency Exposure Limits and Policies, Notice of
Inquiry (Inquiry) in a new docket, ET Docket No. 13-84.
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Notice at 1.
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common challenges, 95 nor preferred deployment methodologies. Unlike the Notice, these are
many of the goals that Chairman Pai outlined is his vision for the Broadband Deployment
Advisory Committee (BDAC).96 There was also the twenty-one page report to the Commission
by the Federal Communications Commission’s Intergovernmental Advisory Committee (IAC)
delivered in June of 2016 addressing challenges and possible solutions to siting wireless
communications facilities. 97 Oddly, this local government work effort is not referenced in the
Notice, but an industry letter to IAC is. 98
Moreover, the recent robust response of local elected and appointed officials to Chairman
Pai’s call to serve on BDAC is further evidence that we understand the need for such nonregulatory responses. 99 The failure of the Notice to encourage commenters to explore, let alone,
promote partnership opportunities to examine the challenges being faced by all concerned with
small cell and DAS deployments is therefore disappointing.

95

See e.g. Comments of the Georgia Municipal Association (“GMA”) filed February 28, 2017. GMA shared with
the Bureau a copy of a model master license agreement, a model wireless access to the rights of way ordinance and a
model agreement for placement equipment that the association negotiated with Mobilitie. While Smart
Communities does not necessarily endorse the products, it is important to note that given time and lack of
interference from parties such as the FCC, local governments and industry can reach agreements as we have a
common goal of ensuring the residents of a community are connected.
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The BDAC “is intended to provide an effective means for stakeholders with interests in this area to exchange
ideas and develop recommendations to the Commission on broadband deployment… Issues to be considered by the
Committee may include, but are not limited to, drafting for the Commission’s consideration a model code covering
local franchising, zoning, permitting, and rights-of-ways regulations; recommending further reforms of the
Commission’s pole attachment rules; identifying unreasonable regulatory barriers to broadband deployment; and
recommending further reform within the scope of the Commission’s authority (to include, but not limited to,
sections 253 and 332(c)(7) of the Communications Act and section 6409 of the Spectrum Act.” FCC Announces the
Establishment of the Broadband Deployment Advisory Committee and Solicits Nominations for Membership,
Public Notice, DA 17-110 (rel. Jan. 31, 2017).
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Report on Siting Wireless Communications Facilities available at https://transition.fcc.gov/statelocal/IAC-ReportWireless-Tower-siting.pdf
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Notice at 7, fn 47.
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Smart Communities nominated no less than five official and appointed officials and supported the nominations of
several others to serve on the BDAC. In addition, Smart Communities are represented on the FCC
Intergovernmental Advisory Council.
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VII.

THE COMMISSION LACKS A LEGAL FOUNDATION FOR ADOPTING ANY
NEW RULES GOVERNING USE OF PUBLIC RIGHTS-OF-WAY OR OTHER
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
The Commission’s Notice and Mobilitie’s Petition rely on only two provisions of law, 47

USC §332(c)(7) and 47 USC §253.100 The first, along with Section 6409, define the
Commission’s authority with respect to wireless siting decisions. The second more generally
preempts local and state legal requirements that prohibit, or have the effect of prohibiting the
ability of any entity to provide telecommunications services. However, the Commission’s
discussion of what declaratory rulings it might make pursuant to those provisions greatly strays
from its very limited legal authority under Section 332(c)(7) and Section 253.
We begin, with two observations:
1.

The protections afforded by Section 332(c)(7) apply only to “personal wireless

service facilities,” and that term refers to facilities used for common carrier services. 101 It does
not include the construction of buildings, towers or other structures that might someday be used
in connection with the provision of these services. It is far from clear that the facilities Mobilitie
proposes to put in the public rights-of-way are “personal wireless facilities” used in the provision
of common carrier services. When applying for local approvals and permits Mobilitie calls its
towers “utility poles” (though it does not propose to put telephone lines on them), the company
may have no customers or proposed wireless facilities included in the application -- thus no one
really knows what these so-called “utility poles” might be used for, if anything. Mobilitie’s
cover letters typically suggest all sorts of possible uses including for example, as locations for

100

There is a limited reference to Section 706 in a footnote in the Mobilitie petition but only for the proposition that
wireless access is required for all Americans. The Notice does not mention Section 706 at all, and the Commission
would need more, specific findings to rely on Section 706, if Section 706 even provides the Commission any
preemptive power at all.
101

47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(C).
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placement of DSRC devices. 102But it is not clear they will ever be used for personal wireless
services or qualify for Section 332(c)(7) protections.
Likewise, Section 253 only permits preemption of local requirements to the extent that
they prohibit or effectively prohibit the ability of any entity to provide telecommunications
services – which by definition, are common carrier services.103 It would be wise for the
Commission to examine the contracts governing use of facilities being installed by facility
providers before proceeding to analyze the protections afforded by sections that may not apply to
Mobilitie (or to some of the other participants in this proceeding). Assuming that the sections
are relevant at all, however, the relief requested exceeds the Commission’s authority.
2.

What are at issue legally are prohibitions and effective prohibitions, and not

hindrances, as the Commission seems to suggest in its Notice. The term “prohibit” is not defined
in the Act, but it has an ordinary meaning: to formally forbid (something) by law, rule, or other
authority; or to “prevent, stop, rule out, preclude, make impossible.” A mere “hindrance” “is
simply not in accord with the ordinary and fair meaning” of the term prohibit,104 and can provide
no basis for additional Commission intrusions on local authority over wireless facilities. Much
of what Mobilitie complains about is a “hindrance” at most (and usually a hindrance magnified
by its own actions).
A.

Section 253 Does Not Apply Where A Challenge Involves Matters That are the
Subject to Section 332(c)(7)

Both Section 332(c)(7) and Section 253 are preemptive statutes. They define the
circumstances under which the Commission may preempt local laws governing
102

Exhibit 6 (Centerville application). We can find no evidence that Mobilitie has applied for, or has obtained rights
to install DSRC devices, or that it proposed 120 foot tower is even a likely location for such a device.
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47 U.S.C. § 152.
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AT&T v. Iowa Utilities Board, 525 U.S. 366 (1999).
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telecommunications services (Section 253) or personal wireless service facilities (Section
332(c)(7)). What is clear is that where Section 332(c)(7) applies, Section 253 cannot. Section
332(c)(7)(A) declares resoundingly that, except for four limitations at (7)(B),
nothing in this Act shall limit or affect the authority of a State or
local government or instrumentality thereof over decisions
regarding the placement, construction, and modification of
personal wireless service facilities. 105
And if there was any additional doubt as to the inconsistency Section 332(c)(7) and Section 253
the two provisions, the Conference Report explained:
It is the intent of the conferees that other than under section
332(c)(7)(B)(iv) . . . the courts shall have exclusive jurisdiction
over all other disputes arising under this section.106
Section 253(d), by contrast, permits the Commission to decide cases where it is claimed that a
local requirement prohibits or effectively prohibits the provision of wireless services. Section
332(c)(7) precludes Commission review of such complaints.
In this case, it is clear that, while Mobilitie seeks rulings under Section 253, many if not
most of Mobilitie’s complaints relate to matters which are subject to Section 332(c)(7). The
Commission cannot and should not take action under Section 253 with respect to such matters.
For example, Mobilitie complains that it is required to pay regulatory fees in connection with
processing applications it submits to localities for the placement of structures which (if they are
subject to Section 253 or 332(c)(7) at all) are wireless facilities. Regulating regulatory fees
would “limit or affect the authority of a State or local government or instrumentality thereof over
decisions regarding the placement, construction, and modification of personal wireless service

105

The declaration is reinforced by Section 601(c) of the Act, stating that “the amendments made by this Act shall
not be construed to modify, impair, or supersede Federal, State or local law unless expressly so provided . . . .”
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H.R. Report No. 104-458, at 208.
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facilities”107 since it would effectively prevent a locality from addressing the issues that could be
examined as part of an application review. Hence, Mobilitie can obtain no relief under Section
253 with respect to regulatory fees.
Other Mobilitie complaints relate to rents in agreements it may enter into with localities
with respect to use of proprietary property. However, in its Section 6409 Order, the Commission
noted:
Like private property owners, local governments enter into lease
and license agreements to allow parties to place antennas and other
wireless service facilities on local-government property, and we
find no basis for applying Section 6409(a) in those circumstances.
We find that this conclusion is consistent with judicial decisions
holding that Sections 253 and 332(c)(7) of the Communications
Act do not preempt “non regulatory decisions of a state or locality
acting in its proprietary capacity.”108
The proprietary regulatory distinction is consistent with constitutional principles. Any
regulation of state property is, after all, an intrusion on important aspects of state sovereignty:
the federal government cannot deprive a state (or its authorized subdivisions) of the power to
control the property within its own borders without infringing upon the state’s sovereignty. 109
However, here the proprietary regulatory distinction is compelled not just by constitutional
preemption principles, but by the plain language of Section 332(c)(7)(A) which protects not just
decisions, but anything that could “limit or affect” the “authority” to make decisions. The choice
to charge rent, and what rent to charge is critical in making any decision to provide access to
property for siting. At least with respect to wireless facilities, those choices are protected from
preemption or complaint under any provision of the Acts.
107

47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(A).
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Section 6409 Order at ¶ 239.
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United States v. Alaska, 521 U.S. 1, 4 (1997) (ownership of lands is an essential attribute of sovereignty); Pollard
v. Hagan, 44 U.S. 212, 224 (1845) (federal government’s exercise of a power of municipal sovereignty over lands
within a state would be “repugnant to the Constitution”).
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Mobilitie also asks the Commission to address the meaning of the phrase “competitively
neutral and nondiscriminatory basis,” which appears in Section 253(c). But Section 332(c)(7)
has its own “antidiscrimination provision,” Section 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(I), which provides that a state
or local government may not “unreasonably discriminate among providers of functionally
equivalent services.” Thus, Mobilitie is asking the Commission to interpret a provision of law
(in Section 253(c)) that is different from the applicable provisions of Section 332(c)(7).
Mobilitie provides no evidence that an interpretation of this section is necessary, and no evidence
that any locality is unreasonably discriminating against it, as compared to “providers of
functionally equivalent services.”110 What is shown by these comments, and by the separate
comments of Montgomery County and the Texas Municipal League, is that differences in the
treatment of Mobilitie relate to its own failures, and its decision to propose large towers for the
public rights-of-way. There is no need for any declaratory ruling with respect to Section
332(c)(7)(B)(i)(I), much less Section 253(c).
To be sure, the Petition and Notice do raise some specific questions regarding Section
332(c)(7) and its application that we have answered in the preceding comments, or answer
below. But there is an easy and obvious explanation for the fact noted in the Notice that the
Commission has never used its authority under Section 253(d) to issue a preemption order to
preempt any state or local action (or inaction) involving wireless facilities siting – the
Commission simply has no authority to do so under that Section.111 It also has very limited
authority to regulate local siting processes or siting decisions under Section 332(c)(7) – its
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Several courts have considered the meaning of the term, and those definitions are not consistent with Mobilitie’s
definition. Those courts have recognized that siting decisions may distinguish between even functionally equivalent
services where justified by, e.g., differences in the facilities proposed. Sprint Spectrum, L.P. v. Willoth, 176 F.3d
630, 639 (2d Cir. 1999).
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authority is limited to adopting rules that define ambiguous provisions of the four requirements
under Section 332(c)(7)(B). It does not have authority to establish uniform federal standards for
permitting or permitting costs, or to decide how permitting (much less proprietary charges)
should be established.112
B.

Even if Section 253 Did Apply, the Commission Should Not Adopt the
Interpretations Urged By Mobilitie, And Lacks the Authority To Do So.
1.

The Petition and Notice Miss a Critical Step in the Section 253 Process.

Even if Section 253 did apply, the Mobilitie Petition and the Notice omit a critical part of
the statute. The provision that is the focus of the Notice, Section 253(c), is a safe harbor. Local
government actions that fall within that safe harbor (or the safe harbor or Section 253(b)) cannot
be preempted regardless of circumstances.113 However, before any “State or local statute or
regulation, or other State or local legal requirement” may be preempted, an entity challenging a
provision must show that it has been prohibited, or effectively prohibited from providing any
intrastate or interstate telecommunications service. Hence, the fact that there are charges
imposed on Mobilitie is of no moment unless there is a reason to believe that the charges are
prohibitory. The record before the Commission in this proceeding shows that thousands of small
cells have been deployed across the country; based on that record, there is no reason to find
either a direct or effective prohibition, or even the possibility of a prohibition.114
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The language of Section 332(c)(7) was added by Section 704 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (“TCA”).
It was fashioned in a conference of the House and Senate. The conferees decided against adopting the House
proposal to empower the Commission “to develop a uniform policy for the siting of wireless tower sites.” In some
respects, this is what Mobilitie is asking the Commission to do.
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BellSouth Telecomns., Inc. v. Town of Palm Beach, 252 F.3d 1169, 1188 (11th Cir. 2001) (“it is clear that (b) and
(c) are exceptions to (a), rather than separate limitations on state and local authority in addition to those in (a).”);
citing In re Missouri Municipal League, 16 FCC Rcd. 1157, (2001); In re Minnesota, 14 FCC Rcd. 21,697, 21,730
(1999); In re American Communications Servs., Inc., 14 FCC Rcd. 21,579, 21,587-88 (1999); In re Cal. Payphone
Ass’n, 12 FCC Rcd. 14,191, 14,203 (1997).
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Level 3 Comms. LLC v. City of St. Louis, 540 F.3d 794 (8th Cir. 2008) defined standards for prohibition and
effective prohibition which are now being applied by the courts. That first step is important - a management
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2.

The Commission Has Limited Authority To Regulate Access To Property
Or Facilities That May Be Useful For Placement Of Communications
Facilities

There is an important distinction between a legitimate and factual based plea to eliminate
regulatory barriers versus a “candid demand to invade” the recognized property rights of
another.115 Mobilitie Petition requests the latter, but under Section 253(c) the Commission has
no given authority to set prices or formulae for regulatory fees, or for the use of proprietary
property.
That omission is important, and the power cannot be implied. It is notable that Section
253(d) prevents the Commission from resolving cases that require resolution of issues that arise
under Section 253(c). Authority to set prices was left with local governments, a result consistent
with the basic structure of the Communications Act.
The Commission was created fundamentally for the purpose of “regulating interstate and
foreign commerce in communication by wire and radio.”116 As a general matter, the
Commission regulates communications; it does not have authority to regulate rates for access to
public or private property or facilities that may be useful for communications, except where
specifically granted.
An example of a specific and limited grant to regulate certain private property is in the
Pole Attachment Act of 1978, codified as 47 U.S.C. § 224. The legislative history of the Pole
Attachment Act of 1978 provides an insightful and pertinent reminder of the limitations of
Commission authority over any property or facilities that may be useful for placement of
practice could be discriminatory or unreasonable and still be lawful under Section 253—provided that it does not
have a prohibitory “effect.” Such a fee is easy to imagine. Suppose a local government charged a $1 fee for a permit
application written in black ink, and a $2 fee for an application written in blue ink. This might not be justified on
any basis; it might be discriminatory; but it would not be prohibitory.
115

Property Rights, Federalism, and the Public Rights-of-Way, Volume 26, Seattle Law Review (2003).
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communications facilities. The whole reason Congress adopted the Pole Attachment Act of 1978
was due to the fact that the Commission itself clearly recognized its fundamental jurisdictional
limitations. As the legislative history explains:
… the Federal Communications Commission has recently
decided that it has no jurisdiction under the Communications Act
of 1934, as amended, to regulate pole attachment and conduit
rental arrangements between CATV systems and nontelephone or
telephone utilities. (California Water and Telephone Co., et al., 40
R.R. 2d 419 (1977).) This decision was the result of over 10 years
of proceedings in which the Commission examined the extent and
nature of its jurisdiction over CATV pole attachments. The
Commission’s decision noted that, while the Communications Act
conferred upon it expansive powers to regulate all forms of
electrical communication, whether by telephone, telegraph, cable
or radio, CATV pole attachment arrangements do not constitute
“communication by wire or radio,” and are thus beyond the scope
of FCC authority. The Commission reasoned:
The fact that cable operators have found in-place facilities
convenient or even necessary for their businesses is not sufficient
basis for finding that the leasing of those facilities is wire or radio
communications. If such were the case, we might be called upon to
regulate access and charges for use of public and private roads and
right-of-ways essential for the laying of wire, or even access and
rents for antenna sites. 117
This Commission reasoning remains as valid today as it did nearly 40 years ago. For
while there have been legislative amendments since that time, none has granted Commission
authority to regulate “access and charges for use of public and private roads and right-of-ways”
and it is incumbent upon the Commission to stay within the confines of its delineated authority.
Section 224 does give the Commission rate-setting authority over some rights-of-way, but by
definition not those that would be owned by a local government or a cooperative.118
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See Senate Report 95-580, 95th Congress (1st Session) November 2, 1977 at p. 14 (emphasis added).
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Section 224 authorizes fees charged for access to certain property of a utility. The term “utility” is defined
narrowly, and specifically “does not include any railroad, any person who is cooperatively organized, or any person
owned by the Federal Government or any State.” The term “state” is further defined broadly to cover “any State,
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Thus, when the Notice asks whether federal pole attachment rules may be of some
relevance defining what is “fair and reasonable” compensation under Section 253, it misses the
point – the authority granted by Section 224 to set rates is explicitly missing from Section 253,
and forbidden by virtue of the definitions in Section 224.119 To the extent it provides any
guidance at all, Section 224 is notable in that it defers to state established formulas in certain
circumstances. Here, it is noteworthy that several state constitutions require that localities obtain
fair market value in return for providing access to public property.120
3.

To the Extent It Applies, a Rate Set At Fair Market Value Would Be “Fair
and Reasonable” Within the Meaning of Section 253.

Because the Commission has no authority to regulate the rates charged for public
property, its powers (and the powers of a court) would at most be limited to preempting where
the rates fall outside the broad bounds of what is “fair and reasonable” or are not levied on a
“competitively neutral and nondiscriminatory basis,”121 and where the charges actually prohibit
or effectively prohibit the provision of competitive services.

territory, or possession of the United States, the District of Columbia, or any political subdivision, agency, or
instrumentality thereof.” Notably, Section 224 reaches only utility rights-of-way.
119

Notice at 14. Setting aside legal objections, none of the formulas or concepts developed by the Commission to
regulate rates charged by private utilities for use of their poles, ducts and rights-of-way are particularly helpful for
structures as complex as the rights of way. And a formula like the notoriously complex pole attachment formula
would be incredibly expensive to put into place for every right-of-way nationwide, given the diverse and evolving
usage of that right-of-way.
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For example, Michigan local communities have a Constitutional right and obligation to their taxpayer residents to
seek and obtain franchise support for the substantial cost of public right-of-way development, preservation and
maintenance from those who wish to utilize this precious and limited resource for the purpose of doing business
with our residents. Mich. Const. Art VII Sec. 21 prohibits localities from using tax revenues for non-public
purposes (such as subsidizing Mobilitie) and even public utilities must obtain consents and accede to appropriate
conditions as a condition of public right-of-way use, Mich Const. Art. VII Sec 29. See also Tex. Const. art. III,
§52; Comments of Arlington, Texas; Comments of Texas Municipal League (filed March 8, 2017) (Texas
Constitution prohibits a municipality from granting any public funds or thing of value to an individual, association
or corporation.)
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The rates for compensation are textually in addition to rates that may be charged in connection with the
management of the rights of way.
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The latter point is critical to grasp: Section 253 was focused on preempting State and
local regulatory systems that granted or had the effect of granting telephone monopolies:
Congress apparently feared that some states and municipalities
might prefer to maintain monopoly status of certain providers, on
the belief that a single regulated provider would provide better or
more universal service. Section 253(a) takes that choice away
from them, thus preventing state and local governments from
standing in the way of Congress’s new free market vision.122
Charging a fair market value for use of public property is in fact, consistent with free
markets, by definition. As ECONorthwest explains, prohibiting local governments from
charging rents based on property values is likely to lead to a number of negative results, and
encourage inefficient use of the public rights-of-way, and create market distortions. 123 As one
court recognized, Section 253(a) is not concerned with franchise fees, but with local government
actions that keep entities out of the market: “[A] municipality’s assessment of a fee for franchise
rights, and the franchisee’s rights being conditioned on the payment of this fee ‘cannot ‘be
described as a prohibition within the meaning of section 253(a) . . . .”124 Certainly, in context it
is hard to imagine 253(a) as being read to command that property be provided at less than fair
market value.
Nor (contrary to the suggestion of Mobilitie) is there a serious conflict among the courts
as to the rights of states or localities to obtain fair market value for use of property. For well
over a century, it has been understood that when telecommunications providers occupy their
property, local governments are entitled to “compensation, which is in the nature of rental.”125
Courts interpreting Section 253 have not read that section to limit localities to cost recovery. As
122

Cablevision of Boston, Inc. v. Pub. Improvement Comm’n, 184 F.3d 88, 97-98 (1st Cir. 1999) (citation omitted).
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City of New Orleans v. Bellsouth Telecomms. Inc., 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 60925 at *20 (E.D. La. 2011) (quoting
TCG Detroit v. City of Dearborn, 206 F.3d 618, 624 (6th Cir. 2000)).
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noted in City of Portland,126 Congress chose the term compensation, rather than cost, with the
intention that local municipalities be permitted to recoup revenue in exchange for a
telecommunications provider’s use of the public streets.127 The court states that it is
inconceivable that Congress intended to strip the City of its right to compensation for use of its
public rights-of-way. 128 Neither the terms of section 253(c), the legislative history, or relevant
case law require that the fee charged by the City be restricted by the municipality’s cost of
maintaining the public rights-of-way. Nor does it require absolute parity among providers and
utilities in setting compensation levels.
The legislative history of Section 253(c) supports those conclusions. Congressman
Barton, one of the key architects of what became Section 253(c) noted:
[The amendment] explicitly guarantees that cities and local
governments have the right to not only control access within their
city limits, but also to set the compensation level for the use of that
right-of-way. . . . The Chairman’s [Manager’s] amendment has
tried to address this problem. It goes part of the way, but not the
entire way. The Federal Government has absolutely no business
telling State and local governments how to price access to their
local public right-of-way. 129
The amendment was proposed as an alternative that would have required localities to
charge the same rate to every provider – the so-called “parity” amendment. That amendment
was resoundingly rejected. But even the Barton-Stupak amendment’s opponents indicated that
they did not intend to limit localities to recovery of costs. For example, Representative Schaefer
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City of Portland v. Elec. Lightwave, Inc., 452 F. Supp. 2d 1049, 1062 (D. Or. 2005).
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Id. at 1072.
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141 Conf. Rec. H8460 (1995). Representative Stupak later added, “[W]e have heard a lot from the other side
about gross revenues…. The other side is trying to tell us what is best for our local units of government. Let local
units of government decide this issue.” 141 Cong. Rec. H8461 (daily ed. August 4, 1995)(Statement of Rep.
Stupak).
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acknowledged that local governments were already entitled to freely charge for rent; the parity
amendment, he suggested, merely required them to charge each provider on an equal basis:
The bill philosophy on this issue is simple: Cities may charge as
much or as little as they wanted in franchise fees. As long as they
charge all competitors equal, the [Barton-Stupak] amendment
eliminates that yet critical requirement.130
Representative Bliley echoed: “What we say is charge what you will, but do not
discriminate. If you charge the cable company 8 percent, charge the phone company 8 percent,
but do not discriminate.”131
There are, to be sure, cases where localities have adopted compensation schemes that
exceeded their authority under state law, or that seemed to bear no relation to rights granted for
use of the public rights-of-way. But courts have also recognized that a variety of formulae,
including gross revenues-based fees, may be used to obtain reasonable compensation for public
right-of-way use.132
Mobilitie argues that courts have said that localities may use their “monopoly control”
over public rights-of-way to exact artificially high rents, and claims this is precisely what is
happening now.133 However, the company provides no evidence to support this claim other than
the fact that different communities charge different rates for different services and applications
and use of different types of property. This is precisely what one would expect in a free market.
And it fails to explain how it could ever be charged a monopoly rent, given that it has private
130
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property alternatives for placement of its facilities. 134 Particularly with respect to wireless
facilities, but also because of the broad municipal interest in encouraging broadband deployment,
localities lack monopoly power, and have no incentive to misuse such market power as they may
have. 135
Whatever Mobilitie’s unsubstantiated fears with respect to “monopoly power” that fear
cannot justify limiting fees to out-of-pocket costs, which by definition, do not fully cover local
costs, and by definition, cannot be the outer bounds of a “reasonable” rate.136 One of Congress’s
principal purposes in adopting Section 253(c) was to ensure that Section 253 did not constitute
an unfunded mandate.137 Fair market value is by definition fair – it is the normal measure of
“just compensation” under the Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause. 138
4.

While the Commission Need Not Address It, Mobilitie’s Proposed “NonDiscrimination” Test for Section 253 Does Not Comport With the Law

The Commission seeks comment on Mobilitie’s proposed interpretation of the term
“competitively neutral and nondiscriminatory” in Section 253(c) and whether the proposed
definition is an appropriate or the best definition of the statutory language. The simple answers
are that no, the proposed definition is not appropriate under the law, inconsistent with the clear
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legislative intent behind Section 253, and runs afoul of Congress’s express intent to preserve
local powers over the control of its public right-of-way.
Mobilitie proposes an interpretation that “fees imposed on a provider for access to public
rights-of-way may not exceed the charges that were imposed on other providers for similar
access to the public rights-of-way.”139 As explained above, prior versions of Section 253
contained such parity provisions that contained provisions almost identical to those now
proposed by Mobilitie, and those were resoundingly rejected. As ECONorthwest explains, a
variety of factors must be considered in determining whether a rate is “competitively neutral and
nondiscriminatory,” including, among other things, when a use was authorized (timing) and the
unique impacts a particular structure may have on property. 140 It is fair to consider, in pricing
access to property for a 120 foot tower, not only the amount of the property occupied, but also
the impact on other uses. It would not be surprising, then, if Mobilitie were charged more for a
structure that substantially blocked a sidewalk than would be charged to someone who proposed
a use that was less intrusive.
This approach is consistent with the way the Commission has approached “competitive
neutrality” in other circumstances. In setting interconnection rates, for example, the Commission
devised a formula under which common costs were shared by formula, while the costs created by
a particular user were borne by that user. That is another way of saying: charging one entity
based on the uses it intends to make of property and the attendant impact is neutral. 141 Every
difference in treatment does not tip the competitive scales, or rise to the level of
139
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discrimination.142 Indeed, as the ECONorthwest Declaration suggests, failure to discriminate
between different uses and situations may have significant negative impacts – the Mobilitie
placement of towers in the public rights-of-way being a prime example of a bad idea driven by a
desire to benefit from free or low-cost public property.143
Consistent with the foregoing, Courts that have applied the “competitive neutrality” and
“nondiscrimination” principles have rightly concluded that the safe harbor does not require
precise parity of treatment. Local governments “may, of course, make distinctions that result in
the de facto application of different rules to different service providers so long as the distinctions
are based on valid considerations.”144 Indeed, because rents can take many forms, “a city can
negotiate different agreements with different service providers; thus, a city could enter into
competitively neutral agreements where one service provider would provide the city with belowmarket-rate telecommunications services and another service provider would have to pay a larger
franchise fee, provided the effect is a rough parity between competitors.”145
Adoption of the Mobilitie definition would not be consistent with the statute, and there is
little reason for the Commission to adopt guidance beyond that already provided by court
decisions. Indeed, as a practical matter, localities find that providers themselves (each having
different business plans) often ask that localities agree to different approaches for compensation
for use of the public rights-of-way. Crown Castle’s model contract for access to the public
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rights-of-way in New York proposes to pay 5% of gross revenues for such access.146 Other
companies may prefer a per site charge. Some providers may prefer to offer conduit or fiber in
lieu of rental fees.
In the experience of Smart Communities, there is variation in pricing formulas because
providers want to take on different risks. Crown Castle clearly wanted a 5% of gross revenues
standard. Other companies want a fixed rent that applies from Day 1. There is no particular
reason to require that the same formula be applied to every telecommunications service provider.
The relevant question under Section 253 is whether the differences are actually unreasonable,
and of course, whether they actually have a prohibitory effect.
5.

The Interpretation of Section 253 Proposed By Mobilitie Is Inconsistent
with the Constitution.

Limiting localities to recovery of our-of pocket costs would raise a variety of
constitutional issues, most notably Fifth Amendment issues.147 The Supreme Court has
construed the Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause to protect the property of State and local
governments from uncompensated taking under federal law,148 and held that it “requires that the
United States pay ‘just compensation’ normally measured by fair market value.’”149 If the federal
government were to require a local government to place a wire or an antenna on its property
without compensation, it would constitute an unlawful taking under the Fifth Amendment.150 The
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Supreme Court has clearly recognized a local government’s “right to exact compensation” for
such property uses:
[W]hile permission to a telegraph company to occupy the streets is
not technically a lease, and does not in terms create the relation of
landlord and tenant, yet it is the giving of the exclusive use of real
estate, for which the giver has a right to exact compensation, which
is in the nature of rental. 151
And the Court has also held that like private property owners, local governments have the
same right to fair market value compensation for the federal government’s taking of property as
private property owners.152 It matters not that the intrusion may be relatively slight:
[P]ermanent occupations of land by such installations as telegraph
and telephone lines, rails, and underground pipes or wires are
takings even if they occupy only relatively insubstantial amounts
of space and do not seriously interfere with the landowner’s use of
the rest of his land. 153
Reading the Communications Act to allow local governments to recover fair market value for
property avoids most Fifth Amendment concerns. But reading the Act to both compel the
government to provide access and to allow the Commission to limit compensation would create
significant takings issues.154
C.

The Commission Need Not Address Debates in the Circuits as to the Meaning of
the Effective Prohibition Standard In Section 332(c)(7), Or Otherwise Address the
Meaning of the Provision.

The Commission asks whether it needs to clarify the apparent conflict in approach among
the circuits as to what “prohibits or has the effect of prohibiting” the provision of personal
wireless services. We do not think the desire for uniformity justifies Commission action. First,
151
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it is not obvious that, as a practical matter, the legal differences lead to different results in
comparable cases. Even more importantly, localities and providers have adjusted to the tests
within their circuits, and in many cases, reflected those standards in local laws. Announcing a
new framework simply creates more uncertainty. We do caution, as noted above, that the term
that the Notice uses — “hindrance” — is not the same as the standard adopted by any court,
much less an apt standard for “effective prohibition, and would not provide a basis for any
interpretation of either Section 253 or Section 332(c)(7).
Likewise, when the Commission asks whether actions that prevent a technology upgrade
“have the effect of prohibiting” the provision of service it in some ways begs the statutory
questions that are relevant. The relevant question is whether a denial (assuming it occurs – in
many cases localities will not even regulate the changeouts) results in a prohibition of personal
wireless services as defined. If Mobilitie upgrades its facilities, but the upgrade is not for the
provision of personal wireless services, the proposed upgrade is not protected by Section
332(c)(7). If the upgrade simply improves personal wireless services, so that there is no
prohibition whether granted or denied, Section 332(c)(7) does not apply; if the regulation simply
prevents an intrusive upgrade where a less intrusive one will do, that also is not a prohibition. In
other words, the Commission could not fairly conclude that simply because something is labeled
an “upgrade,” it must be permitted. Indeed, that would mean expanding Section 332(c)(7) in a
manner seems inconsistent with the limits established by Section 6409. It bears emphasizing
that no locality prohibits upgrades per se – what is affected is the ability to add new poles,
increase sizes in particular locations and so on, without regard to whether the cause is a system
upgrade or downgrade.
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D.

The Notice is Not A Proper Vehicle for Action

Setting aside the fact that the declaratory rulings here are improperly sought under
Section 253, this notice is not a proper vehicle for any final Commission action.
The Bureau, in teeing up the question of whether the Commission should impose
declaratory rulings, ignores the fact that the statute, in Section 253(d), defines precisely how and
under what circumstances the Commission may entertain a “prohibition” challenge under
Section 253(a). Section 253(d) envisions a case-by-case, tailored determination: the Commission
must provide “notice and an opportunity for public comment” and then may only preempt “such
statute, regulation, or legal requirement to the extent necessary to correct such violation or
inconsistency.” In a 1997 decision, the Commission explicitly rejected an argument that Section
253 preempts on a per se basis, and correctly ruled that the statute requires a factual showing:
We cannot agree that the City’s exercise of its contracting
authority as a location provider constitutes, per se, a situation
proscribed by section 253(a). The City’s contracting conduct
would implicate section 253(a) only if it materially inhibited or
limited the ability of any competitor or potential competitor to
compete in a fair and balanced legal and regulatory environment in
the market for payphone services in the Central Business District.
In other words, the City’s contracting conduct would have to
actually prohibit or effectively prohibit the ability of a payphone
service provider to provide service outdoors on the public rightsof-way in the Central Business District. As described above, the
present record does not permit us to conclude that the City’s
contracting conduct has caused such results. If we are presented in
the future with additional record evidence indicating that the City
may be exercising its contracting authority in a manner that
arguably “prohibits or has the effect of prohibiting” the ability of
payphone service providers other than Pacific Bell to install
payphones outdoors on the public rights-of-way in the Central
Business District, we will revisit the issue at that time. 155
The Commission later reinforced the point:
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With respect to a particular ordinance or other legal requirement, it
is up to those seeking preemption to demonstrate to the
Commission that the challenged ordinance or legal requirement
prohibits or has the effect of prohibiting potential providers ability
to provide an interstate or intrastate telecommunications service
under section 253(a). Parties seeking preemption of a local legal
requirement such as the Troy Telecommunications Ordinance must
supply us with credible and probative evidence that the challenged
requirement falls within the proscription of section 253(a) without
meeting the requirements of section 253(b) and/or (c).156
Since neither the Notice, nor Mobilitie157 have identified any particular ordinance, or
even the communities that allegedly adopted invalid statutes or regulations, it is hard to imagine
how these requisites could be satisfied. Without particular facts the Commission is certainly not
in a position to preempt only “to the extent necessary,” as the statute requires, to prevent a
prohibition (particularly since there is no prohibition shown).
As importantly, the issues raised in the Notice are of the sort that should be addressed
through notice and comment rulemaking. Here, we have a petition for relief untethered from any
specific facts or circumstances, and which appears to seek relief under a section that does not
even apply. The Notice seeks a broad range of information, appears to contemplate adoption of
rules that would affect every state agency and subdivision, but provides no notice of what those
rules might be. While the agency has broad authority to choose how to proceed, the Notice
seems to envision precisely the sort of action that the D.C. Circuit found requires notice and
comment rulemaking. 158
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
For the reasons discussed above, and in the expert declarations, the Commission should
not grant Mobilitie the relief it seeks, or adopt additional rules or shot clocks for “small cell”
deployments.
It should clarify its rules to ensure that service and facilities providers are not
incentivized to file incomplete applications; should clarify its Section 6409 rules so that small
cells remain small and subject to safety guidelines applicable to roads; and should move forward
to update its rules governing RF emissions.
Respectfully submitted,
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1. Summary
This document describes small cell and DAS wireless deployments, discusses local permitting and
oversight process, and suggests strategies to maximize public-private collaboration to facilitate
mobile wireless construction. As I explain below, “small cell” refers to the wireless antennas’
coverage areas, not the size of the antennas themselves; because of the large scale of some small
cell deployments, the installed equipment may approach the scale of typical macrocells.
The observations in this report are based on my experience over two decades of observing and
overseeing build-out of communications infrastructure across the United States and abroad.1
Accommodating permitting and other local government requirements in public rights-of-way is
typically a relatively small part of the cost and time required for design and construction of
outside plant for a communications network. In my experience, the fees charged by local
governments in connection with broadband represent a small portion of the cost of wireless
network deployment, and the process entailed in local oversight of wireless facilities siting
represents a very modest portion of the process and timeline of building or upgrading a wireless
network, assuming that the wireless company participates in the process.
Local permitting processes and fees have little impact on the decision to deploy broadband in
urban versus rural areas. In fact, the permitting process and local government coordination can
help and facilitate deployment. When it is done effectively, it protects the integrity of existing
infrastructure and public safety, and provides certainty and predictability to wireless carriers and
wireless infrastructure companies.
In my experience, the optimal way to facilitate and smooth the wireless siting process is for
wireless companies to work with localities by filing complete, accurate, timely siting
applications—and by collaborating with the localities in an efficient, mutually-beneficial process
of pre-planning, specification development, and reasonable staging of the deployment.
Localities are highly motivated to facilitate and incentivize broadband build-out, and are willing
to use permitting and other processes to enable and smooth the deployment process as much as
possible. Numerous localities are currently involved in creative efforts to understand private
sector needs and to develop ways to work collaboratively. The next generation of wireless
broadband deployment can best be achieved if wireless companies undertake a similarly
collaborative, constructive engagement with localities.

1

CTC provides technology engineering and business planning consulting services for public sector and non-profit
clients nationwide and abroad. Since 1983, CTC has assisted hundreds of public and non‐profit entities to analyze
technology needs and strategies; plan and design wired and wireless broadband networks; and work with the
private sector to meet local broadband and technology needs.

1
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2. Small cell and DAS facilities in the PROW are neither small nor
insignificant in impact
The term “small cell” is used loosely within the industry to refer to a wide variety of installations
that are designed to serve a smaller area than traditional “macrocells.” A search of literature
suggests that there is no agreed-upon definition that could easily distinguish “small cells” from
“macrocells” other than that loose distinction. For purposes of this report, we will treat any radio
unit designed to serve a relatively small area as a “small cell” or “small cell and DAS” regardless
of its technical configuration. What is critical to this proceeding is that the classification of
something as a “small cell” does not mean that the impacts and complexities associated with its
installation and maintenance are small.
“Small” cell facilities can have significant profiles, including many components additive to the
“small” cell antenna.
Over the past decade, service providers have begun to augment tall tower deployment with
neighborhood wireless transmission facilities—such as DAS and small cells—that have smaller
coverage footprints. In the new distributed wireless architecture, broadband users communicate
with localized access points, typically mounted at elevations of 20 to 30 feet above ground level.
These neighborhood access sites target service areas with a radius of 250 to 300 feet from the
access site.
Small cell technologies vary in size and profile, depending on the functionality they are designed
to provide.
A smaller antenna may be used to enhance mobile data capacity in an area that is already mostly
served by a macrocell. At the small end is a system for a single band, using fiber optic connectivity
to connect to the network. In this case the system might comprise a set of three panel antennas,
each approximately 2 foot by 1 foot, attached 20 feet high on an existing light pole.

2
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Figure 1 – Smaller Small Cell Pole with Fiber Optic Backhaul Connectivity

It would be accompanied by an electronics and power cabinet approximately 4 foot by 3 foot
mounted between 8 and 12 feet off the ground, and by a power meter and load center five feet
off the ground and by electric conduit up the entire length of the pole.
Because of the weight and wind loading of all the new attachments, existing light poles might not
support them, and therefore placement of the small cell infrastructure often requires replacing
the pole.

3
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A larger system may be proposed in some cases. One reason may be that, instead of augmenting
an existing macrocell network, a cluster of small cells or a multifrequency distributed antenna
system (DAS) is being used in lieu of the macrocell, potentially because the terrain or aesthetics
do not allow for a macrocell nearby. In this case, a provider will want a larger system that carries
more spectrum bands. In a larger system that is being deployed instead of a macrocell, there may
be a separate building, comparable to the hub building of a macro cell site (typically 25 feet by
50 feet), that manages and operates the cluster of DAS or small cell antennas. The system may
require replacement of existing light or utility poles with taller ones, to enable the antennas to
be mounted between 40 and 60 feet high. Antennas may be a combination of 2 foot by 1 foot
panel antennas and 5 feet long whip antennas. Each pole may require multiple cabinets for the
electronics, each approximately 3 foot by 2 feet. The cabinets may fill the entire area at the lower
part of the pole. There is also significant cabling.
Figure 2 – Multifrequency DAS Structure with Multiple DAS Antennas
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Figure 3– Multifrequency DAS Structure with Multiple DAS Antennas
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Figure 4 – Base of DAS Installation With Multiple Cabinets for Radios, Backhaul, and Power

In addition to the physical components shown in these pictures, many “small cell” installations
require a wireline connection to a central hub, and may also involve back-up power supplies,
which may often be placed in ground cabinets of fairly significant size.

2.1

Some “small” cell facilities approach “macro” site facilities and
electric transmission monopoles in size and weight

Because of the large scale of some “small” cell deployments, the deployments may approach the
scale of typical macrocells.
6
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In some small cell deployments, the technology does not use fiber or wired infrastructure to
connect to the network. The network connectivity, known as “backhaul,” is done wirelessly. In
order for backhaul to work effectively using a wireless approach, there needs to be a strong signal
between the small cell devices and one or more master backhaul antennas. Some providers are
accomplishing this by making the master backhaul antenna especially tall, potentially 70 to 120
feet, which exceeds the height of many macrocells. Mobilitie is one company that uses this
architecture and has filed many applications for poles of great height.
The figures below provide examples of exceptionally tall “small” cell deployments in the rightsof-way, including one with the radios placed above high voltage transmission lines. The only
visual difference from a macro cell monopole, which is frequently of this height and placement,
is the relatively skinnier antenna profile at the top.
Figure 5 – Small Cell Comparable in Height to Macrocell
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Figure 6—Small Cell at Height of High Voltage Transmission Lines
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2.2

Alternative technologies have smaller form factors

The photographs above reflect the equipment required for particular deployments by particular
providers of wireless services or facilities used in the provision of wireless services. The facilities
are primarily designed to make more efficient use of commercial cellular wireless spectrum and
are designed to provide those services to commercial wireless users. There are, however, design
alternatives that could serve the same ends, without the large form factors shown on some of
the photographs. That is, to some degree, many of the same functions could be performed using
different and potentially less intrusive technologies.
There are also other wireless technologies under development and deployment that have a
smaller form factor and lighter equipment. For example, wireless equipment using very high
frequencies in the submillimeter spectrum, also known as mmWave, is envisioned as part of the
emerging 5G architecture. mmWave equipment typically uses spectrum above 10 GHz and uses
much larger channels than the commercial wireless providers. This provides potentially much
higher speeds. Examples of mmWave equipment are shown in the figures below. The white
devices are mmWave equipment, and these provide intermediate connectivity to the Wi-Fi
equipment (black panel antennas). The devices are relatively small, some measuring 12 by 6
inches and weighing a few pounds.
While mmWave equipment is not a full replacement for commercial cellular technology,2 it may
provide an alternative solution for parts of the cellular architecture, such as the backhaul network
connection, and indicates that future generations of wireless equipment might not be as large
and heavy as the current generation of small cells. For example, if it operates as a backhaul
technology that connects a network to cellular or Wi-Fi equipment on a pole, it can be a lighterweight and smaller profile alternative to the types of backhaul technologies that require 90- to
120-foot poles.

2

mmWave does not support mobile use in its current form. It requires line of sight or near line of sight
connections, mmWave user equipment is not yet mass produced at low prices. However, it can be part of a
comprehensive wireless solution that does support mobile use.
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Figure 7 – mmWave Antennas Providing Backhaul for Wi-Fi Network

Photo courtesy of Siklu Communications
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Figure 8 – mmWave Antennas Providing Backhaul for Wi-Fi Network

Photo courtesy of Siklu Communications

Cable operators are also deploying Wi-Fi equipment in the rights-of-way, leveraging their cable
attachments on utility poles and devices installed on customer premises. Like the mmWave
equipment, the Wi-Fi equipment is smaller and lighter than the cellular small cells. It is powered
through the cable system and does not require additional cabinets on the poles. Wi-Fi and future
generations of unlicensed technology may be deployed on utility poles and customer premises
and may also provide an alternate technology solution for the densification challenge that are
currently being addressed by the small cells.
The sorts of deployments proposed by companies like Mobilitie are thus not necessarily critical
to ubiquitous broadband, and local efforts to minimize impacts can be entirely consistent with
rapid and efficient wireline and wireless deployment.
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Figure 9 – Wi-Fi Antenna on Cable TV Attachment

3 Local review protects public safety and critical infrastructure
The recent round of wireless applications, including for the types of tall poles described above in
residential neighborhoods, historic districts, or in areas where citizens have spent significant
resources on redevelopment, has drawn the attention of the public itself—with large turnouts in
public meetings, organized movements, and media stories. As a result, the review processes
become more time consuming, but not without good reason. In fact, the review of applications
for placement of small cells in the rights-of-way may be far more complex than the review of an
application for placement on private land, a rooftop, or the side of a building.
A typical community reviewing an application for use of the rights-of-way considers:





Effect on public safety communications
Effect on public safety, including potential impact on pedestrians and vehicles; the
likelihood that the object will be hit; and the possibility it will contribute to an accident,
for example by blocking a view
Effect on other public infrastructure, including, for example, storm water systems
12
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Effect on residents, neighbors, business owners, and customers
Effect on ADA compliance and on members of the community with disabilities
Congestion on sidewalk or roadway
Aesthetics, including the compatibility with the surroundings, blockage of view
Setback, including the risk of damage or injury if the object falls

These reviews, and the ongoing use of the wireless infrastructure are complicated by the fact
that rights-of-way are constantly changing. Aboveground facilities may be moved underground
pursuant to a development plan or in response to hazards created by the placement of
structures. Sidewalks and roadways may need to be widened, or hazard-free-paths created for
pedestrians or cyclists. The addition of occupants to the rights-of-way necessarily complicates
the process of coordinating right-of-way uses.

3.1

Local review protects against interference with public safety
communications

Applications that are in proximity to public safety communications antennas or collocated on the
public safety antenna sites require extra scrutiny for interference. Usually this due diligence is
performed by the applicant as a condition of use of those structures, but it requires additional
review by the public safety communications staff. The siting review process is a way of ensuring
that applications that may pose risk to public safety communications come to the attention of
the public safety communication staff, and that the applicant has demonstrated it will not
interfere.

3.2

Local review protects public safety and utility worker safety

A well-organized siting review process can systematically evaluate the risks to public safety and
utility worker safety. By requiring a complete application, the process requires the applicant to
do its homework and conduct all engineering and design in advance, and perform all the
necessary evaluation of compliance with local code, land use and transportation corridor rules.
In the review process, a community can identify the clearances between the structure and the
road and buildings. It can verify the RF emission and its compliance with FCC rules regarding
emissions and signage. It can verify the placement of power meters and power shutoff. It can
verify that structural engineering has been performed. It can verify that soil studies and drainage
studies have been properly performed, both of which are critically important for structures on
the scale of the new poles, especially the tallest, which are nearly four feet in diameter at the
base. It can verify that the applicant has coordinated with the existing utilities. It can verify that
landowners and community groups will be notified and where appropriate, provide their
consent.
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Cabinets at ground level or on poles can block traffic or obstruct views. The review process can
verify if the placement will have an impact on traffic or the view in a way that can impact public
safety or increase the likelihood of accidents. It can verify compliance with safety clear zones. It
can verify compliance with DOT rules that allocate different spaces in the rights-of-way to
different uses, or ensure that the DOT has an opportunity to perform the review.

3.3

Local review protects critical public infrastructure

One of the main purposes of the rights-of-way is the storm drainage from the road. The review
process can verify that the design is in compliance with rules on drainage. Similarly, the review
can verify that the design for the structure will not create problems for snow removal.
Placement cannot interfere with potential road widenings. A new structure needs to be placed
so as not to interfere with known or potential road widenings, and there needs to be a procedure
in place if road widening needs to happen—such as one in which the applicant moves or
dismantles the structure.

3.4

Local review allows consideration of impact on ADA compliance

Communities are making large investments in ADA compliance in the rights-of-way. Examples
include the placement of ramps at intersections, audio at crossing lights, and sufficient space on
sidewalks for wheelchairs. A review process can ensure that a proposed structure is compliant
with community rules about the sidewalks and does not reverse these efforts or make them more
difficult to implement. Not only the pole needs to be compliant, but cabinets need to be placed
such that they do not obstruct. The process also needs to take into account future modifications
that may take place on the poles. Since many of these may be done by right, the initial review
needs to take into account sufficient margin to accommodate modifications without becoming a
risk to people with disabilities.

3.5

Current FCC rules for “minor” modifications increase risk regarding
issues such as public safety by creating technical incentives to deploy
in inefficient ways

The importance of review of these areas related to safety, ADA compliance, and existing utilities
is compounded by the FCC’s existing rules that allow certain increases in size of facilities by right.
Indeed, permissive rules for expansion of existing wireless facilities as currently applied to
facilities in the rights-of-way actually create more problems than they resolve because they allow
for small form factors to be replaced by large form factors.
As a result, a proposed installation that is acceptable as initially installed could create public
safety challenges at a future date. And the potential for growth discourages more efficient
designs and technology choices that can deliver the same coverage and functionality without the
size and complications of Mobilitie-type deployments.
14
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In these ways, the FCC’s current modification rules are incenting design inefficiency by the
companies and are greatly complicating the local review process.

4 Small cell infrastructure may not enable 5G and IoT deployment
There is no 5G standard—at the moment, 5G is envisioned as a means to providing the next
generations of mobile broadband applications, especially low-latency communications for
machine-to-machine communications and the Internet of Things (IoT).3 Researchers and industry
experts differ on the extent to which this future will be an evolution of LTE and licensed
frequencies, the use of mmWave technologies, and the use of unlicensed technologies using
small radios at short range—or the degree to which 5G will be ubiquitous or simply for hightraffic corridors and specific applications. And there is no way of knowing, at this point, whether
traditional licensed frequencies provide the best option for IoT or whether the IoT is more likely
to depend on low-powered unlicensed wireless networks that can use networks of small sensors
connected to a fiber backbone to provide real time information. And we do not know how the
communications networks will function with are be integrated with wireless charging networks
now being tested in the U.S. and elsewhere.
From an engineering standpoint, it may be that the things that companies like Mobilitie want
now (large, 120-foot towers) do not provide the best model for the future, and that limited rightsof-way real estate is better dedicated to smaller profile, embedded devices that work in
conjunction with fiber and larger wireless networks.
In other words, it is not necessary to clear the path for placement of small cells of any size and
form for 5G or IoT – if anything, putting a thumb on the scale favoring Mobilitie’s 120-foot
deployments may simply interfere with creation of more efficient networks. The Commission’s
own struggles with LTE-U suggest why not every deployment is necessarily a deployment that
will advance 5G or IoT.

5 It is more time-consuming to evaluate applications for facilities in the
PROW than on private property
Given the potential impact on safety, the scarcity of space, and the competing needs for the
rights-of-way, the review process in the rights-of-way needs to be very extensive. By contrast, on
private property, the review process is more limited—does the structure fit into the
surroundings, is it safe, have the right people been notified and approved? There is often no need
to worry about traffic, drainage, ADA compliance, or existing utilities—or those issues may be
more easily addressed.

3

Wirelessly interconnecting electronic devices and machines over the internet.
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5.1

Private property offers a workable alternative to rights-of-way for
siting small cells and DAS

The public rights-of-way are not the only way “small cell” systems can be built. From a technical
standpoint, the network can frequently be designed for similar coverage using private rather than
public property. As an example, Mobilitie is requesting approval for a 75-foot structure in a
crowded downtown area in suburban Washington, D.C. The proposed structure and its height
are indicated by the red arrow. Near the proposed structure are several buildings where the
rooftop and façade could be used. There are already macrocell antennas on two nearby rooftops,
so clearly backhaul and power are readily available. Using those structures could eliminate the
need for the new 75-foot structure. The only advantage of using the rights-of-way is for
Mobilitie to avoid paying rent to the building owners—but this “savings” comes at the expense
of the public through the added risk, congestion, and disruption of placing a very large pole in
a very busy sidewalk, very close to the road and buildings.
Figure 10 – Site of Mobilitie Application for New 75-Foot Pole

6 Reducing local fees or processes will have marginal impact on rural
broadband deployment
It is deeply misleading to suggest that “streamlining” processes for reviewing small cell
deployments will lead to increased build-out in rural areas—because such processes and fees are
limited or non-existent in those areas already, and the technology is not well-suited to rural
areas.
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6.1

Small cell and DAS are typically not deployed in rural areas because
the technology is not suited to rural needs

Small cell technologies are best suited to add capacity to mobile wireless networks in areas that
are congested and where demand for bandwidth outpaces supply, or where macro cell sites are
not suitable for aesthetic or functional reasons.
Small cell networks are designed to maximize the use of spectrum by efficiently reusing the
spectrum in many smaller coverage areas rather than across fewer, larger coverage areas (as
macro cell sites do). That is, these networks are typically not being used to expand the area
covered by existing macrocells; rather, they add capacity in existing coverage areas, or fill in
spotty coverage gaps in very targeted areas within a carrier’s current coverage area such as, for
example, in valleys where the terrain blocks coverage from a macro cell.
For these reasons, these technologies are best suited for urban and suburban markets with high
concentrations of users in relatively small areas, and for very limited deployment in high-value
rural areas, such as alongside major roads in rugged terrain. They are not intended for most rural
or low-density markets where density of users is lower and where fewer, larger macro sites are
far more cost effective to deliver service than frequent micro sites.
The following photo illustrates a deployment of DAS in rural areas. This DAS is located alongside
U.S. Route 6 in Clear Creek County, Colorado, where a macro site is not possible because of the
terrain and the macro sites in the mountains above cannot provide coverage in the narrow
canyon below.
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Figure 11 – Distributed Antenna Installation on U.S. Route 6 in Clear Creek County, Colorado

6.2

Local process and charges have marginal impact on rural broadband
deployment patterns

Based on my experience observing broadband investment patterns since the advent of the
wireless and cable platforms in the late 1970s, nationally mandated changes to permitting fees,
franchise or license fees, or fees for leasing public property or structures, or changes to local
oversight of wireless siting are unlikely to change the return on investment calculus in a way that
would result in advanced wireless services being deployed in rural or other underserved areas.
The fundamental dynamic of broadband investment is that network deployments and upgrades
are capital-intensive—and capital flows to areas where projected returns are greatest because
demand is most concentrated and per customer costs lowest. Shortening the Section 332(c)(7)
review times, setting up a national regulatory system to review fees, or nationally regulating rents
for use of public property would not change that fundamental dynamic. At best, national
standards would mean industry costs would be reduced in rural and urban areas; such standards
would not make it more likely that build-out would occur in those areas. In fact, it is my
observation that carrier deployment investment decisions are made centrally and the companies’
local representatives compete for investment allocations.
As a result, even where the economics of rural build-out could be marginally improved (through
elimination or reduction of a cost of doing business), investment patterns do not change because
the fundamental economics do not change. In decades of experience, we have never observed a
build-out scenario where reduced marginal costs (such as local fees or public process) resulted in
18
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funds that were allocated for build-out in more populous areas being diverted to a rural or
underserved area.
Indeed, in most rural communities, local permitting processes and fees do not exist. It is in the
most unserved and underserved rural areas where local fees and process are most minimal or
non-existent, either because the locality does not see a need for them (for example, traffic
control in these areas requires less coordination) or because as a matter of local or state policy,
there exists little or no process or fee for permitting communications infrastructure.
In recent years, we have on numerous occasions worked with local government clients to
approach carriers to request enhanced build-out and to inquire as to how the locality can
facilitate and enable (or even subsidize) such build-out. But even where localities commit to
eliminating regulation and fees, we have not seen carriers commit to new investment for which
they did not otherwise have existing plans for a business case.

7 Localities exert themselves to attract and facilitate private
investment in new or upgraded broadband facilities, including in
wireless
Even though the effort does not always bear fruit, local governments are highly motivated to
facilitate broadband deployment and attract broadband investment, both in wireline and
wireless service. Over the past decade, we have observed countless communities seeking to build
processes and incentives for private investment in broadband, and to simultaneously facilitate
and smooth the way for private deployers.
We have observed this dynamic in both the wired and wireless areas. With regard to wireline
broadband, for example, more than 1,100 cities and counties filed initial requests in response to
Google’s call to communities to compete for new broadband investment—and Google has been
inundated by request and proposals from hundreds more communities in the years since. And
those communities that Google Fiber selected for potential deployment undertook multi-year
efforts to organize, streamline, facilitate, and enable Google’s deployments,4 even without any
assurance that Google would eventually commit to building in their city.
Those and other cities also undertook similar efforts to recruit other companies, both incumbents
(particularly AT&T and CenturyLink, who also availed themselves of public facilitation in response
to the Google Fiber competitive threat 5 ) and competitors (including a new class of smaller

4

Derek Slater, Google Fiber Blog, “Behind the scenes with Google Fiber: Working with city governments,” October
7, 2013, https://fiber.googleblog.com/2013/10/behind-scenes-with-google-fiber-working.html.
5
In the research triangle area of North Carolina, for example, AT&T was granted significant process concessions
and reduced fees by a consortium of cities working with local universities to encourage and facilitate broadband
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wireline and fixed wireless ISPs that have emerged in the past few years with capital to build new
networks in select cities).6
In the wireless area, both metro-area and rural communities work to fulfill public demands for
better mobile connectivity—sometimes to no avail if the wireless industry does not prioritize the
unserved or underserved areas.
We have observed considerable public sector effort to understand and address private sector
investment imperatives in mobile wireless, and numerous county and town efforts to recruit
mobile companies to improve services in underserved areas. In some cases, public enticements
to the industry will begin with meetings and requests but can extend as far as offers to contribute
assets, pay for deployment, or subsidize operations.
Summit County, Colorado, for example, offers a good example of how communities seek to
facilitate private deployment. The County last year released an RFI “to convey its interest in
partnering with a motivated, high-caliber partner to make wireless broadband service available
in three underserved areas of Summit County over privately or publicly-constructed
infrastructure.” 7 The County is working energetically to create opportunity and incentive for
wireless carriers to deploy in these rural areas, and has offered access to public assets as well as
the potential for public contributions of capital to support the private deployment.8
A national set of rules that effectively forces local and state resources to be expended to comply
with those rules will at best handicap such efforts, in our view.

7.1

Delays in review of applications are frequently created by
insufficient or inaccurate applications by carriers

In many cases, delays in processing requests for placement submitted to localities are caused by
the applicant’s submission of incomplete or unverified engineering information, and subsequent
delays in responding to requests for additional information. In my company’s experience, there
exists a pattern with some applicants of consistently filing inaccurate or incomplete applications
and then criticizing the locality for not approving these insufficient applications.

investment. North Carolina Next Generation Network (NCNGN) Blog, “NCNGN Selects AT&T,” April 8, 2014,
https://ncngn.org/.
6
In Holly Springs, NC, for example, the Town leased fiber, streamlined permitting, and facilitated entry and
construction by competitor Ting Internet. Ting Internet Blog, “Interview with Jeff Wilson, IT Director of Holly
Springs” January 26, 2017, https://ting.com/blog/internet/hollysprings/interview-jeff-wilson-director-hollysprings/.
7
Request for Information for Partnership for Deployment of Wireless Broadband to Three Underserved Areas in
Summit County, November 21, 2016, http://www.co.summit.co.us/DocumentCenter/View/16781?bidId=169.
8
Ibid., page 13.
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For all of the public safety, public infrastructure, and ADA compliance reasons described above,
localities cannot approve erroneous or incomplete applications – nor would they want to create
incentive for the applicants to continue filing insufficient applications.
In contrast, many companies consistently file adequate, complete, professionally prepared
documents, which enables expeditious review and resolution of the applications—to the benefit
of both public and private sectors.
Challenges can also be created by filing of hundreds of permits at one time, or an unwillingness
of carriers to work with the locality to stage applications and mutually determine a schedule that
works for both parties. In contrast, if the applicants work with the city or county to plan to stage
the filing of permit applications rather than filing hundreds at one time, the processing burden
on the locality is spread over a reasonable period of time. In my experience, localities are very
willing to work with deployers to establish timetables and processes for reasonable submission—
and reasonable review—of permit applications. In a cooperative process, the parties can define
a logical construction area for which all necessary applications can be submitted, and a timetable
for review that balances applicant needs and competing demands on the locality’s staff. In some
cases, to accommodate bulk review, the locality must hire additional or outside staff, and the
applicant agrees to pay those additional costs. What works depends on the community and on
the project.
It is worth emphasizing that submission of applications in bulk does not necessarily reduce the
time required to review applications. A bulk submission does allow a locality to understand the
overall impacts and design of a network, and that is helpful in understanding the goals of the
applicant, and in considering alternatives. However, many elements of a review, discussed above,
are site-specific, and the time required may depend on the resources required. In our view,
attempting to regulate what is now a cooperative process would not be helpful. In our
experience, bulk applications, if only because they do require coordination across many sites,
require more time to review than individual applications, particularly individual applications for
use of private land. However, in our experience localities have been able to address the bulk
review process within the parameters of the FCC’s Section 332(c)(7) shot clock through
agreements with the operator.
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8 The optimal way to enable broadband deployment is to encourage
local public-private collaboration
In my experience, the most successful and speediest broadband deployments are those in which
public and private entities work collaboratively and willingly.9
This collaborative local process is not only a successful strategy for enabling private investment,
but is also an efficient means by which to ensure that communications networks are built in
efficient, thoughtful ways through comprehensive planning.
Network deployment is likely to be fastest and most efficient if the private deployer will work
with the public sector to plan adequately and comprehensively for design, permitting, and
staging of construction—and if all private entities will collaborate with each other and the public
sector to plan ahead in ways that will make construction more efficient for all.

8.1

Collaborative process facilitates and speeds deployment, while
minimizing conflict, both in wireless and wireline

Comprehensive development planning, with frequent collaboration and input from both public
and private sectors in the pre-construction phase allow private providers and localities to
understand and coordinate each other’s plans and timelines. For example, this kind of
cooperative planning enables a willing provider to stage permit and inspection requests rather
than filing for an overwhelming number of permits at one time. It also allows the provider to
strategically plan where it will deploy infrastructure.
An additional benefit of this approach is transparency: both parties are incented to share
information to maximize the pre-construction planning and minimize likely points of conflict.
Indeed, the need for transparency and communication is mutual: much as the locality should be
open about its processes, the private deployer should do the same and should plan and stage its
construction to maximize cooperation with the locality.
For example, a comprehensive process was undertaken in 2014 between the City of San Antonio
and Verizon Wireless to support Verizon’s small cell efforts. Through a collaborative process
between the two parties that addressed a city-wide plan and accommodations for historic sites,
San Antonio and Verizon Wireless agreed on a master license agreement for use of City rights-ofway for the installation of small cell equipment on utility and traffic light poles.10 The process

9

Speed of deployment, of course, also assumes that private sector processes such as make-ready on utility poles,
proceed efficiently, and that private entities do not endeavor to slow down existing or potential competitors by
obstructing such processes as make-ready. See, for example, Ibid.
10
This agreement was adopted by the City Council by ordinance in June 2015. “Master License Agreement
Between the City of San Antonio and San Antonio MTA, L.P. D/B/A Verizon Wireless for the Use of Public Rights-ofWay,” June 2015, https://webapps.sanantonio.gov/filenetarchive/%7BCDFE105E-763B-4D83-BFC0-
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enabled Verizon to plan ahead, with predictability and stability, for its small cell deployment,
while simultaneously enabling the City to protect key public interests (such as public safety),
critical historic sites (such as the Alamo and historic Missions), and the vibrant tourism economy
that is based on those historic sites and the City’s unique history.

8.2

Treating wireless deployment like a development plan encourages
industry to work with localities and satisfy public concerns

Treating wireless deployment planning like development planning enables creation of a
comprehensive infrastructure plan ahead of time so as to ensure adequate capacity and
efficiency of construction—with reduced need for subsequent retrofits.
Broadband planning at the local level works best and most efficiently if it aligns with how
communities plan for other forms of infrastructure: In new development areas, the community
and utilities develop master plans to include all utility constructions in the appropriate locations
and with the appropriate easements. This process ensures that there is sufficient space for all
utilities and ensures that the utility companies are notified and given opportunity to place their
infrastructure at the appropriate time, subject to the agreed-upon design criteria developed
during the planning stage. And once the plan is in place, all parties agree not to deviate from it;
all are obligated to meet the design parameters of the plan, which minimizes their costs and
enables them the opportunity to participate.
Similarly, in the case of significant redesign projects (such as redesign of roads or sidewalks or
water utilities), standard planning process requires all utilities to together to ensure coordinated,
efficient planning and construction. This reduces the costs for all parties, and gives both public
and private sectors certainty. So long as the wireless carriers are willing to work with the locality
on such processes, they can benefit from this city-led effort to ensure that infrastructure is
deployed efficiently and that the design works for as many of the companies as possible, at the
same time as protecting the public interest.
For example, in one likely scenario (illustrated below), comprehensive planning creates mutuallybeneficial design parameters that allocate poles to ensure all carriers have access to
infrastructure. This effectively grants the carriers siting pre-approval and reduces process for
carriers down the road so long as they comply with the design parameters.

2B4D11E4712A%7D/%7BCDFE105E-763B-4D83-BFC0-2B4D11E4712A%7D.pdf. Subsequent agreements have been
developed with other entities, including Mobilitie.
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Figure 12 – Illustration of Planned Allocation of Poles to Enable Deployment by Four Wireless Carriers

The following examples are illustrative of some of the other creative efforts underway at the local
level to seek means of public-private collaboration. This list is by no means exhaustive; rather,
hundreds of such processes are underway throughout the country in communities of all sizes.
The City of Seattle in February released a request for information (RFI) seeking private sector
input and ideas regarding potential public-private collaboration for deployment of wireless
infrastructure and services.11 With one clear goal focused on enabling new access to broadband
services by lower-income members of the community, the City’s RFI seeks to “gauge the interest
of for-profit and non-profit entities in forming collaborations or partnerships with the City to
enable the deployment of wireless services in Seattle. The City is seeking ideas from the private
sector with regard to ways that public and private sectors can work together, with the City as
facilitator, enabler, and potential partner to the private sector, in deploying wireless network
infrastructure to support key goals.”
The RFI specifically invited “both competitors and incumbents of the communications industry”
to respond, as well as “a wide range of non-traditional entities that may be interested” in wireless
in Seattle.”12
In the RFI, the City notes that it “seeks to utilize its assets, capabilities, and other attributes to
enable deployment of new and cost-effective wireless services. Among other assets, the City may
11

“Request for Information for Collaboration and/or Partnership between the City of Seattle and Private Sector
Entities for Wireless Services and Potential Smart Cities Deployments, Including in Low-Income Districts, and
Parks,” February 2017, http://www.ctcnet.us/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Seattle-Public-Wifi-RFI-FINAL.pdf.
12
The request is specifically made to such potential respondents as companies involved in the emerging Smart
Cities ecosystem, including solutions providers and manufacturers; companies involved in the emerging drone and
aerial vehicle ecosystems; non-profit organizations; local businesses, including those in the technology sector;
manufacturers of equipment, including of network equipment and of the physical housing and platforms for
wireless services; nontraditional wireless providers (e.g., technology companies, technology integrators, software
providers, and engineering companies); and investors. Ibid.
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be able to make use of conduit, fiber, and wireless siting locations.” The RFI invites responses
that would help the City learn “more about what assets and contributions would facilitate the
deployment of the provider’s solution. Respondents should discuss permitting, rights-of-way,
property usage, conduit access, fiber connections, electricity requirements, and any other
required or beneficial contributions.”
The City also offers that it “seeks to maximize its processes and structures to best enable and
facilitate new and cost-effective wireless services. In keeping with Mayor Ed Murray’s ongoing
commitment to enable private deployment of broadband facilities, the City seeks to determine
strategies by which to make itself as friendly as possible to private broadband investment.”13
Similarly, the City of Fresno, California released a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) in 2016,
seeking private interest in expansion of broadband, both wired and wireless, throughout the
City.14 The RFQ invited private entities to share their ideas about how public and private sectors
could work together to expand broadband availability. In the RFQ, the City offers that it would
work with the private sector to make available the City’s extensive networks of light poles,
towers, rooftops, structures, fiber optics, and conduit. The City also notes its streamlined
permitting process and willingness to commit resources to facilitate private deployment.15
What is critical to these efforts is that the FCC rules are interpreted in a manner that permits
localities to work with providers to pursue these solutions. It is, for example, much more difficult
to come up with an acceptable development scheme if an acceptably designed facility in the
right-of-way can be replaced by intrusive designs of the sort shown earlier in this report.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on March 8,
2017.

Andrew Afflerbach, Ph.D., P.E.
Director of Engineering
Columbia Telecommunications Corporation

13

Responses to the RFI are currently being reviewed by City staff.
https://www.fresno.gov/informationservices/wpcontent/uploads/sites/15/2016/10/WiFiRFQwithAppendices_FINAL.pdf
15
Ibid., page 11. Responses to the RFQ were received in November 2016 and are currently under review.
14
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Author
1. My name is Kevin E. Cahill, PhD. I am a project director and senior economist at
ECONorthwest, a public policy and economics consulting firm based in Portland, Oregon. I
have published on a variety of topics related to applied microeconomics and have presented
my research at academic conferences nationwide. I am also experienced in commercial
litigation and antitrust matters, labor economics, and public policy and have testified
numerous times in deposition and at trial. I earned my BA in mathematics and economics
(with honors) from Rutgers College and MA and PhD in economics from Boston College.
My professional and academic qualifications are described in my curriculum vitae, which is
attached as Appendix A.
B. Purpose
2. My declaration in this matter addresses two topics: 1) the economic criteria that
municipalities should apply when considering rights-of-way (ROW) charges, such as those at
issue in the Mobilitie, Inc. (“Mobilitie”) Petition;1 and 2) the appropriate measures of
economic cost for determining a fair, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory rate.
C. Summary of Opinions
3. Economic principles provide a clear justification for why municipalities should charge
market-rate fees to access government-owned property such as rights-of-way.2 First, marketrate fees ensure the efficient use of ROW—the allocation of this scarce resource that

1

Mobilitie, LLC. 2016. Petition for Declaratory Ruling. Before the Federal Communications Commission, In the
Matter of Promoting Broadband for All American by Prohibiting Excessive Charges for Access to Public Rights of
Way, WT Docket No. 16-421 (November 15).
2

Mobiltie’s petition, as I understand it, addresses two very different charges: regulatory fees, which are designed to
capture the cost associated with regulating a particular voluntary activity in which a user engages, and market rents,
which capture the costs associated with providing a benefit to a particular entity in return for a use of public
properties. From an economics perspective the term “cost” as it pertains to access to ROW, and the “market rate”
based on this cost, incorporates both those associated with regulatory fees (e.g., administrative costs and operations
and management costs) and those associated with market rents (e.g., opportunity costs and negative externalities).
As I note throughout this report, these costs should be fully considered in the price that municipalities charge for
access to ROW in order for an efficient allocation of resources to take place. Further, while most of this report is
focused on costs related to market rents, it bears emphasizing that, unless fees are set at a level that recovers all costs
associated with a regulatory activity, that activity effectively is being subsidized by others and a marketplace benefit
is being provided to the entity that is allowed to avoid these costs.
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maximizes social welfare. Restricting fees below the market rate creates excess demand for
ROW and leads to its overutilization. Second, the market rate should compensate the
municipality not only for the administrative costs and operations and maintenance (O&M)
costs associated with ROW access, but also for the fixed costs that the municipality incurred
to create the ROW, the opportunity costs associated with occupying the ROW (e.g.,
increased costs in planning for future projects), and any negative externalities associated with
placement of a facility in the rights of way (e.g., negative impacts on community aesthetics
and property values). These components reflect the true cost to the municipality of granting
access to its ROW.
4. Municipalities do not “profit” when users pay the full cost of accessing the ROW, nor is the
socially-optimal level and rate of deployment of a new technology achieved when fees are
restricted to just cover administrative costs and operations and maintenance costs. Quite the
contrary. Such restrictions harm municipalities because resources are misallocated. The fact
that some organizations might benefit from these restrictions—namely, by lowering their
costs of production and supplying more of their product—does not imply that municipalities
and its citizens and businesses also realize a net benefit (they do not).
5. Simply put, the efficient allocation of ROW is achieved when users pay the market price for
accessing the ROW.
II. THE ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES OF ACCESSING ROW

6. Economics is the study of the efficient allocation of scarce resources. In an economic sense, a
resource is scarce when demand or wants exceed the available supply. Very few resources
would not be considered scarce—sand in the desert or seawater at the beach are two
examples. Each household, city, state, and country has a limited supply of scarce resources
(e.g., labor, land, knowledge, energy), and each entity decides how to allocate their
resources. Municipalities, too, have scarce resources—land, infrastructure, vehicles,
buildings—which they hold in trust for residents, businesses owners, and taxpayers.3

3

Mankiw, G. 2015. Principles of Microeconomics. Stamford, CT: Cengage Learning; Samuelson, P. and W.
Nordhaus. 2005. Economics. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill International Edition; Hall, R. and M. Lieberman. 1998.
Microeconomics: Principles and Applications. Cincinnati, OH: South-Western College Publishing.
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7. Economies allocate scarce resources via markets and prices. In general, producers want to
sell their goods at the highest price possible and consumers want to buy their goods at the
lowest price possible. A price must be acceptable to both producers and consumers for an
exchange to occur because each party has the freedom not to participate in the exchange.
Economists generally refer to the market-clearing or equilibrium price as one that satisfies
two conditions: 1) the price enables producers to cover their costs and 2) the price satisfies
consumers’ willingness to pay given their preferences. A price below the market-clearing
price will result in too many consumers willing to buy and too few producers willing to sell
(excess demand) and a price above the market-clearing price will result in too few consumers
willing to buy and too many producers willing to sell (excess supply). Price adjustments help
ensure a match between supply and demand and an efficient allocation of scarce resources.4
A. Charging a fee to access ROW ensures the efficient allocation of a scarce resource
8. A municipal ROW—constrained by location and dimension—is a scarce economic resource.
Because it is a scarce resource, charging a fee to access a municipal ROW makes good
economic sense and is consistent with the trust responsibilities of municipal officials.
Charging a market rate to access a municipal ROW is consistent with the economic principle
of using prices to efficiently allocate scarce resources. The closer the charged rate is to the
market price the closer the allocation of the ROW is to the efficient outcome.
9. Because a municipal ROW is a scarce resource choosing one use for the ROW means that the
municipality foregoes other opportunities to use (or not use) the resource, so long as the user
maintains its access to the ROW. The creation of a pedestrian-only mall prevents access to
adjoining properties by vehicles, for example, and the placement of a pole may make use of a
sidewalk more difficult for a pedestrian. Economists refer to the foregone use as an
opportunity cost associated with the resource-allocation decision. Economists consider
opportunity costs in resource allocation decisions because resources can be used in

Mankiw, G. 2015. Principles of Microeconomics, 7th Edition. Stamford, CT: Cengage Learning; Samuelson, P. and
W. Nordhaus. 2005. Economics. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill International Edition.
4
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alternative ways and decisions made today can impact what choices are available in the
future.5
10. Occupying space in the above- or below-ground portions of the ROW has opportunity costs.
Access by others entities, including the locality, may become more expensive or more
difficult, or in some cases, may be foreclosed. The three-dimensional space occupied by a
given wire obviously cannot be occupied by another. Allowing one wireless provider to use a
light pole may foreclose, or limit the use by others, unless the dimensions of the pole are
substantially changed. Also, depending on the specifics of the use, the installation, the
maintenance, and the replacement of any given facility in the ROW may create problems for
and impose costs on the city, other users of the ROW, and on property owners adjacent to the
ROW. For these reasons charging a fee to access ROW helps ensure that the ROW will be
used in an efficient manner.
B. Below-market pricing results in excess demand
11. As noted above, if a price is set below the market-clearing price then there will be too many
consumers willing to buy the product at that price and too few producers willing to sell the
product at that price, resulting in an excess demand for the good or service. In the case of
ROW, if a municipality is forced to sell access to its ROW at a below-market rate, then users
will not fully consider the cost of accessing the ROW and will over utilize it. One form in
which this overutilization could manifest itself is that existing ROW could become
overcrowded, and be unable to accommodate new, innovative technologies. Another form is
that a company like Mobilitie may abandon property for which it does pay rent in order to
access property that it hopes to occupy at no charge, or at a heavily regulated charge.
12. Allocating the ROW by first-come, first-serve or on some other non-market price makes little
economic sense, especially given the external costs imposed on third parties if a ROW is
over-consumed by any user. The same result follows if one artificially limits a community to
charging fees without regard to value. Charging a ROW fee that reflects the ROW as a

Mankiw, G. 2015. Principles of Microeconomics, 7th Edition. Stamford, CT: Cengage Learning; Samuelson, P. and
W. Nordhaus. 2005. Economics. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill International Edition; Nicholson, W. 1997.
Intermediate Microeconomics and Its Application. Oak Brook, IL: The Dryden Press.
5
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valuable asset or resource for which there are important and competing uses easily prevents
this.
C. Above-market pricing is disciplined by municipal competition
13. Municipalities compete to attract business and jobs, retirees and their savings, and highskilled workers. They use a variety of means to do this, such as by offering favorable tax
policies and subsidies, providing municipal amenities, and investing in infrastructure.6 Many
cities have economic development departments whose purpose includes attracting businesses
away from other jurisdictions to locate in their city and employ their residents. These
activities are part of municipal managers’ responsibilities to protect and support their
community’s quality of life and economic health and wellbeing.
14. Telecommunication services are an important component of cities’ economic development
plans.7 The extent to which a community has high quality telecommunications services—
including, in particular, high-quality broadband Internet access—can affect economicdevelopment prospects and general quality of life. As such, some municipalities may choose
to price access to ROW below the market rate in order to obtain these telecommunications
services before other communities.
15. Critically, any given municipality is constrained by market forces if it attempts to charge an
above-market price.8 Consider the case in which a municipality attempts to extract excess
revenues from interested users of a ROW with a fictitious opportunity cost argument. Some
interested users of the ROW will no doubt opt not to use the ROW because of the higher
price, leading to excess supply in the municipality’s existing ROW. Meanwhile, its
competitor municipalities have every incentive to take advantage of this misstep by pricing
access to their own ROW such that no excess capacity exists. The result will be an enhanced
availability of services in the competing municipalities. The enhanced services can then be

6

O’Sullivan, A. 2012. Urban Economics. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Irwin.

7

Lucky, R. and J. Eisenberg (eds.). 2006. Renewing U.S. Telecommunications Research. Committee on
Telecommunications Research and Development, National Research Council. ISBN: 0-309-66396-2.
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/11711.html; Salt Lake City. No date. Economic Development – Research: Utilities and
Telecommunication. http://www.slcgov.com/economic-development/utilities-and-telecommunication.
8

Price is just one factor. Market forces can also limit other outcomes, such as excessive regulation, that might be
detrimental to a municipality’s citizens and businesses.
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touted by the competitor municipalities to lure away individuals and businesses from the
municipality with excess capacity in its ROW.
16. Another form of competition exists within municipalities—leaders compete for the votes of
their constituents. Unlike corporations, municipalities are not profit maximizers; rather,
municipalities have an obligation to their citizens to promote economic development. If
leaders within a municipality obstruct market forces and fail to establish market prices that
invite technological innovation, citizens and businesses will no doubt be unsatisfied with
such decisions and seek new leadership in subsequent elections. This threat of being voted
out of office serves to discipline leaders within a municipality from demanding above-market
prices.
17. Another disciplinary force is the option to use private property instead of a municipality’s
ROW. The right of way is, as I understand it, not necessarily the only property on which
wireless facilities may be placed. While there may be different costs associated with placing
facilities on private property (including costs of negotiation), the fact that there are
alternatives to using the rights of way limits the pricing power of a municipality.
18. The key takeaway is that market forces—both across and within municipalities and between
municipalities and private property owners—discipline those that seek to extract surplus
revenues from ROW users. The argument that municipalities should be restricted from
setting prices for fear that they will extract excess revenues from interested users is highly
flawed because it ignores these disciplinary market forces.
III. QUANTIFYING FAIR, REASONABLE, AND NONDISCRIMINATORY PRICES

19. The previous section describes the economic principals of accessing ROW, and the
importance of pricing in such a way that leads to the efficient allocation of this scarce
resource. In this section, I describe the various components of such pricing. A key takeaway
is that an artificial constraint that restricts municipalities to charging only the current out-ofpocket marginal cost of accessing the ROW will inevitably lead to an inefficient outcome
that harms the municipality, its citizens, and its businesses.9

9

For simplicity, I refer to administrative costs and operations and management costs as out-of-pocket marginal
costs. Opportunity costs and those associated with negative externalities are technically marginal costs as well, in
the sense that they increase incrementally with the introduction of a new user of a ROW.
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A. Administrative and operations and maintenance (O&M) costs
20. In its Petition for Declaratory Ruling, Mobilitie states that, “The Commission should first
declare that the phrase ‘fair and reasonable compensation’ means charges that enable a
locality to recoup its reasonable costs to review and issue permits and manage its rights of
way, and that additional charges are unlawful.”10
21. Mobilitie is correct insofar as it acknowledges that municipalities should be able to charge
for the (full) incremental administrative and operations and maintenance (O&M) costs that a
municipality incurs when it grants access to ROW. As I note above, these sorts of costs are
typically included in regulatory fees associated with issuing permits for activities inside or
outside of the rights of way. These charges can include the cost of personnel time for
permitting and maintenance of the ROW, the cost of any modifications to the ROW that are
necessary and borne by the municipality, and any costs associated with regulation
compliance with rules for use of the rights of way. These charges should also include any
necessary engineering reviews, field inspections, utility adjustments, or site restoration tasks.
Moreover, it is important to note that some of these costs are not one-time events. In these
cases municipalities should be able to recover, over time, any costs related to access of ROW
that are ongoing.
22. Economically speaking, however, these regulatory costs do not reflect what an economist
would view as the full cost of use of the rights of way. Other components include fixed costs,
opportunity costs, and negative externalities. Ignoring these components will lead to a belowmarket rate, excess demand, and an economically inefficient use of ROW (as well as a
subsidy for users, such as Mobilitie).
B. The importance of including fixed costs
23. Mobilitie is incorrect in its assertion that pricing above current out-of-pocket marginal costs
implies that municipalities are somehow profiting from the use of ROW. Specifically,
Mobilitie states, “The Commission should declare, however, that additional charges that
exceed these [marginal] costs are unlawful. Thus, a locality’s one-time and recurring charges

10

Mobilitie, LLC. 2016. Petition for Declaratory Ruling. Before the Federal Communications Commission, In the
Matter of Promoting Broadband for All American by Prohibiting Excessive Charges for Access to Public Rights of
Way, WT Docket No. 16-421 (November 15), p. 24.
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and fees cannot be set at levels that are designed to raise revenues for the locality, because
those charges would allow the locality to profit from its exclusive control of rights of
way.”11,12
24. Pricing above out-of-pocket marginal cost does not imply that municipalities earn “profits.”
The reason is that municipalities incur fixed costs and opportunity costs, and may experience
impacts from negative externalities. First, municipalities have likely incurred at least some of
the cost of establishing and maintaining the ROW up until the present time. Myrtle Beach,
for example, has expended hundreds of millions to redevelop its beachfront, underground
utilities and rebuild its roads.13 It is economically nonsensical to imply that the municipality
should be compelled to give away for free the fixed-cost value of establishing the ROW and
maintaining it through the present time simply because the municipality incurred these costs
in the past. Far from earning “profits,” municipalities would be incurring a very tangible loss
if they were not allowed to charge users for their fixed costs—or would be simply
transferring costs which ought to be borne by those occupying the rights of way to others,
such as taxpayers.
25. Municipalities can and have invested in infrastructure with the expectation that they would
recoup at least some portion of such investment spending. For example, jurisdictions in
Oregon charge a system development charge (SDC) for new residential and commercial
development. The purpose of SDC is to recover the fixed costs of infrastructure capacity that
serves new development. As new residential developments come on line they pay their
portion of the fixed costs for infrastructure capacity needed to serve the new development.14
Forcing municipalities to give away these assets for free makes little economic sense and
could inhibit municipalities’ investments in infrastructure going forward.
11

Mobilitie, LLC. 2016. Petition for Declaratory Ruling. Before the Federal Communications Commission, In the
Matter of Promoting Broadband for All American by Prohibiting Excessive Charges for Access to Public Rights of
Way, WT Docket No. 16-421 (November 15), p. 24.
12

I note that the “exclusive control” of the rights of way is something of a misnomer. Property owners have
exclusive control of their property but my understanding is that such exclusive control is rarely in and of itself
viewed as a justification for regulating rates for access.
13

MyrtleBeachOnline. 2016. “Myrtle Beach metro area again one of the fastest-growing in the country.” March 24.
http://www.myrtlebeachonline.com/news/local/article67886402.html.
14

Galardi Consulting, Dr. A. Nelson, and Beery, Elsner and Hammond. 2007. Promoting Vibrant Communities with
System Development Charges. Metro. July; Leung, M. 2015. System Development Charges. Portland Water Bureau.
May 27.
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26. Importantly, allowing municipalities to charge for their fixed costs does not imply that all
municipalities will do so. The ROW is an asset to the municipality and some municipalities
might decide to waive their fixed costs to compete with other municipalities to attract certain
types of investment. This flexibility is a key feature of how municipalities compete, to the
benefit of its citizens and businesses. This dimension of competition would be stifled if
municipalities are not allowed to recoup their fixed costs.
C. The importance of including opportunity costs
27. As noted above, a municipality’s ROW is a scarce resource in an economic sense. The
potential for restricted availability and fewer options in the future is a cost to the municipality
for granting access to the ROW today. As such, municipalities must be able to charge for
their opportunity cost to achieve an efficient allocation of its ROW. Further, allowing a
locality to recover its opportunity costs ensures that users pay the full cost associated with the
use of the facility—or ensures that the municipality makes a conscious decision to subsidize
certain behaviors. For example, a municipality might have a vested interest in encouraging
the deployment of technologies to underserved areas and, to encourage such deployment, the
municipality might set a discounted price, or even a zero price, for accessing its ROW in
particular areas. Such decisions can be optimal depending on the objective function or
strategy of the municipality. As with fixed costs, restricting municipalities from including
opportunity costs, either in full or in part, constrains competition across municipalities and
inevitably leads to inefficient outcomes.
D. The importance of taking negative externalities into account
28. Decision makers within municipalities must also consider any negative impacts that use of
ROW might impose on the community. Such negative impacts are referred to in the
economics literature as externalities—an impact, either positive or negative, to an outside
party. In the case of access to ROW, a telecommunications company’s cell tower might
impose a negative externality in the community due to its unsightliness. Municipalities have
attempted to mitigate such negative impacts on the community by requiring users to address
the negative externalities they impose, for example, by requiring providers to make cell
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towers look like trees.15 In other cases, access to certain locations in or outside of the rights of
way (for example, for locations in front of historic structures) may be subject to strict
scrutiny.
29. Quantifying the impact of negative externalities on a given community can be complicated,
and the challenges in doing so illustrate why it is important to let each municipality decide
how to weigh the trade-offs associated with such negative impacts. Some communities might
value the impact of a negative externality more so than others, just as some communities
might value access to the latest telecommunications technology more than others.
Competitive pricing allows municipalities to achieve an allocation of resources that takes
these preferences into account. For example, if a locality charges a fee for use that is higher
for those who place large facilities in the rights of way, and less for those who do not, the
locality will encourage deployment of smaller facilities.
30. A key takeaway is that communities differ in how they view the impacts of negative
externalities. Limiting municipalities’ ability to set the prices they can charge (as well as
limiting authority to mitigate impacts through land use regulation), therefore, will lead to a
situation in which communities’ preferences toward negative externalities are not taken into
account, inevitably resulting in an economically inefficient outcome.
E. The importance of economic factors in assessing nondiscriminatory fees
31. In an economic sense, a fee is nondiscriminatory if entities pay similar fees for using a ROW
in similar ways and under similar circumstances. Uses differ, and not all telecommunications
providers use the ROW in the same way. For example, a wireline company may have
hundreds or thousands of miles of fiber in a ROW. A wireless company, in contrast, may
place only a few facilities in the ROW, but with more substantial negative externalities. One
could reasonably distinguish among these types of providers for the purpose of arriving at
compensation for access to the ROW.

15

Chicklas, D. 2014. “City code required cell phone tower to be disguised as tree.” Fox 17 West Michigan. July
28. http://fox17online.com/2014/07/28/city-code-required-cell-phone-tower-to-be-disguised-as-tree/; Hecht, P.
2015. “Dressed up as trees, cellular towers stir depate.” The Sacramento Bee. Dec.
5, http://www.sacbee.com/news/investigations/the-public-eye/article48213030.html.
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32. In addition, economic conditions change over time. All else equal, providers that enter the
market at different points in time face different economic conditions. In a competitive
market, such providers would likely face different costs for the resources they use. Likewise,
it would not necessarily be either discriminatory or non-neutral for the details of the ROW
access charges between each of such providers and a city to differ.
33. It follows that there may be many different ways to capture fair market value for property
and other resources used. For example, it is common in pricing to include a gross revenues
based component. This is a common measure where a ROW grant gives someone a right to
place facilities throughout the right of way (cable and telecommunications franchises, for
example) but is also common in private markets (shopping centers, for example).
Alternatively, an entity can price per site, price based on some measure of area (linear
footage, square footage, or cubic footage), or price based on provision of non-monetary
benefits that reduce costs to both parties (e.g., installation of excess conduit that reduces the
need for future road cuts). Different pricing models may fit some policy goals better than
others or some business plans better than others. Just as competition leads to marked-based
prices and an efficient allocation of scarce resources, competition also leads to an optimal
form in which payments are made.
34. Finally, other factors can affect ROW pricing in ways that are non-discriminatory in nature,
such as opportunity costs and externalities. Regarding opportunity costs, it would be nondiscriminatory from an economic perspective to charge higher ROW fees in highly congested
portions of the ROW because congestion in ROW can limit future access for municipal
services. Likewise, telecommunications companies may inflict negative externalities on
communities by installing unsightly telecommunications equipment in historical districts or
in neighborhoods with strict visual standards (e.g., signage limitations and requirements,
limited or specified paint colors, period or culturally aesthetic architecture building codes).
ROW fees that take these consequences into consideration would not be considered
discriminatory in an economic sense.
IV. FACTORS SPECIFIC TO SMALL CELL DEPLOYMENT

35. Mobilitie notes that access to ROW for the purposes of 5G technology differs from prior
cellular technology uses. The technology requires more densely distributed equipment and,
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therefore, access to many more ROW points. Mobilitie then argues that these technical
requirements somehow imply that the economics of access to ROW should be different. In
fact, the economic principles of access to ROW hold no matter what the technology,
including 5G and taking Mobilitie’s technical arguments at face value.
36. One of the major differences between the anticipated roll out of small cell and DAS networks
from current wireless technology is the number of antenna attachments and deployments that
municipalities will process. Mobilitie’s Petition for Declaratory Ruling, states that 200,000
cell towers currently exist in the United States. These towers were not all installed in one
year, rather they accumulated over time. In contrast, it is anticipated that one million new
small cell and DAS antenna could be deployed in the next five years.16 On average,
municipalities would have to process ROW antenna requests at an annual rate equivalent to
all cell towers currently in operation, each year, for the next five years.
37. Mobilitie claims that, due to the large number of expected access requests, a more uniform
system of gaining access to ROW might be required. It is beyond the scope of this report to
consider the costs associated with imposing a “uniform” permitting scheme on localities
across the nation, except to note that it would likely be quite significant, potentially involving
changes in ordinances, software systems, forms and the like. But a critical piece of
information left out of Mobilitie’s argument is that municipalities have every incentive to
work with telecommunications companies and advance 5G technology to the extent that such
technology offers value to its constituents. If the value is as alluring as Mobilitie claims it to
be, municipalities have every incentive to facilitate its adoption within the community. No
declaratory ruling or mandated uniformity would be required.
38. Likewise, market-based pricing mechanisms are consistent with and not in conflict with rapid
deployment. As a society, we do not want the most rapid deployment imaginable; we want
the speed of deployment that is consistent with the most efficient use of available resources.
This rate of deployment leads to intelligent choices among types of properties that may be
used to deploy wireless facilities. The methodology Mobilitie proposes will predictably lead
to inefficient deployment at substantial social cost.
16

Mobilitie, LLC. 2016. Petition for Declaratory Ruling. Before the Federal Communications Commission, In the
Matter of Promoting Broadband for All Americans by Prohibiting Excessive Charges for Access to Public Rights of
Way. Washington, DC. November 15.
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39. Moreover, as a basic economic principle, firms will first deploy in the areas that are most
profitable. The areas that are most profitable under a system with market-based prices will,
when ROW are underpriced, likely remain among the most profitable areas (albeit more
profitable due to lower costs). The systematic underpricing of access to ROW is unlikely to
lead to increased deployment in underserved areas over existing profitable ones.
V. CONCLUSION

40. An efficient, market-based price to access ROW compensates a municipality for its
administrative costs and operations and management costs, its fixed costs of establishing and
developing the ROW, its opportunity cost of granting access to the user, and any negative
externalities from the user. Restricting fees below the market rate, as proposed by Mobilitie,
creates excess demand for the ROW, leading to an overutilization and suboptimal allocation
of ROW.
41. Concerns about municipalities extracting rents from potential users of ROW are unwarranted
because competitive forces within and across municipalities, and between municipalities and
private property owners, discipline such behavior. Municipalities that attempt to extract
higher-than-market rates will simply be undercut by other municipalities that do not, or
sidestepped by private property owners, and risk falling behind technologically. Leaders who
advocate for extracting higher-than-market rates will be forced to explain to voters why their
municipality is falling behind technologically, and risk losing their positions. The result is
that municipalities and their leaders cannot sustain above-market prices.
42. The most rapid rate of deployment imaginable for 5G technology is not the socially-optimal
outcome; rather what is socially optimal is the speed of deployment that is consistent with the
most efficient use of available resources. The efficient allocation of ROW is achieved when
users pay the full cost of accessing the ROW. The closer the fee is to the market price the
closer the allocation of ROW access is to the social optimum.
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“New Developments in Retirement Research.” First Annual Joint Conference of the Social Security Retirement
Research Consortium, Washington, DC, May 20-21, 1999.
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“AHEAD (Asset and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old) Summer Workshop.” Survey Research Center, The
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, Summer 1997.
“GSOEP-PSID Summer Workshop.” Center for Policy Research, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY, Summer
1997.

Conference Posters ____________________________________________________________
Cahill KE, James JB, Pitt-Catsouphes M, “How Do Older Healthcare Workers’ Preferences for Flexibility Affect
Work and Retirement Decisions?” Gerontological Society of America (GSA) 66th Annual Scientific Meeting,
November 20-24, 2013.
Wu E, Cahill KE, Bieri C, Ben-Hamadi R, Yu AP, Erder MH, “Comparison of Hospitalization Use and Health Care
Costs of Elderly Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) Patients Treated with Escitalopram, Generic SSRIs, and
SNRIs,” International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) 14th Annual International
Meeting, May 16-20, 2009.
Cahill, KE, Giandrea MD, Quinn JF, “Retirement Behavior among Individuals with Erratic Work Histories,”
Gerontological Society of America (GSA) 61st Annual Scientific Meeting, November 21-25, 2008.
Jaff MR, Engelhart L, Rosen E, Yu AP, Cahill KE, “Clinical and Economic Outcomes among U.S. Medicare
Beneficiaries with Lower Extremity Peripheral Arterial Disease (PAD),” International Symposium on Endovascular
Therapy (ISET), January 20-24, 2008.
Giandrea MD, Cahill KE, Quinn JF, “Self Employment Transitions among Older Workers with Career Jobs,”
Gerontological Society of America (GSA) 60th Annual Scientific Meeting, November 16-20, 2007.
Lee LJ, Yu AP, Cahill KE, Birnbaum HG, Oglesby AK, Tang J, Qiu Y, “Direct and Indirect Costs among
Employees with Diabetic Retinopathy,” American Diabetes Association (ADA) 67th Scientific Sessions, June 22-26,
2007.
Yu AP, Cahill KE, Birnbaum HG, Lee LJ, Oglesby AK, Tang J, Qiu, Y, “Direct and Indirect Costs Associated with
Photocoagulation and Vitrectomy among Employees with Diabetic Retinopathy,” International Society for
Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) 12th International Meeting, May 19-23, 2007.
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Wu E, Mody R, Krishnan E, Yu AP, Cahill KE, Tang J, Patel P, “Tighter Control of Serum Uric Acid in Gout is
Associated with Lower Morbidity and Health Care Costs,” American College of Rheumatology (ACR) Annual
Scientific Meeting, November 10-15, 2006.

Expert Reports, Trial and Deposition Declaration ___________________________________
Michael Davis and Julie Davis, et al. vs. Cedar Grove Composting, Inc., loss of use and enjoyment of property
proceeding, Superior Court for Snohomish County, State of Washington, opinion as to defendant’s positive
economic impacts and achievement of stated public policy goals, declaration taken in deposition, February 13, 2017;
Catherine Avila and Dionicilo Avila, et al. vs. Cedar Grove Composting, Inc., loss of use and enjoyment of property
proceeding, Superior Court for King County, State of Washington, opinion as to defendant’s positive economic
impacts and achievement of stated public policy goals, declaration taken in deposition, February 13, 2017.
Application by TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP for a Permit to Construct Keystone XL Pipeline, Before the
Public Utilities Commission (PUC) of the State of South Dakota, rebuttal declaration on behalf of Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe regarding the socioeconomic analysis contained in the U.S. Department of State’s Final Supplemental
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Environmental Impact Statement on the Keystone XL Pipeline Project, declaration taken in Pierre, SD in front of the
PUC, August 3, 2015.
Multnomah County vs. Conway Construction Company, et al., bridge construction damages proceeding, Multnomah
County Circuit Court, Oregon, opinion as to plaintiff’s economic damages due to the installation of defective bridge
decking, declaration taken in trial, February 25, 2015.
KForce vs. Brett Oxenhandler, et al., business damages proceeding, United States District Court, Western District of
Washington at Seattle, opinion as to plaintiff’s calculation of economic damages, declaration taken in deposition,
February 5, 2015.
State of Oregon, ex rel. John Kroger, Attorney General vs. AU Optronics Corporation, et al., TFT-LCD antitrust
litigation, United States District Court, Northern District of California at San Francisco, opinion as to the
apportionment of damages across purchaser and product groups, declaration taken in deposition, August 11, 2014.
David Sawyer and Joan Sawyer vs. Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, et al., personal injury proceeding,
Middlesex County Superior Court, Massachusetts, opinion as to plaintiff’s lost earning capacity, declaration taken in
deposition, April 16, 2013.
Expert Economic Assessment of the USAF Socioeconomic Impact Analysis for Boise AGS, report submitted to the
United States Air Force, March 3, 2012.
Council on American Islamic Relations – New Jersey, Inc., et al. vs. Bergman Real Estate Group, et al., business
damages proceeding, Essex County Superior Court, New Jersey, opinion as to plaintiff’s lost fundraising revenue,
declaration taken in deposition, September 21, 2005.
Garfinkel vs. Morristown Obstetrics and Gynecology Associates, et al., Hon. Stephen F. Smith, Morris County
Superior Court, New Jersey, opinion as to defendants’ lost profits, declaration taken in trial, June 23, 2005.
Edwards vs. City of New York, wrongful termination proceeding, Hon. Fernando Tapia, New York City Civil
Court, Bronx County, New York, opinion as to the loss of earnings, fringe benefits, and pension benefits, declaration
taken in trial, June 1, 2005.
Allen vs. Euromarket Designs, Inc., wrongful termination proceeding, Hon. Stephen J. Burnstein, Essex County
Superior Court, New Jersey, opinion as to the loss of earnings, declaration taken in trial, April 20, 2005.
Ali vs. Cervelli, personal injury proceeding, Hon. Robert P. Contillo, Bergen County Superior Court, New Jersey,
opinion as to the loss of income from the family business and the loss of household services, declaration taken in
trial, April 13-14, 2005.
Peskin vs. AT&T Corporation, wrongful termination proceeding, Somerset County Superior Court, New Jersey,
opinion as to the loss of earnings, declaration taken in deposition, April 8, 2005.
Garfinkel vs. Morristown Obstetrics and Gynecology Associates, et al., wrongful termination proceeding, Morris
County Superior Court, New Jersey, opinion as to defendants’ lost profits, declaration taken in deposition, March
16, 2005.
Packard vs. The Bessemer Group, wrongful termination proceeding, Middlesex County Superior Court, New Jersey,
opinion as to the loss of earnings and pension benefits, declaration taken in deposition, February 17, 2005.
Durant vs. The Associates, business damages proceeding, Hon. Nicholas J. Stroumtsos, Jr., Middlesex County
Superior Court, New Jersey, opinion as to the loss of incremental profit, declaration taken in trial, December 15,
2004.
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Durant vs. The Associates, business damages proceeding, Middlesex County Superior Court, New Jersey, opinion as
to the loss of incremental profit, declaration taken in deposition, November 22, 2004.
Luisi vs. Luisi, divorce proceeding, Hon. Rachel A. Adams, Richmond County Supreme Court, New York, opinion
as to the value of enhanced earning capacity, declaration taken in trial, November 11, 2004.
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Cahill, Kevin E., and Jacquelyn B. James. 2013. “A Cost/Benefit View of Occasional Flexibility.” Sloan Center on
Aging & Work, AGEnda (December).
Cahill, Kevin E. and Jacquelyn B. James. 2013. “Small Request, Big Impact: The Importance of Occasional
Flexibility in a Healthcare Setting.” Sloan Center on Aging & Work at Boston College Issue Brief (November).
Cahill, Kevin E., John Tapogna, Rod Gramer, and Diana Lachiondo. 2013. “To What Extent Will Demographic
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Cahill, Kevin E., and Gene J. Kovacs. 2013. “Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny, and Traditional Retirement.” Sloan
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Cahill, Kevin E., Jacquelyn James, Marcie Pitt-Catsouphes, and Maureen O’Keeffe. 2012. “Late-Career Flexibility:
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Cahill, Kevin E. and Paul Thoma. 2012. “What Does the Aging of Idaho Mean for its Citizens, Employers, and
Policymakers?” ECONorthwest Issue Brief (September).
Cahill, Kevin E., and Gene J. Kovacs. 2012. “Should You Be Counting on the Social Security Trust Fund?” Sloan
Center on Aging & Work, AGEnda (September).
Cahill, Kevin E., John Tapogna, Paul Thoma, and Bryce Ward. 2012. “Is Boise Over- or Underperforming
Economically?” ECONorthwest Issue Brief (August).
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The Seattle Times (July).
Cahill, Kevin E. 2012. “Thinking about Phased Retirement?” Sloan Center on Aging & Work, AGEnda (June).
Sweet, Stephen and Kevin E. Cahill. 2012. “How the Health Care Sector Can Prepare for the Aging of Its
Workforce?” Sloan Center on Aging & Work, AGEnda (April).
Cahill, Kevin E. and Stephen Sweet. 2012. “Should Older Americans Feel Gloomy About Their Job Prospects?”
Sloan Center on Aging & Work, AGEnda (March).
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Cahill, Kevin E. 2012. “Five Reasons Why Flexible Work Options Are Good Business in a Bad Economy.” Sloan
Center on Aging & Work, AGEnda (February).
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Burgoyne Appraisal Company has investigated the impact of communication towers and
communication equipment on nearby property values, including residential properties,
commercial properties, and properties in historically designated areas. Our report on
such impacts is based upon our more than thirty years of professional appraisal
experience and drawing upon literature search of other articles and appraisal papers.
Please note that due to the nature of the report our investigation is general in nature
and is not specifically related to any given location.
IMPACT OF COMMUNICATION TOWERS AND EQUIPMENT
ON NEARBY PROPERTY VALUES

I.

Executive Summary
 The Burgoyne Appraisal Company (“Burgoyne”), drawing upon its thirty-two (32)
years of experience as a Real Estate Appraiser specializing in detrimental
conditions, takings, adverse impacts and right-of-way, finds that:
 As a general matter, assuming two generally comparable areas, aesthetics will
have the most significant impact on property values. If, for example, I assume
two houses of equal age, size and condition in the same residential area, the
relative value of one home will be most affected by the aesthetics in the
immediate vicinity of that home.
 As a general matter, visible utility structures do adversely affect property values.
This is reflected in the fact that, as a general matter property values are higher in
areas where there are no aboveground utility facilities (other than lighting) than in
areas where utilities are aboveground.
 The impact will generally be related to the size of the facility, the characteristics
of the facility, its location (including proximity), and visibility. That is to say, I
would expect a tower or other structure that is larger than existing structures to
have a greater impact on property values than a structure that is similarly sized
and in keeping with other structures. I would expect that installation of
equipment that is widely visible to have a more significant impact than equipment
that is not (so, for example, a transformer at the top of a pole would have less of
an impact than a box of similar size that is within a normal site line, or on the

ground). The characteristics of the facility are also important. An unorganized
conglomeration of various boxes and wires would have a greater impact than a
streamlined and contained single cabinet.
The literature does not tell us the impact of various iterations of DAS designs on
residential properties; there is more information about towers of the sort imposed by
Mobilitie. Nonetheless, based on my experience, it would be unwise to assume that the
impact of additional ground cabinets, or of structures of the sort that entities would be
entitled to install under the FCC’s Section 6409 rules is zero or so near to zero. Just
looking at the literature on property values in underground v. non-underground areas,
there are reasons for concern that justify maintenance of significant latitude at the local
level over siting and compensation.
While it is certainly recognized that DAS systems and Cellular antennas are an
important part of our nation’s infrastructure, and that it is inevitable that new antennas
will need to be installed as we move into the future, it is important for municipalities (and
property owners, in the case of right-of-way easements) to retain significant control over
the size, location, scope, expansion, and characterization of the installations. This is
because adverse impacts from negative externalities vary considerably with the size,
location, scope, expansion, and characterization of the installations.
Hidden, smaller, and neatly mounted “small cells,” will have an impact, but that impact
will be lesser than other alternatives. Likewise, there needs to be control over future
growth of installed facilities. It is my opinion that the Commission needs to analyze
those impacts in detail before considering additional rules. It is also my opinion that
municipalities need to retain some regulatory control over these installations in order to
minimize impacts and protect the health, welfare, and safety of their residents in the
same way that other regulations and the exercise of reasonable police powers do.
II.

Qualifications

David E. Burgoyne, ASA, SR/WA, is a native of Ann Arbor, Michigan and attended Greenhills
School in Ann Arbor. He graduated in 1981 from Colgate University in Hamilton, New York with
a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Liberal Arts with a concentration in Physics-Astronomy. He also
served as a graduate instructor at the University of Wyoming as a Doctoral Candidate in
Astrophysics.
Mr. Burgoyne is an independent fee appraiser currently licensed as a Certified General Real
Estate Appraiser by the States of Michigan, Indiana, North and South Carolina. Mr. Burgoyne is
a Senior Member of the American Society of Appraisers holding the ASA Designation for Real
Property. Mr. Burgoyne is currently re-accredited as an ASA through June 10, 2017. He is also
a senior member holding the SR/WA designation and is a Past Chapter President of the
International Right of Way Association. Mr. Burgoyne is currently re-certified as an SR/WA
through June 15, 2018.
Mr. Burgoyne is an AQB certified USPAP instructor #44603 (expiring March 31, 2018) and is
also a CLIMB Certified Instructor of right-of-way appraisal and other courses for IRWA, including
courses on the appraisal of partial takings, easement valuation, appraisal review, ethics and
standards, USPAP, adult education, and the valuation of contaminated properties. In 2015, Mr.
Burgoyne was awarded the 2014 W. Howard Armstrong International Instructor of the Year
Award by the International Right of Way Association.
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Mr. Burgoyne has qualified as an expert witness in the United States Court of Claims, the
United States District Courts for the Eastern and Western Districts of Michigan; the Michigan
Circuit Courts of Allegan, Barry, Cass, Eaton, Genesee, Grand Traverse, Huron, Ingham,
Jackson, Kent, Lapeer, Leelanau, Lenawee, Macomb, Montmorency, Muskegon, Oakland,
Ottawa, Tuscola, Washtenaw, Wayne, and Wexford Counties; Hamilton and Marion Counties in
Indiana, The Michigan Public Service Commission, and The Michigan Tax Tribunal. He has
also been appointed as an independent appraiser by the U. S. District Court, Eastern District of
Michigan.

FORMAL EDUCATION
Greenhills School - Ann Arbor, Michigan (1976)
Colgate University - Hamilton, New York: BA in Liberal Arts - concentrating in PhysicsAstronomy (1981)
Courses included Architecture, Economics, Mathematics, Statistics and Economic Geography.
University of Wyoming - Laramie, Wyoming: Ph.D. candidate in Astrophysics. (1981-1982)

III.

Introduction

Our analysis and the literature we reviewed is focused on single family residential units,
and does not take into account any location-specific analysis. For example, we do not
consider whether there are special impacts of an installation on particular historic
properties, or commercial properties. Burgoyne understands that this report will be
contained in a filing by Smart Communities Siting Coalition in response to the Federal
Communications Wireless Telecommunications Bureau request for public input1
including, but not limited to suggestions offered by Mobilitie in its Petition for Declaratory
Ruling.2
Burgoyne provides the following analysis following a literature scan on appraiser
research on communications towers impact and on Mr. Burgoyne’s more than 32 years
in business.

1

Public Notice, Comment Sought on Streamlining Deployment of Small Cell Infrastructure by Improving Wireless
Facilities Siting Policies; Mobilitie, LLC Petition for Declaratory Ruling, WT Docket No. 16-421 (released Dec. 22,
2016)(“Public Notice”).
2
See Mobilitie, LLC Petition for Declaratory Ruling, Promoting Broadband for All Americans by Prohibiting
Excessive Charges for Access to Public Rights of Way (filed Nov. 15, 2016)(Mobilitie Petition).
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IV.

Background

The FCC Notice focuses on small cells and DAS systems. It is our understanding that
the placement of these systems could involve:
 Erection of a new tower or monopole 100 to 120 feet in height in public right-ofway. This in fact appears to be proposed by applicant Mobilitie.
 Placement of new base station equipment on existing utility poles in the rights of
way, which may involve an initial extension of anywhere between 3-15 feet to
that pole for placement of an antenna at the top of the pole, and addition of
equipment cabinets, plus additional utility infrastructure (meters and disconnect
boxes). It is our understanding that the wireless industry is seeking authority in
several states to place equipment cabinets as large as 28 cubic feet on the
poles, which could then be expanded significantly as of right under the FCC’s
Section 6409 rules. In addition, there may be ground cabinets for back-up power
or for equipment that might otherwise be placed on the poles of up to 50 cubic
feet. Under Section 6409, the placement of these facilities could result in up to
three additional ground cabinets being added in the right of way in front of a
residential unit.
 Erection of new utility poles, sometimes exceeding 40 feet in height, in the public
right-of-way for placement of the above referenced equipment
 Please note that public road rights-of-way are often owned in fee by the
municipality but are also not uncommonly easements over private property
owned in fee by a private citizen or company. This can be common in areas
served by the Government Survey System (outside of the original 13 colonies as
well as portions of Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee). As a result, in these cases,
neither the municipality, nor the utility, have complete authority to dictate what is
permitted within the right of way.3
 From the point of view of sound appraisal practice, it is necessary to presume
and consider full utilization of rights granted by virtue of a particular authorization.
That is, one must consider the impact of a 120 foot pole if a 120 foot is allowed
as of right (even if only a 100 foot pole is installed in the instant case at this time).
Likewise, in assessing whether the impact of the authorization of a DAS in a
residential neighborhood, one would consider the additions and expansions that
would be permitted as of right under the Commission’s Section 6409 rules.
3

"... "[a]ctivities by the owner of the dominant estate [easement holder] that go beyond the reasonable exercise of
the use granted by the easement may constitute a trespass to the owner of the servient estate." Schadewald v Brule,
225 Mich App 26, 40; 570 NW2d 788 (1997)... p.2
....we decline to infringe on the private property rights of a landowner through unsupported implication, particularly
when there is a complete absence of any legislative intent in the LDA to give a public utility free reign to build on an
easement as it pleases. ... AT&T provided no legal basis, facts, or documentary evidence to establish that the city or
county has the legal authority to decide on the nature, size, or scope of equipment a utility may install in a utility
easement or whether the city or county actually considers said questions when they issue a building permit...p.3.
289 Mich App 70 (2010)
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Thus, unless a provider can agree otherwise, if a DAS cabinet is not subject to
concealment elements, it appears an appurtenance up to 6 feet could be
attached horizontally to the same pole, and that appurtenance would only be
subject to the limits that might be imposed by the owner of the pole.
 In this case, I have attempted to consider the impacts of various “small cell” and
“DAS” installations by Mobilitie and others, both in light of, and without
considering the impact of the FCC Section 6409 rules. I have also looked at
state legislation and considered possible impacts if facilities of the permitted size
were installed.
V.

Areas of Concern

The following areas of concern have been considered and investigated.
significant are discussed in the following sections.

The most

 Market resistance (or stigma) in general.
 Aesthetics.
 Underground Utilities.
 Changes in the highest and best use of properties.
 Wireless infrastructure and service providers’ history of paying for the right to
place towers on private property.
 Perceived safety risks from potential failure of a structure.
 Right of way easements

A.

Market Resistance

Market resistance (or stigma) in general is quantified in scholarly articles and peerreviewed journal publications as it relates to the impact of communication towers and
equipment on nearby property values. Hedonic studies and surveys generally address
market resistance to the placement of new towers or equipment without regard to the
cause of said market resistance.
There has been significant research regarding the question of the impact on residential
property values from construction of cell phone towers in neighborhoods. The results of
these studies vary but they commonly indicate that there is a significant impact. While
the magnitude of the impact varies, the studies uniformly indicate that there is a
significant impact on residential property values from installation of cell phone towers.
Not surprisingly, the studies that show little or no impact are universally commissioned
by and paid for by the telecommunications industry.
Most studies have dealt with more conventional, larger towers and not DAS
installations. These studies would nevertheless be directly applicable to the proposed
100 to 120 foot monopole referenced on the previous page. As to “small cell” and DAS
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installations, it should be noted that “small cell” references the size of the coverage area
and not necessarily the size of the equipment. Furthermore, small cell and DAS
installations will generally be located much closer to nearby properties and they will be
installed in hundreds of locations ubiquitously. The FCC Public Notice dated December
22, 2106 states “Although the facilities used in these networks are smaller and less
obtrusive than traditional cell towers and antennas, they must be deployed more
densely – i.e., in many more location – to function effectively (Page 1).
In addition, to numbers that exceed the location of larger towers by orders of magnitude,
small cell and DAS installations are often directly within the line of site (midway up a 40
foot pole, for example) and even include ground cabinets, which are particularly
egregious. Even if the individual impact of small cells is lesser than for larger towers
(which is by no means a given), this may be offset or partially offset by the location,
closer proximity and the numbers that exceed tower installations by orders of
magnitude. Some of the studies are briefly discussed below.
Sandy Bond and Ko-Kang Wang performed a 2005 study in New Zealand where they
support a 15% diminution in residential property value within 300 Meters of
communication antennas. Their Summer 2005 publication in the Appraisal Journal (as
published by the Appraisal Institute, Summer 2005, Pages 256 – 277) summarizes this
study. They indicate survey results ranging from 10% to over 20% diminution, which is
supported by multiple regression analysis (a hedonic study) indicating 21% diminution in
residential property values.
Sandy Bond also performed and presented a study from December 2003 in Florida that
supported just over 2% diminution.
Stephen L. Locke and Glenn C. Blomquist published “The Cost of Convenience:
Estimating the Impact of Communication Antennas on Residential Property Values” in
Land Economics in February 2106. This is the most current study. They conclude that
a visible antenna up to 1,000 feet away (vs 4,500 feet as the control) results in a market
diminution of 1.82% for residential homes ($3,342 per home in the market studied).
While this seems like a relatively small percentage, they correlate this to an Aggregate
impact of a reduction of market value of Ten Million Dollars when applied to all of the
homes around a single tower in their study area.
While there have not been any scientific studies of the impact on property values from
small cell and DAS deployments, there are many anecdotal examples indicating both a
negative market perception and adverse impacts on property values. (Of course,
negative market perception is precisely what causes an adverse impact on property
values). These include published articles and petitions from Real Estate Professionals
ranging from Manhattan to Burbank indicating negative impact, reduced property value,
and market resistance. From an August 10, 2010 article in the New York Times…
“TINA CANARIS, an associate broker and a co-owner of RE/MAX Hearthstone in Merrick, has a
$999,000 listing for a high ranch on the water in South Merrick, one of a handful of homes on the block on
the market. But her listing has what some consider a disadvantage: a cell antenna poking from the top of
a telephone pole at the front of the 65-by-100-foot lot. “Even houses where there are transformers in
front” make “people shy away,” Ms. Canaris said. “If they have the opportunity to buy another home, they
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do.” She said cell antennas and towers near homes affected property values, adding, “You can see a
buyer’s dismay over the sight of a cell tower near a home just by their expression, even if they don’t say
anything.”

B.

Aesthetics and Underground Utilities

In 32 years of experience as a Real Estate Appraiser specializing in detrimental
conditions, takings, adverse impacts and right-of-way, I have found that aesthetics (or
rather the adverse impact on aesthetics) of externalities routinely has the largest impact
on property values. As a result, proximity to towers of all types (cell, wind turbine, and
electric transmission) has an impact on property values. The same is true with all sorts
of surface installations such as pump stations and communication equipment boxes.
This would apply to new small cell and DAS equipment, although again, one would
expect that the less intrusive the facility, the less significant the impact. Small cell and
DAS installations can be unsightly, bulky, inconsistent, and even noisy. A few
demonstrative photos are included on Page 10.
While it is certainly recognized that DAS systems and Cellular antennas are an
important part of our nation’s infrastructure, and that it is inevitable that new antennas
will need to be installed as we move into the future, it is important for municipalities (and
property owners, in the case of right-of-way easements) to retain some control over the
size, location, scope, expansion, and characterization of the installations. This is
because adverse impacts from negative externalities vary considerably with the size,
location, scope, expansion, and characterization of the installations.
All things being otherwise equal…
 Larger facilities have a greater impact than smaller facilities.
 Facilities on the ground and located closer to common sight lines have a greater
impact than those that are less visible.
 Underground facilities have a lesser impact than above-ground facilities in most
instances (although there are cases where the structures required for vaulting
may be as intrusive as the above-ground facilities).
 Streamlined and contained facilities have a lesser impact than unorganized
conglomerations of diverse elements.
 Impact tends to lessen over time as a facility remains unchanged so that
changes and expansions have an additional negative impact.
 Facilities that are designed to be in balance with existing utility structures have a
lesser impact than less harmonious installations. For example, an above ground
facility will have a greater impact in an area with existing underground utilities.
And a new pole that is three times higher than existing poles will have a greater
impact than a new pole that is the same height as existing poles. Please
reference the proposed Tx 120 (120 foot) Mobilitie tower shown below
(particularly as compared to the existing wood utility poles).
DET02:2350248.1

Likewise, please compare this set of examples of unorganized and uncontrolled
conglomerations of diverse elements with more streamlined installations.
DET02:2350248.1

It is not an accident that the articles, cases, and publications of the wireless industry
often address circumstances that involve hiding wireless facilities, or show pictures of
physically small “small cells” neatly mounted. Hidden, smaller, and neatly mounted
“small cells,” will have an impact, but that impact will be lesser than other alternatives.
Likewise, there needs to be control over future growth of installed facilities.
It is my opinion that the Federal Communications Commission should analyze the
potential impact of small cell and DAS deployments in detail before considering
additional rules. It is important for the Commission to have information as to which
installations may have De Minimis impacts and which may have significant impacts
before establishing national rules.
It is also my opinion that municipalities need to retain significant regulatory control over
these installations in public rights-of-way in order to minimize impacts and protect the
health, welfare, and safety of their residences in the same way that other regulations
and the reasonable exercise of police powers have over the last hundred years.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on March 7, 2017.

David E. Burgoyne, ASA, SR/WA
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser
(Indiana, Michigan, North and South Carolina)
DET02:2350248.1

Exhibit 4
Report and Declaration of Steven M. Puuri
for the Smart Communities Siting Coalition
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Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20554

In the Matter of

)

COMMENT SOUGHT ON STREAMLINING
DEPLOYMENT OF SMALL CELL
INFRASTRUCTURE BY IMPROVING WIRELESS
FACILITIES SITING POLICIES;

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MOBILITIE, LLC
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING

WT Docket No. 16-421

REPORT AND DECLARATION OF STEVEN M. PUURI
FOR THE SMART COMMUNITIES SITING COALITION

About the Author
I have been involved in road design safety issues for 25 years on behalf of Washtenaw County Road
Commission, Michigan, and most recently as a consultant to the County Road Association of
Michigan. My formal education includes an engineering bachelor of science degree in 1978 from
Michigan State University, as well as various continuing education workshops and seminars on
road safety and operation. The commentary and opinions I offer below are based upon this
education and experience dedicated to keeping roadways safe for the motoring public as well as
other users of the rights of way. See my CV attached as Exhibit A.

Background
Road agencies across the State of Michigan and the rest of the United States, have recognized for years
that roadsides should be maintained as near free of obstacles as possible. A roadside obstacle is defined
as any object that projects above the ground more than 4 inches and which is rigid or non-forgiving
when struck by a vehicle. A considerable amount of effort has been invested in Michigan to maintain
the roadsides clear of non-critical obstacles that can be hazardous to drivers and passengers if their
vehicle leaves the improved portion of the roadway or road surface.
Nationally Recognized Road Safety Guidelines
The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) is the primary source
of guidance on road and road right of way safety design and has established guidelines for state and
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local agencies in the United States. AASHTO has created various standing committees that review
transportation research studies and promulgate guidelines on specific areas of road safety. The AASHTO
Highway Subcommittee on Design developed the roadside design guidelines, which in my opinion
specifically apply to those Communication Service Providers (CSP) installations recently being proposed
along roadways. This committee developed guidelines that establish nationally recognized best
practices for safe roadside design which are published in the AASHTO Roadside Design Guidelines.

Roadside Design Guidelines
The AASHTO Roadside Design Guidelines 4th edition was published in October 2011 and has been
updated most recently as of 2015. Typically, the Michigan Department of Transportation adopts the
guidelines for use in Michigan and then each road agency can and typically does adopt the guidelines for
use on their particular road system. These guidelines include recommended best safe design practices
to assure that roadsides are free of obstacles or, if an obstacle must be placed within the clear zone, it
recommends that a crash tested barrier system should also be installed to minimize the injuries to
drivers and passengers should an errant vehicle collide with the roadside obstacle. The reason that
these are treated as guidelines, rather than adopted as srict code requirements, is that the there are
enough locally unique variations in roadways (as a result of the historical evolution of particular
roadways, as well as conditions and uses of surrounding property) that states and localities require
latitude in the application of the guidelines. Nonetheless, these guidelines reflect practices developed
over years of experience and the accumulation of extensive accident statistics to ensure that roadways
are as safe as possible. Safety encompasses immediate concerns (will a structure add to the risk of
death or injury to those using the roadway; will it interfere with uses of the roadbed by other utilities)
but also longer term concerns: (for example, will the road be more vulnerable to collapse risks, will the
road be more likely to crack or buckle, will the underpavement structure of the road be adversely
affected?).

Documents Reviewed
In addition to reviewing certain of the AASHTO Guidelines, some of which are discussed herin and
attached as Exhibit B, 1 I have reviewed several other documents including:
a. The attached Mobilitie, LLC Site Plan proposed in Leelanau County, Michigan and attached here
as Exhibit C as well as other Mobilitie site plans and drawings.
b. A photograph and the related accident report pertaining to a vehicle/CSP crash that occurred
with an improperly locatedDAS related pole located in the right of way in Genesee County,
Michigan, attached here as Exhibit D.

1

Some of the other sections of the AASHTO guidelines that also warrant consideration, but not specifically
addressed here in an attempt at some level of brevity, include Sections 4.8, discussing technical specifications in
detail and the risks associated with utlity poles and which includes a discussion for example, of breakaway standards
regarding same. See also Section 10.2.2.3.1 discussing similar technical aspects of utility pole placement and
guarding considerations in urban areas. Copies of these sections are attached to the AASHTO excerpts at Exh B.
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Opinions
The addition of structures in the right of way such as those proposed by Mobilitie and other similar
entities, create immediate hazards to travelers. This hazard can be mitigated but not eliminated, and it
is serious, as records of highway accidents suggest. The hazard exists in urban, suburban and rural areas
where structures are placed in the rights of way. Further, the placement of roadside barriers
themselves, as protective installations and as discussed, are themselves also a form of a hazard.
The addition of structures in the rights of way create immediate issues for maintenance of the rights of
way, and to the extent that the structures must be maintained and modified over time, can interfere
with traffic flow at significant cost to the public.
The addition of structures complicates planning, installation, modification and maintenance for other
utilities, including storm water drainage and other systems. Moreover, every aboveground structure
presents a potential hazard for other systems (e.g. if a pole is of a height that a falling pole may knock
out electrical and other communications lines).
The addition of structures may affect emergency responses. Utility poles do fail during storms, and it is
often up to the governmental entity that manages the roadway to clear the road of hazards so that
rescue vehicles and repairs can begin. If facilities like the 120 foot Mobilitie tower are placed in the right
of way, it may exceed the emergency response capabilities of many entities to remove it. And of course,
if it cannot be cleared using standard equipment, then Mobilitie must have the equipment and response
teams in place to respond very quickly.
The cost of planning, emergency response, and of reviewing proposed facilities is expensive and can be
time-consuming depending on the complexity of the roadway and the systems surrounding it. See
estimates of local government materials costs of providing a safe roadside both initially and annually
thereafter attached as Exhibit E.
Conditions may vary from location to location, so submission of information in batches may simplify
some reviews but not site specific location-related reviews.

Basis of Opinions
In a ddition to the AASHTO guidelines referenced, according to the Insurance Institute for Highway
safety, about 20 percent of motor vehicle crash deaths “result from a vehicle leaving the roadway and
hitting a fixed object alongside the road. Trees, utility poles, and traffic barriers are the most common
objects struck. AASHTO data reflects 12% of these, attributable to collisions with utlity poles. Almost half
of the deaths in fixed object crashes occur at night. Alcohol is a frequent contributing factor. Motorists
also run off the road because of excessive speeds, falling asleep, inattention or poor visibility. Efforts to
reduce these driver errors are only somewhat effective, so it's important to remove fixed objects or
avoid putting them along roads in the first place if feasible, especially on roads where vehicles are more
likely to leave the pavement. Less preferred options include using breakaway objects, shielding objects
and increasing the visibility of objects.” http://www.iihs.org/iihs/topics/t/roadway-andenvironment/fatalityfacts/fixed-object-crashes NHTSA's study
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"The Economic and Society Impact of Motor Vehicle Crashes, 2010," suggests that automobile accidents
impose a staggering cost on the economy – about $891 billion in damage annually.
While my opinions recognize that under ASSHTO guidelines, a rigid pole can be in the road right of way if
it is protected by a crash tested barrier system (AASHTO Section 5.1.1; Section 5.1.2; Table 5-3); it
should be recognized, the crash tested barrier systems themselves constitute a roadside hazard
(AASHTO Figure 1-2, page 1-3). So placement of these systems should be limited to only those roadside
hazards or obstacles that must be placed within the roadside clear zone.
To begin to understand some of the costs and risks created by placement of facilities that could be
placed elsewhere, on rights of way, it is important to understand the complexity of the design of rights
of way. I focus here on examples rights of way in rural areas in Michigan, but equally and more complex
issues arise with respect to placement in suburban and urban areas, where designs accommodate
increased overall traffic as well as foot and bicycle use and multiple utilities.
Attached as Exhibits F and G are representative diagrams of a typical rural (open ditch) roadside
where a barrier system is placed to protect the vehicles from a roadside non-breakaway pole, such
as the 120 foot towers proposed by Mobilitie, LLC ( Exh C). These sketches also depict placement of
a culvert/storm sewer system to provide unimpeded storm water flow with an appropriate culvert
end protection (AASHTO Figure 3-12, page 3-18). Also displayedis an appropriately designed
guardrail system, which is crash tested to protect a vehicle occupant from crashing into the
proposed 120-foot steel tower or the foundation which obviously projects above the ground by
more than 4 inches.
Clear Zone
In Michigan, a typical 66-foot wide rural road right of way includes a roadbed, shoulders, steep
front slopes (steeper than 3 on 1 are considered non-recoverable; AASHTO Figure 3-2) and roadside
ditches to accommodate storm runoff. These road features typically encompass the entire 66-foot
width of the right of way. Also, the established speed limit in Michigan for these rural roads is 55
mph. The AASHTO Roadside Design guideline has established a method to determine the
recommended clear zone that should be provided along rural roads (AASHTO Section 3.3).
The AASHTO roadside clear zone width for rural roads is based on the speed limit, traffic volume,
and roadside recovery width which include traversable slopes (recoverable slopes flatter than 4 on
1). Typically, rural roads in Michigan do not include recoverable front slopes so the clear zone is
extended beyond the bottom of the ditch (AASHTO Table 3-1).
Additionally, the roadside ditch slopes are often too steep to be included in the clear zone
calculation, therefore the clear zone often extends partially up the ditch backslope (ASSHTO Section
3.3.2). The typical clear zone along rural rods would extend beyond the near edge of a 6-foot
diameter foundation assuming this foundation is placed one foot inside the right of way.

Typical Cross Section Sketch
Exhibit F depicts a cross section of a typical rural roadside in Michigan, where a fixed obstacle is
placed within the clear zone. This sketch includes a non-recoverable side slope (steeper than 4 on
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Exhibit A
Steven M. Puuri, P.E.
6480 Zeeb Road
Dexter, MI 48130

734-426-3097
spuuri@gmail.com

Career Summary
A proficient transportation infrastructure chief executive with an impressive background of
building partnerships, securing innovative funding and delivering context sensitive solutions.
An accomplished engineering director with an established track record of accomplishing
projects on time and on budget. Mentored technical staff to handle challenges associated
with rapid growth and workload expansion. An assertive public relations leader who
successfully engaged stakeholders from US Congress, State Legislators, Local Officials as
well as project stakeholders in a progressive university community.

Areas of Expertise/Core Competency
Extensive executive level expertise in Road Construction, Design, Traffic Operations,
Routine
Maintenance, Construction Contracts, Transportation Funding, Legal Issues, Property
Acquisition, Board Relations, Government Relations, Employee and Public Relations
Extensive experience in Michigan County Road Law, Tort Liability, Road Construction,
Road Maintenance, Traffic Operation, Riparian Rights, Storm Water Management, Wetland
Mitigation, Organizational Policies, Management Dashboards, Information Technology and
Computer Networks.
Extensive working knowledge of American Association of State Highways and
Transportation
Officials Guidelines; Michigan Department of Transportation Guidelines and Specifications;
Michigan Vehicle Code; Michigan Manual For Uniform Traffic Control; Federal NEPA
Guidelines and Federal Relocation & Assistance Guidelines.

Work Experience
Puuri Engineering LLC
2014 - Present
Engineering Specialist
Serves as an engineering consultant to advise the County Road Association, Michigan
Municipal League and the Michigan Department of Transportation on technical matters
related to local road agencies. Provides the Road Commissions and Michigan Municipal
League with an experienced road engineering resource to assist with road maintenance and
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construction initiatives related to legislation, policy development, rule writing and dispute
resolutions.
Puuri Engineering LLC
2012 - Present
Managing Director
Owner and lead engineer of a consulting engineering practice which provides technical advice
on legislative and policy development related to local road agencies. Provides planning, design
and construction engineering services for transportation projects. Serving a variety of
Municipal and private clients to assist with advancing infrastructure improvements. I have also
provided expert witness services for many years on road liability cases, including cases where I
have been qualified and testified in several Michigan Courts as a road design, drainage and
maintenance expert. Also I have never been rejected by a court to testify as an expert.

Washtenaw County Road Commission
1987 - 2011
Managing Director
2003 - 2011
As the Chief Executive Officer provided direction and leadership for the Board of Directors
and 156 employees. Led a $70 million organization recognized as a progressive trendsetter
in management practices. Successfully administered an autonomous organization requiring
transparent Board Meetings, Audited Financial Statements, Tort Liability, Self Funded
Insurance programs, fleet acquisition and maintenance for 150 licensed vehicles, property
management of 25 building and 300 acres, public relations, extensive construction and
maintenance programs for 1650 miles of roads, 111 bridges and 150 traffic signals.
In this capacity key accomplishments included:
•
Established a 5 Year Capital Improvement Program which dramatically
improved the coordination of all projects in the region
•
Established a multi-year budgeting process creating consistently increasing
reserves
•
Recognized innovative project funding leader who delivered results
•
Established design, construction and maintenance standards that lead to high
quality projects, cost effective maintenance practices and improved road safety.
•
Established a model partnership program that successfully collaborated with
private developers resulting in over $100 million of private investment in public
infrastructure projects
•
Transformed accounting methods to fully recognize unfunded liabilities
•
Successfully negotiated benefit reductions to sustainable levels
•
Established Planning and Public Relations programs leading to enhance
stakeholder involvement and documented improvements in public perception
•
Modernized stormwater management and environmental programs earning
recognition from community environmental leaders as an outstanding example for
maintenance practices and environmental stewardship
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•
Conducted organization assessments implemented cultural transforming
strategies earning recognition from local officials for improvements in performance
•
Lead an innovative public agency initiative obtaining recognition for Best
Management Practices International Standards Organization 9001-2008
Director of Engineering
1990 - 2003
Engineer responsible for providing technical leadership for a rapidly developing community
while modernizing construction practices, rigorously enforcing contractual and permit
compliance. Supervised a department of 56 engineers, professional specialist and administrative
staff. Established a quality based consultant selection program leading to improved consultant
performance and financial accountability. Successfully completed hundreds of major
infrastructure projects totaling over $200 million. Administered a state of the art traffic
operations program including construction and maintenance of integrated operations center for
150 signals, 30,000 signs and 800 miles of pavement markings. Successfully served as Project
Engineer on planning, design, property acquisition and construction projects often handling
numerous concurrent projects in various stages of development. Served as the Contract
Administrator on numerous construction and consultant contracts involving preparation of
contract documents, advertising, awarding, claims resolution and legal disputes. Successfully
served as an expert witness for numerous tort liability cases.
Key accomplishments in this capacity:
•
Jackson Road $50 million multi-phase boulevard construction and research
project
•
Dixboro Road bridge $20 million 550 ft. long multi-lane multi-modal bridge
•
US 23, Geddes Rd, Dixboro Rd. and Huron River Dr. $5 million corridor
expansion project
•
Earhart Road $3 million new road enabling 100-acre medical & commercial
development
•
Ellsworth Road $8 million realignment & corridor expansion project
•
Served as the local catalyst for $50 million in state interchange expansion
projects
•
Served as the Project Engineer on 8 Federal NEPA clearance projects
involving interchanges, new road alignments, capacity projects, wetland mitigation,
new and historic bridges
•
Served as Project Manager for 27,000 sf. new office building construction
project involving architectural design, interior planning, access roads, parking areas,
landscaping, relocation coordinator and building demolition
•
Served as the Lead Engineer who successfully collaborated with hundreds of
Residential and Commercial Developers to assure that the new developments were
completed with appropriate public infrastructure investments
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Assistant Director of Engineering
1987 - 1990
Provided direction and leadership for design, construction, survey and traffic services.
Transformed the culture of a 23 member engineering staff by successfully solving low
morale, improving quality and increasing productivity. Developed a staffing plan to address
rapid population growth challenges, secured Management endorsement, leading to increasing
staff capabilities, increased project output and improved project quality.
USDA Soil Conservation Service
1978 - 1987
Area Engineer
1983 - 1987
Provided design and field engineering services for stream and shoreline stabilization, flood
control and storm water management projects for several counties in Northwest Michigan.
Ensured prompt delivery of project services including land surveys, design, contract
documents, construction administration and claims resolution. Successfully worked with
public officials and private landowner to accomplish a variety of clients in a positive work
relationship. Supervised technicians and clerical staff in regional office locations. Key
accomplishments:
•
Rouge River Flood Control Projects Design and Construction
•
Numerous Private Landowner drainage systems design and construction
Civil Engineer
1978 – 1983
Assisted the State Office Hydraulic Engineer and Other Professional Staff Specialists to
develop watershed hydraulic analysis and flood plain mapping projects.
•
Petoskey Winter Sports Park Drainage Construction
•
Woolsey Airport Tile Drainage Construction

Education
B.S. Civil Engineering Michigan State University 1978
Extensive Continuing Education Credits and training programs in water resources and
transportation related areas

Professional Associations & Boards
Professional Engineering License in Michigan No. 29798
National Association County Engineers
County Road Association of Michigan
County Road Association Engineering Committee Chair
Governors Traffic Safety Advisory Commission
Michigan County Road Association Self-Insurance Pool Board
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Exhibit B
AASHTO Citations
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Exhibit C
Mobilitie, LLC Site Plans and Details
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The Mobilitie, LLC proposal is to place a rigid steel pole, 120’ in height, 5-6 foot in diameter with a
concrete foundation extending approximately 20 feet below the surface (Mobilitie,LLC Utility Pole
Elevation, plans sheets 1 - 8).
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Exhibit D
Genesee County Crash with ACD.Net Pole Photographs
These design criteria are important because in real world experience, we know that accidents
do happen which involve collisions with these roadside obstacles. Many produce fatal results,
particularly with unguarded or improperly guarded obstacles in the right of way. Below are
photographs and the accident report of just such an accident involving a communication pole
placed in violation of the specific permit siting authorization granted by the Genesee County
Road Commission and, subsequently revoked as a result of such violations.
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Exhibit E
Costs of Providing and Maintaining a Safe Roadside with CSP Tower

•
•

•

NOTES
All of these costs should be borne by the applicant including the maintenance costs.
These costs do not reflect the inspection costs during and post construction or the annual
inspection costs to assure that the drainage and guardrail systems are performing as
planned. These costs reflect only the average bid prices based on MDOT average unit prices
during 2015, these would be typical small project unit prices for materials and installation of the
work listed.
The maintenance costs are a rough approximation of typical extra repair and maintenance work
that a road agency would anticipate to assure that these additional structures (not including the
tower) in the ROW are performing as planned. No cost has been included for use of the road
right of way. Also every guardrail crash would need to be repaired, I estimate one/year just to
show this should be an anticipated regular cost.
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Exhibit F
Rural Road Cross Section
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Exhibit G
Rural Road Plan View
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Exhibit 5
Proposal for Tower from Mobilitie to
Monroe, MI, and Response of City
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August 8, 2016
Mark Deering
Mobilitie, LLC
120 S. Riverside Plaza, Ste. 1800
Chicago, IL 60606
Re:

Mobilitie LLC’s Right of Way Submission

Dear Mr. Deering:
Please be advised that the undersigned is special counsel for the City of Monroe.
The City of Monroe is in possession of your submitted documents purporting to seek
permission to install a 100’ “transport utility pole in the public right of way.” Based on the
longitude and latitude provided on the application, the pole would be located in front of
60 W. 5th St in Monroe.
The documents submitted are not consistent, accurate or complete. The materials you
submitted (at Sheet 0.0) include a “Project Description” that describes the scope of work
as only involving installation of a 100’ utility pole. Sheet 2.0 is consistent with that
description, as it includes no pole attachments or any engineering that would suggest
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that overhead wiring will be associated with what you call a utility pole; the Exhibit photo
on Sheet 1.0 also shows no overhead wiring. However, Sheet 1.0 suggests that
overhead fiber optics will run from the pole along an existing pole line and that an
overhead power line will be placed on what you describe as the “access road.” None of
the sheets other than 0.0 appear to have been reviewed by an engineer, and none
purports to be based on an actual site inspection or a review of the right of way
boundaries. The inconsistency in the documents makes it difficult to provide a response,
but we will do our best, reserving the right to raise additional issues should you choose
to pursue these applications.
Your cover letter says that the application was submitted pursuant to Section 625.24 of
the Monroe City Code, which addresses excavations in the rights of way. You did not
submit the application pursuant to Michigan’s Metro Act, which is addressed in Section
651-1 of the Monroe City Code, nor did you submit an application for placement of a
wireless facility under applicable federal, state or local law. The Monroe City Code
contains provisions applicable to placement of wireless facilities in Section 720-78.
Access to the rights of way for placement of telecommunications wires, if allowed at all,
would either require a Metro Act Application or a local franchise. You would need to
submit an application under the Metro Act or seek other authorizations if (as the plans
suggest) you do intend to install overhead wires. In addition, a local franchise would at
least be required for anything not covered by the Metro Act, which would include any
wireless facility (wireless facilities are not covered by the Metro Act) and other related
structures. The proposed “utility pole” appears to be a wireless facility not unlike
wireless DAS or Small Cell networks and facilities related thereto. The supporting
structure would be a tower under applicable FCC rules. Therefore, in addition to
complying with Section 625.24, you actually would need to submit an application for a
wireless facility following the requirements of the City Code.
Taking your submission at face value, it is therefore not possible for us to further
process your submission as it is incomplete due to the absence of the applicable
submissions required under the City Code and Charter, or to the extent it applies, the
Metro Act and implementing provisions of the City Code.
In addition, even if you could submit an application for the work without the materials
described above, the company’s submission would be incomplete for reasons including
but not limited to the following: a lack of detail on the project description (and
inconsistencies between the description and the drawings); the absence of engineering,
including the absence of drawings based on actual surveys showing property
boundaries and utility lines; and the absence of submissions based on the facility that is
proposed, as opposed to submissions that contain generic photos that are not site
specific (we note that the photo on Sheet 1.0 is the same photo used by Mobilitie to
seek authorization for 120’ poles in other communities, so the picture is not only not site
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specific – it is a misrepresentation of the proposed facility). If, as some sheets suggest,
wiring will be placed underground, information about trenching and restoration will need
to be provided, and if, as would appear you must cut a driveway, additional information
will also be required. Each of the sheets should be signed and sealed appropriately; the
sheets you submitted are not. The submission did not include required fees.
Given the ambiguous nature of the information provided in your submission, in addition
to not being able to discern the physical details of what is proposed, nor the precise
proposed locations, we also cannot determine with any exactitude, the applicable
regulatory requirements that may apply. The following engineering requirements appear
to apply. You should submit:
1.
Topographic survey including dimensions of right-of-way width, locations of
existing utilities, dimensions of proposed facilities from adjacent utilities, curb lines, and
other appropriate features that can be used as reference points. Any proposed facilities
must be located a minimum of 3 feet horizontally from existing utilities, or greater
depending on the relative depths.
2.
Profile view indicating the depth of existing utilities, any crossings, etc. Minimum
18” vertical separation from any existing utilities will be required.
3.
Foundation details must be provided of the pole and associated structures to
determine any potential conflicts with existing utilities and / or roadway features.
Of course, the drawings should be consistent. We would of course expect to review the
safety of the proposed structure as part of the permitting or at the time of construction.
The foregoing would apply without regard to the location of the tower proposed.
However, the proposed site is located within the Old Village Historic District
(#82002854) in the National Register of Historic Places, and in front of an historically
significant structure. A document showing the boundaries of the district is attached.
Listed in 1982, the district includes residential and commercial architecture dating from
the mid-19th that is representative of all major architectural styles constructed in
Michigan from that point through the 20th century. The Old Village nomination contained
one of the largest groupings of historic resources submitted for designation in the state
of Michigan. In addition to its impacts on the structures on property immediately
adjoining the proposed tower, the proposed tower will be in direct line of sight with St.
John the Baptist Catholic Church. The church was constructed in the Romanesque
Revival style prevalent during the second half of the 19th century. Completed in 1874,
St. John’s was listed on the Michigan State Register of Historic Sites in 1998. Within a
little more than a block’s distance is Memorial Place. Located on Monroe Street, the
park commemorates the Kentucky soldiers that fought and died at the Battle of the
River Raisin in January 1813. We suspect that the tower, which is extraordinarily tall
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and unlike other facilities in the rights of way, will be visible from many locations within
the district.
Work in this area on wireless facilities necessarily implicates Section 106 review under
guidelines established in the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA); and the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). It may also implicate the Historic Sites Act
of 1935; archaeological monitoring for inadvertent finds during excavation projects; and
the requirements and obligations established and delineated by the Antiquities Act of
1906; the Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act, as amended (1960); the
Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979; and the Native American Graves and
Repatriation Act (1990). You have also chosen to place the structure near a roadway
that is designated as a state historic heritage route, and that will implicate duties of the
Michigan Department of Transportation.
We believe it highly likely that the proposed placement would require a full
environmental impact report, but there is no indication that Mobilitie, or the architect who
reviewed the plans, has taken any steps to comply with, or even identify the company’s
obligations under federal or state laws. This is of grave concern: we fear the submission
was designed to ignore the requirements applicable to wireless facilities in the rights of
way within or affecting historical districts. In addition, the City is very likely to exercise its
authority under Section 383 of the City Code should you opt to pursue placement of the
tower as proposed.
In summary, the submission under Section 625 is incomplete, for reasons stated above.
It is, in fact, so defective and raises such significant issues, that we believe the best
course for Mobilitie is to withdraw the submission.
Please let us know if you intend to withdraw the application within five business days of
the date of this letter. If you do not do so, the City will need to take appropriate steps to
protect itself. This may include, but is not limited to, filing a complaint at the Federal
Communications Commission that will show what you submitted, and its impacts on a
district listed in the National Register of Historic Places.
Should you choose to pursue the application under Section 625, you also would need to
file additional materials and pay the fees required under that section. In addition to the
applicability of Monroe Code Section 625, Article (Excavations), the City of Monroe, as
appropriate, will be reviewing future submittals for consistency also with Chapter 651
(Telecommunications) and Chapter 720 (Zoning), Section 78 (Wireless
telecommunications towers and antennas). While these sections may not apply in their
entirety given the type of facility being contemplated, some additional provisions may
also govern, as suggested above. We would expect to receive these materials promptly,
along with applicable fees. As indicated above, you will also need to seek a franchise
from the City.
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Out of an abundance of caution, to the extent that Mobilitie contends that the application
was submitted pursuant to the Metro Act, we hereby determine that it does not comply
with the requirements of that Act, and indeed, that the Act is not applicable to all or most
of the installations – and certainly not the “utility pole” set out in the Project Description.
Further, to the extent that Mobilitie contends that it has submitted this application under
Section 332(c)(7) or state law governing placement of new wireless facilities, it should
provide all the materials identified in this letter along with the materials required in the
City Code provisions cited above, so that the City is in a position to comply with any
deadlines Mobilitie may believe applies. We would need that material within 21 days of
the date of this letter.
After withdrawal, or after disposition of the submission, the City is also happy to discuss
other alternative sites that do not impact the rights of way, and do not raise the same
safety and other concerns. There may be other municipal properties in the immediate
area that may fulfill Mobilitie’s needs.
On behalf of the City of Monroe,
KITCH DRUTCHAS WAGNER
VALITUTTI & SHERBROOK
__________________________
Michael J. Watza
(313) 965-7983
mike.watza@kitch.com
DET02:2254675.1

Exhibit 6
Proposal for Tower from Mobilitie to
Centerville, GA., and Response of City

Exhibit 7
Proposal for Tower from Mobilitie to Laurel,
MD.

Exhibit 8
Deposition of Crown Castle Representative

Exhibit 9
Crown Castle Right of Way Use Agreement

